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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Every creative artist who has produced a considerable 
body of work lays himself open to analysis and evaluation, 
approval or condemnation by critics who assume that they 
are entirely competent not only to make final pronouncements 
concerning the artist's aim and technique, but also to 
condone or deplore his total vision of life. On the one 
hand we have the traditional, judicial criticism which 
dispenses briefly and irrevocably with all material wlnch 
comes within its province. Dewey explains the su~vival of 
pontifical criticism: 
"Judgment that is final, that settles a matter, is 
more congenial to unregenerate human nature than is 
the judgment that is a development in thou~~t of a 
deeply realized perception." (1.) 
On the other hand there is the creative criticism which 
deals in qualities and values not for the purpose of reaching 
conclusive legalistic verdicts but with the aim of achieving 
experiential inquiry. Dewey outlines the requirements of 
such criticism: 
"A judgment as an act of controlled inquiry demands a 
rich background and a disciplined insight. It is much 
easier to tell people what they should believe than to 
discriminate""and unify." ( 2.) 
The present writer faces - a major problem. Vf.hile she 
is hostile to judicial criticism, she is relatively a 
1. Dewey, John: Intelligence in the Modern World , p . 263 
2 . Loc. cit. 
1 
novice in the ~ield o~ creative criticism. Dewey is re-
assuring: 
"Nevertheless, judgments have a connnon ~orm because they 
all have certain functions to per~orm. These functions 
are discrimination and unification. Judgments have to 
evoke a clear consciousness of constituent parts and to 
discover how consistently these parts are related to 
~orm a whole. n (1.) 
The present approach to an examination o~ Mansfield 's art, 
therefore, will endeavor to avoid judicial critit;ism save 
where, after adequate analysis, such conclusions seem ob-
vious and just. The writer will attempt to discriminate and 
unify, to add something of value to a clarification of the 
subject at hand, to reinterpret the constituent elements o~ 
Mans~ield 1 s work in the light of her evolution. 
Katherine Mansfield did not have time to run the full 
circle of her creative possibilities. We have only to read 
2 •. 
her latest stories, notably A Married Man's Story and The 
3. 
Fly, to realize that a ~ew months prior to her death her art 
was pressing forward to a more profound interpretation 
of life values than she had up to that time achieved. This 
is not the place to lament her premature death; it is, 
how~ver, the place to recognize that when we treat of the 
evolution of her art we are treating of an art incompletely 
evolved, still bearing in 1922 potentialities for more 
advanced phases. 
1. Dewey, John: op. cit., p. 267 
2. Iviansfield, Katherine: The Dove's Nest and Other Stories, 
pp. 92-117 
3. Ibid., pp. 74-85 
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The fact that Katherine Mansfield abandoned writing in 
October of 1922 does not imply a termination of her artistic 
achievement; it does imply that she needed more material and 
a new perspective. 
"I haven't written a word since October, and I don't 
mean to until the spring. I want much more material; 
I am tired of my little stories like birds in cages." (1. 
This action was volitional and honest. It would be unjust 
in the highest degree to question her statement, to suggest 
that she had exhausted her creative resources , to accept 
her cessation of writing as an a&nission of failure. A 
letter to Murry in December of 1922 is enlightening. 
"You see the question is always: Who am I? and until 
that is discovered I don't see how one can really 
direct anything in oneself. Is there a Me? One must 
be certain of that before one has a real unshakable 
leg to stand on- And I don't believe for one moment 
these questions can be settled by the head alone. It 
is this life of the head, this intellectual life at 
the expense of all the rest which has got us into this 
state. How can it get us out of it? I see no hope of 
escape except by learning to live in our emotional and 
instinctive being as well, and balance all three ." (2.) 
This last phase of Katherine Mansfield's life wil l be more 
fully treated in a subsequent chapter ; it is touched upon at 
this point to indicate a further argument against employing 
judicial criticism in examining her work. 
The proposition under development in this thesis w~y 
be stated as follows: in the evolution of her art---incom-
plete, as noted aboue---Katheri ne Mansfield began as a 
satirist and grew into a psycho-realist. 1Ne propose to 
---------------1. Mansfield, Katherine : Letters, P• 516 
2. Ibid., PP• 514-515 
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d.ei'ine psycho-realism in the ensuing chapter and clari.fy any 
other terms that may re quire it. Before we can understand 
' ,. ' 
the satire in her first volume, In A German Pension, and 
orient it to her later work, we must consider the first 
twenty years of "her life; a significant design must be organ-
ized out of which the youthful satirist emerges logically. 
1. 
After a study of her first bool:, her spiritual crisis of 
1916 will be examined and the results related to her succeed-
ing work. Her journal and her letters are invaluable supple-
mentary sources and will be used throughout the paper. The 
sixth chapter will undertake a study of the second phase of 
her artistic achievement; Bliss and Other -Sto-ries was the 
product of this period. Novels and Novelists will be given 
serious consideration as a clarification of artistic · prin-
ciples which up to the time of her book reviewing she had 
expressed unofficially and fragmentarily. The Garden Party, 
her most mature and self-published volume, is highly signif-
icant because of its chronological place in the evolution of 
her art; consequently it will be completely examined in the 
eighth chapter. The final c~apter will treat of her last 
group of completed stories included in the posthumously pub-
lished volume, The Doves' Nest and Other Stories; all the 
facts we can gather to illuminate her spiritual metamorphosis 
of 1922 will also be examined. 
Such criticism as the foll owing will be automatically. 
l.In A German Pension 
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disproved in the course of the thesis . 
"For these stories do not usually, - as such slender 
pieces of work often can., open windows on t h ings that 
are really significant: they tell us, however beauti-
fully, however tr~thfully, unimportant things about 
unimportant people--~a sort of sublimated gossip • 
••• a display of parlour fireworks, of fireworks that 
are almost exactly like real ones and yet guaranteed 
to do no harm to anyone." (1.) 
It will become clear that criticism like that cited 
below can be honestly applied only to In A German Pension 
2. 
and to parts of Bliss and Other Stories. 
" ••• somehow in every story she surrendered to that 
impulse to intrude her own charming personality; and 
always , in consequence, she 1 lost distance', lost 
touch with her dramatis personae, lost the credence 
of her reader for the mere sake of runu_sing him." ( 2.) 
Having defined our approach; we proceed to the 
clarification or terms. 
1. Shanks, Edward: 
2. Aiken, Conrad: 
"Fiction: Bliss". London Mercury. 3:337 
January, 1923 
"The Short Story As Confession". The 
Nation {London) 33:490, July 14, ~3 
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Chapter II 
DEFINITIONS 
Art is a way o~ thinking about life; it is communicated 
thr ough ordered ~orm. Within the limits o~ his own artistic 
and phil~sophical development the artist offers a perceived 
r ange of possibilities in experience and interprets the 
values t herein ·-resident. He colors the whole with the 
quality o~ his own vision. 
Satire is at once a statement of dissatisfaction with 
~ 
the universe and a declaration of intellectual war. 
Jonathan Swift, writing in ru11 maturity, was a master of 
his medium; only in Houyhnynmland did he lose distance 
through the uncontrollable force of his indignation. 
Dryden, also, was able to preserve a proper balance between 
the claims of his own individuality and the universe. 
Because this proper balance is rarely achieved by the 
youthful artist, his satire is often marred by personal 
resentments or violent indignation. The impersonal 
slightly amused mask o~ indifference that makes for per-
fection in satire is absent from his writing. 
Katherine Mansfield was high amused but she was not 
impersonal. Therefore the first phase o~ her writing, 
which could broadly be called satirical, was not wholly 
1. 
successful. It was natural that her entrance into writing 
1. Infra, Chap. III 
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should be through the door of satire. The circumstances of 
1. 
her l ife fostered this attitude. She was cynical and she 
was bitter. The bitterness of age and of youth are two 
very different aspects of dissatisfaction with life. The 
old are bitter in defeat; the young have a cynicism which 
is a consciously developed shell to protect their sensitivity 
to the disharmonies of experience and their bitterness is 
shot with rays of hqpe. Youth claims the "tragic optimism" 
2. 
which Katherine Mansfield ascribes to Rosabel. 
A second element is apparent in her very early work; 
crud.e and relentless realism. This element emerges · not 
only in two of the stories in In A German Pension but also 
in several written prior to the publication of this book. 
It was unfortunate that Mr. Orage of the New Age 
believed that Mansfield was a born satirist and that he 
encouraged her to develop this quality. It was fortunate 
that in 1916 Mansfield's interests shifted and, believing 
that she needed a new approach for a new artistic vision, 
she entered upon a progressive movement toward what we 
shall call psycho-realism. To be sure there is a satirical 
tone in her later work; it contributes to its poignancy 
and pungency. But it is a quality rused with other and 
more profound elements. Prior to 1916 Katherine Mansfield 
wrote from the outside; she examined surfaces, clarified 
1. Infra, Chap. IV 
2. "The Tiredness of Rosabelrt in The Little Girl and Other 
Stories 
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them in brief sequences of conversation and action. She 
never plunged below the surface in her sketches and rarely 
.ever in her realistic stories• She was not yet aware that 
it is what lies under the surfaces, the rooted elements 
combining to shape the surfaces that are of interest to 
the modern artist. Therefore in her first phase she was 
almost wholly traditional; thence she moved toward exper-
imentation. 
Abandoning the linear approach, she entered upon a 
sphero-circular technique. She began to relate at once 
the shapes and appearances of the environment to the psyche 
of her characters, to record the subsequent changes in the 
psyche, .and the effect of these changes upon shapes and 
appearances of the environment. Gradually she began to 
reach backward into the past for, realizing that the indi-
vidual at any given moment represents the cumulative 
total of all the significant aspects of his past, she drew 
the past into her circular treatment. She began to make 
implications for the future which the reader was free to 
follow through. Thus she saw the character against the 
background of his total life. Maintaining always the epic 
viewpoint, she chose some se~aent of experience through 
which to interpret the character. Under this sphero-
circular method the significance of a character emerges 
through a distillation in a focal experience of his 
meaning. 
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This is the psycho-realistic approach. Katherine 
Mans~ield is not concerned, as Edward Shanks would have us 
believe, with unimportant ~acts about unimportant people. 
Rather is she concerned with the whole meaning of a char-
acter. And who shall determine the importance or the 
unimportance of any individual? 
Katherine Mansfield's actual handling of t he psycho-
realistic approach will be examined in detail in later 
chapters. It is necessary now to point out that her art 
took this definite direction and to ampli~y the de~inition 
o~ psycho-realism. 
Because we believe that John Dewey's interpretation 
o~ experience is sound and pertinent, we shall proceed to 
' 1. 
quote abundantly ~rom Intelligenc·e in the Modern World. 
It supplies a background and an exegesis of psycho-realism. 
First it is logical to appreciate Dewey's perspective on 
li~e as a whole. 
"For life is no uniform uninterrupted march or flow. 
It is a thing of histories, each with its own plot, 
its o~m inception and movement toward its close, each 
having its own particular rhythmic movement; each with 
its OV'm unrepeated quality pervading it throughout." ( 2.) 
Dewey de~ines the raw material, experience; he di~feren-
tiates between it and ~ experience: 
"Experience occurrs continuously because the inter-
action of live creatures and environing condit; ions 
is involved in the very process o~ living. Under 
1. Until so indicated, all citations are from this volume. 
Consequently page references only will be given. 
2. P. 963 
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conditions of resistance and conflict, aspects and 
elements of the self and the world that are implicated 
in this interaction qualify experience with emotions 
and ideas so that conscious intent emerges. Often-
times, however, the experience had is inchoate. Things 
are experienced but not in such a way that they 
are composed into an experience. There are distraction 
and dispersion; what we observe and What we think~ 
what we desire and What we get; are at odds with each 
other." (1.) 
Experience, then, is implied in the process of living; 
indeed it is the process of living; Dewey enlarges his 
concept of ~ experience. 
"In contrast with such experience, we have an experience 
.. when the ma:~erial experienced runs its cour:3e to ful-
fillment. ~hen and then only it is integrated within 
and demarcated in the general stream of experience 
from other experiences ••• its close is a consummation 
and not a cessation . Such experience is a whole and 
carries with it its own individualizing quality and 
self-sufficiency." (2.) . 
Needless to say it is this sort of experience which, brought 
to the awareness of the artist, furnishes him his subject 
matter. Naturally life is continuity and DeweF makes it 
clear that these totalities of experience are not clearly 
marked off one from the other. 
. ' 
"Because of continuous merging, there are no holes, 
mechanical junctures, and dead centers when we have 
an experience. There are pauses, places of rest, but 
tney punctuate and define the quality of movement. 
They sum up what we have undergone and prevent its 
dissipation and idle evaporation. Continued accelera-
tion is breathless and prevents parts from gaining 
distinction. In a work of art, different acts, 
episodes, occurences, melt and fuse into unity, and 
yet do not disappear and lose their own character. 11 (3.) 
' ... 'h e f'unction of the artist is clearly seen here . He is 
--------------1. P. 962 
2. P. 963 
3. P. 964 
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concerned with these units of experience, with their sig-
ni f icance and t heir interpretation. He may also be con-
cerned with drawing up fr om the stream of experience 
certain possibilities not perceived by individuals. Through 
form he communicates his vision; if he is master of form 
and technique t h e 11acts, · episodes and occurrences will melt 
and fuse into unity" yet preserve their own character. 
Dewey explains the function of ideas in an experience. 
· "The experience of t his unity, is constituted by a 
single quality, that pervades the entire experience 
in spite of the variation of its constituent parts. 
This unity is neither emotional, practical, nor 
intellectual, for these terms name distinctions t hat 
reflection can make within it. In discourse about an 
experience we must make use of these adjectives of 
interpretation. In going over an experience in mind 
after its occurrence, we may find that one property 
rather than another was sufficiently dominant so that 
it characterizes the experience as a whole. These 
are absorbing inquiries and speculations which a · 
scientific man and philosopher will_recall as 'ex-
periences' in the emphatic sense. l.n final import they 
are intellectual. But in their actual occurrence 
they were emotional as well; they were ·purposive and 
volitional. Yet the experience was not a sum of these 
different characters; they were lost in 'it as dis-
tinctive traits ••• Thinking goes in terms of ideas 
but the ideas form a train only because they are much 
more t .han what an analytic psy chology calls ideas • 
They are phases, emotionally and practically distinguish d, 
of a developing underlying quality; they are its moving 
variations, not separate and independent like Locke's 
and Hume's so-called ideas and impressions, but are 
S1J.btle shadings of a pervading and developing hue. n ( 1.) 
The 'creative artist must recreate and reinterpret experience. 
In order to do this properly and make it possible for the 
reader to experieJJ.ce the work of art, he must capture that 
1. P. 965 
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quality of the experience which underlies action, ideas a nd 
emotion . He must vitalize it with emotional intensity and 
unify the whole so that is approaches the form of t he initial 
experience wherefrom he received his impulse to creation. 
~ewey distinguishes again between experience and an 
experience by a differentiation between non-aesthetic and 
aesthetic. 
"In much of our experi '9nce we are not concerned with the 
connection of one i ncident with what went before and 
what somes after. There is no interest that controls 
aesthetic rejection or selection of what shall be or-
ganized into the developing experience. Things happen, 
but they are neither definitely included nor decisively 
excluded; we drift. We yield according to external 
pressure, or evade and compromise. There are beginnings 
and cessations, but no genuine initiation and conclud-
ings. One thing replaces another, but does not absorb 
it and carry it on. n (1.) 
This passage is adequate and logical explanation of the 
respect in which the artist is different, in his view of 
life, from the .ordinary person. For the artist nob only 
experiences, but he sees the significances in experience 
and he is determined to do something about it. He is able 
I 
to interpret it as well as experience it, and to experience 
and understand it more fully and completely than the 
average human being. Dewey continues: 
"There is experience but so slack and discursive that 
it is not an experience. Needless to say such experi-
ences are anaesthetic. 
Thus the non-aesthetic lies within two limits. At one 
pole is the loose succession that does not begin at 
any particular place and that ends in the sense of 
---------------
1. P. 967 
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ceasing---at no particular place. At the other pole 
is arrest, constriction, proceeding from parts having 
only a mechanical connection with one another." (1.} 
The artist is actively hostile to this type of experience 
for he understands the dangers in its meaningless fluidity. 
He is perpetually trying to render it artistic; looking at 
life from the artist's point of view he .develops a sensi-
tivity to his O\~ experience and that of other people. 
This accounts for his irritability and impatience with 
stupidity and intellectual darkness. Dewey realizes the 
position of the artist and he explains the antipathy of 
the average individual toward the artist and what he is 
trying to do. 
"There exists so much of one and the other of these two 
kinds of experience that uncon sciously they come to be 
taken as norms of all experience. Then, when the 
aesthetic appears, it so sharply contrasts with the 
picture that has been formed of experience, that it 
is impossible to combine its special qualities with 
the features of the picture and the aesthetic is given 
an outside place and status." (2.} 
It is the experience that is a unity with which the 
artist is concerned; that is why naturalism, pure and un-
ordered, is .not within the realm of art. It is this sort 
of evolving experience that has definite and i l"revocable 
eff ects upon the psyche of the individual. ':.The individual 
going throu&~ the experience is a changing being and, 
having experienced, he is a different entity because certain 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. Pp. 267-268 
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constituent elements in him have been altered. This inter-
action, whi ch produces change upon the psyche, is the only 
significant reality. Any art-form that is concerned with 
this is a psycho-realistic art-form. Katherine Mansfield 
in the later phases of her work was moving rapidly toward 
psycho-realism and in several instance~, and these will be 
duly treated, she achieved it through the perfection of 
her vision and her medium. 
We have been speaking of Mansfield as a creative artist . 
Perhaps it will be well to indicate in general ter ms the 
view-point of a creative artist towards his art form, his 
techniques, and his aim. We wish to 'distinguish clearly 
between the v.rriter and the creative artist. They are en-
tirely different being. We wish further to indicate that 
authentic modern art, and Katherine Mansfield is representa-
tive, does not imply the letting down of all barriers, the 
wallowing in a chaotic sex-jungle, the flinging together of 
all the bits that can be fished out of the sub-conscious 
plus the vagaries of unruly minds and the blind obtuse 
weavings and int erweavings of uncontrolled bodies into one 
chaotic whole with the suggestion that---this is Life. The 
modern artist feels a high responsibility to inter pret 
honestly and clearly what to him is significant in the flow 
of experience. He reserves the right to include anything; 
in one sense all life presents material for art . But that 
material must be seen as significant, must be transmuted into 
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artistic ~orm so that its significance is intensified and 
this implies not only control o~ the art ~orm but mastery 
o~ imagery, symbolism, orchestration of thematic motifs, 
and other techniques. 
First o~ all, as early as 1913 Mans~ield was aware that 
her story and not her own will decided its length. 
"I've nursed the Epilogue to no purpose. Every time I 
.L:,ick it up and hear 'You' 11 keep it to six', I can't 
cut it. To my knowledge there aren't any super~luous 
words; I mean every line of it. I don't 'just ramble 
on1 ·you know, but this thing just happened to fix six 
and a hal~ pages. You can't. cut it , without making an 
ugly mess somewhere. I'm a powerfu·l stickler ~or 
~or.m in this style of work. I hate the sort o~ license 
English people give themselves ••• to spread over and 
~lop and roll around. I ~eel as particular as though 
I wrote with acid." ( 1.) 
As early as 1915 Mansfield speaks of the moment of 
holiness when the elements of the work about to be written, 
having taken shape in the mind, fuse into unity, and emer~ 
in full flower; this is the moment when the artist feels 
that he is a medium through whom something rare and won~ 
der~ul is being bP.ansmitted. He is silent before the 
miracle of his ovvn creative faculties. 
"And then you lmow that strange silence that f~lls upon 
your heart---the same silence that comes ~ne · : minute 
before the curtain rises. It's so peculiar. It is a 
kind of dying before the new breath is blown :i.nto 
you." ( 2.) 
She defines the function of the artist: 
"What the writer does is not so much to solve the ques-
1. Mans~ield, Y~therine: Letters, P• 4 
2. Ibid., p. 10 
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tion but to put the question. There must be the ques-
tion put. That seems to me a very nice distinction 
between the true and false writer." (1.) 
She is aware of the importance of mastering art form 
and techniques : 
"Delicate pereeption is not enough; one must find the 
exact way in which to convey the delicate perception. 
One . must inhabit the other mind and know more of the 
other mind and your secret knowledge is the light in 
which all is steeped. 11 ( 2.) 
She knows that part of the function of the artist is 
to enlarge the bounds of experience of the reader: 
"To be fobbed off at the last, with something which we 
feel to be less true than the author knew it to be, 
challenges the importance of the whole art of writing, 
and instead of enlarging the bounds of our experience, 
it leaves them where they are." (3.) 
Again and again in her journal and letters recurrs the 
conviction that the artist, though he must enter into life 
deeply, nee.ds aloneness and space. He is likely to be en-
snared in life to the extent that it is impossible for him 
to withdraw for a period of intellectual incubation which 
is the necess.ary prelude t o writing. In 1915 she expressed 
this idea and again in 1920: 
· "Life with other people becomes a blur; it does with J. 
but it's enormously valuable and marvelous when I'm 
1 . Ibid., P• 229 
2. I"E''Q'., P• 33 
3. Mansfield, Katherine: Novels and Novelists, p. 274 
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alone, the detail of life, the~ of life." (1.) 
nr · feel I must live alone, alone, alone---with artists 
only to touch the door. Every artist cuts off his 
ear and nails it to the outside of the door for the 
others to shout into." (2.) 
This is not intellectual snobbery for Mansfield did not at 
this time consider herself purely an intellect ual. This is 
not anti-social for she loved life. This is a statement that 
for art to grow and flower the artist must not be subjected 
to a totally hostile environment because, instead of giving 
him material for satire, it stunts his growth and makes it 
impossible for him to focus his energies upon his work. 
These examples are sufficient at this time to indicate 
that Mansfield wa s a creative artist in her way of thinking. 
Her letters and journals are a very precious source for 
anyone who would care to understand art from the artist's 
~tandpoint for they record not only what she is doing but 
how she is doing it and how she feels about the work that 
is being undertaken. 
1. Mansfield,, Katherine: Journal, pp. 31-32 
2. ~., p. 153 
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Chapter III 
1. 
ORIGINS, BACKGROUND, AND FORMATIVE YEARS 
Before the proper perspective can be gained toward the 
evolution of Katherine Mansfield's art, it is necessary to 
record the origins, the background and certain significant 
fo~native influences in her life. This chapter does not 
propose to treat the problem chronologically as to facts 
but rather to consider certain aspects of heredity, temper-
ament, and environment which combined to produce the twenty-
one year old author of In A German Pension. 
Katherine Mansfield's parents were part of the first 
generation of New Zealand born pioneers. It was a forward 
looking generation· standing firmly and optimistically upon 
the remarkable victory of its predecessors over the fires, 
earthquakes, depressions, and native uprisings which 
threatened their security on this partically explored and 
primitive island. 
The sires of the Beauchamp line were solid energetic 
English merchant stock; for over two hundred years they 
------------------
1. The Life of Katherine Mansfield, written by Ruth Mantz 
and John Middleton Murry, Katherine Mansf'ield1 s husband, 
is the standard biography to date of Katherine Mansfield. 
The treatment does not go beyond 1912. The present 
writer has selected from this book the facts which she 
considers essential in view of the purpose of' the 
chapter. She does, however, offer original organization, 
interpretation, and evaluation of the selected f'acts. 
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had operated as goldsmiths and silversmiths in t h e city o£ 
London. In John Beauchamp, £ather o£ the pioneering gen-
eration, Katherine Mans£ield 1 s great grand£ather and her 
1. 
"original Pa-man", a new temperamental strain had developed. 
He was abreast o£ the romantic movement in poetry which 
was rising in his time and he knew thoroughly the verse of 
Coleridge and Byron. He did not allow himself to dwindle 
into hum-drum identity with commercial enterprise; a 
genuine sportsman, he was fond of falconry and fox- hunting. 
He seems to have combined these two interests in a poem, 
The Rook, which, published in the local press, earned for 
him the title o£ the "Poet o£ Hornsey Lane" . 
He and his sister Jane were estranged. Her a£fection, 
however, descended upon John's son, Arthur. Jane Beau-
champ, companion to Lady Laura Tollenache, received a 
bequest of twenty thousand pounds sterling upon the death 
o£ her employer. Instead o£ saving John's business £rom 
bankruptcy as she might have done had the two been congenial 
she made extensive land speculation in Wellington, New 
Zealand under the auspices of the Wakefield venture. This 
action shaped the destiny of the Beauchamps for she left 
her holdings to Arthur, Katherine Mansfield's grandfather. 
The New Zealand Land Company , organized and d i rected 
by the Wakefield brothers for t he purpose of colonizing 
1 . In the language of the Beauchamp family, a Pa- man was 
a dynamic, jolly, life generating, paternal character. 
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New Zealand, was an intelligent and orderly attempt to 
establish there sound English stock and the finest t~rpe of 
British policy in a country which was free for the harmonic 
fusion of the two. Capital was gathered by selling land 
in London and self-respecting labor, attract ed by a just 
balance between itself and ·capital, was encouraged to 
dedicate itself to the enterprise. 
Arthur Beauchamp, the "True Original Pa-man", discouraged 
by the liquidation of his father's London business, 
attracted to the South Pacific by his aunt's bequest, and 
spurred on because his eldest brother was already in 
business in Sydney , cut himself away from the Beauchamp 
tradition and sailed for Australia in 1840 as a gold 
prospector. He established a shop and auctioneering 
business in Melbourne . He was readily adaptable, a mag-
netic and genial personality, and he fitted very quickly 
into the social and economic pattern of this t hriving 
town. After twenty-one years in Melbourne, he declared 
that the climate was fatal to his younger children and set 
sail to claim his inheritance in New Zealand. 
He opened up a business in Picton as a general mer-
chant, grocer, and auctioneer . His natural flair for 
politics found its outlet in Picton; he became prominent 
in the Council and was regarded as Picton's ablest champion. 
He is known to have maintained a filibuster for the better 
part of a day in a struggle against the transference of 
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the seat of government from Picton. The Marlborough Press, 
an opposition paper, described it as 11ten and a half hours 
1. 
of rubbish, ribaldry, and Billingsgate". After this 
political crisis Picton bec.ame a ghost town. All the enter-
prising young men were moving on but Arthur remained there 
for the rest of his life carrying on his small business 
and incorporating Maori place-names and phrases into his 
auctioneering jingles. He was, in fact, part of one of the 
most recent chapters of the folk-lore he loved. 
Harold Beauchamp, Katherine Mansfield's father, was 
second generation colonial and first generation New Zea-
lander. According to Miss Mantz: nit was the generation 
which still spoke of England as 'home• ••• yet preserved a 
silence, very eloquent, concerning personal relations to 
2. 
the colony". He began his career as a clerk in an import-
ing company; in 1884 he married Annie Burnell Dyer, daughter 
of Joseph Dyer, Australian pioneer. The family group, as 
it was organized at Hawkstone Street, Wellington, prior 
to the advent of Arthur's children, consisted of Arthur, 
his wife, his mother-in-law, Margaret Mansfield Dyer, and 
his sister-in-law, Bell Dyer. 
Into this nucleus were born five children, Vera 
3. 
Margaret, Charlotte Mary, Kathleen, Jeanne, and Leslie 
---------------
1. Mantz, Ruth and Murry, John Middleton: The Life of 
Katherine Mansfield, p . 49 
2. Ibid., p. 54 
3. Katherine Mansfield was christened "Kathleen". 
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Herron. Shortly before Kathleen's birth in 1888, Arthur 
built a home for his frunily at 11 Tinakori Road. This 
fact is significant for it shows that over a period of 
unbroken depression in New Zealand when the bank, involved 
in heavy mortgages on land which had sunk in value, was 
crashing, Arthur was prospering. The psychology of this 
family, then, based on over fort y years of endurance on the 
frontiers of a savage country, was optimistic and forward 
looking. Arthur had hewn out a place for himself and was 
expanding socially and financially. The family group was 
harmonic in one basic respect, its pioneer heritage. 
Secure in creature comforts and untouched by the shadow of 
defeatism, the group was prepared for the responsibility of 
meeting the demands of a group of growing children. 
Individually, however, the family group presented singu-
lar problems in human relationships; Katherine Mansfield 
was shaped by these as surely as she was influenced by the 
adventuresome and courageous spirit of her pioneering for-
bears. Annie Dyer was in delicate health and suffered 
from a weak heart. The bearing of five children was not 
calculated to remedy these physical frailties; during 
Katherine Mansfield's childhood her mother was living in 
an attractive state of quiescence and freedom from domestic 
responsibility. 
"She lived every moment of life more fully and com-
pletely than anyone I've ever known---and her gaiety 
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wasn't any less real for being~ courage ••• (1.) 
She was close to life because of' the heightened perceptions 
of' one who is close to death and she clung to life by a 
thin fierce bond of casual delight in the colors, shapes, 
and appearances of' beautiful things. 
Though Arthur was aggressive professionally, he had a 
strong and immediate emotional dependence on his wife . 
Katherine Mansfield analyzed this relat ionship in later years: 
"The stillness, the lightness, the steps on the gravel-
.--the dark trees, the flowers, the night-scented stocks-
--what happiness it was to walk with him there. ·What 
he said did not really matter so very much. But she 
felt she had to be herself in a way that no other 
occasion granted. She felt his ease and although he 
never looked at what she pointed-out to him it did not 
matter. His •Very nice, dearl 1 was enough. He was 
always planning, always starting toward a future. 'I 
should like later on'. But she---she did not in the 
least, the present was all she loved and dwelt in." (2.) 
From this situation resulted the dominance of Margaret 
Mansfield Dyer in this household where three mature women 
were attempting to resolve their personal problems into a 
unity and yet preserve their personal independence. The 
Grandmother took complete charge of the home; she served as 
the link between the adults and the children. Kathleen was 
1. Mansfield, Katherine: Lettens, p. 187 
2. Mantz, Ruth and Murry, John Middleton: op. cit., p.l28 
The primary source, in unpublished writings 
of !Catherine Mansfield, is not available 
to the present writer. 
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perpetually with the Grandmother; this circumstance contri.., ··· 
b:uted largely to the child's psychological and temperamental 
development. In the ~irst place she unconsciously looked to 
the Grandmother to per~orm the offices of a mother; there 
grew between them just such a relationship. Consequently 
her bond with her mother was weakened; she never felt close 
to her in that vital normal relationship of mother and d£:.ugh-
ter. 
Though the ~ive children got on well together, Kathleen 
felt herself isolated in the group. Vera and Charlotte~ 
almost of an age, were playmates. Jeanne and Leslie, much 
younger than Katherine, also played together. She was too 
young for one group, too old for the other. People were 
quickly drawn to her older sisters' soft sweetness. Kathleen, 
on the other hand~ was described by various people who knew 
her as a child as careless, lazy, indifferent, impatient, 
dull~ and fat. She was made conscious of her fatness and this 
served to alienate her ~rom people. Her movher 1 s charming, 
effusive, and delicate egocentricity was not strong enough to 
eope with a child of such a violent and sel f-willed temper. 
With her father Kathleen was on firmer ground. vVhimsical, 
witty, and lovable, Arthur told her long imaginative stories 
and drew enorraous ~ire-breathing dragons for her when the 
mood seized him. Into this interplay o~ unique personalities 
a minor note thrust itself. Bell Dyer, young, beautiful, 
and unloved, was turning in upon herself in neurotic hope-
2 4 
lessness. Her beauty was wasting for want of tbe flame which 
would kindle her into a completely responsive and fulfilled · 
woman. The shadow of her incipient tragedy never caused a 
rupture in the group; yet it existed and spent itself in 
subtle interference, petty discord, and acute dissatisfaction. 
Kathleen, therefore, was thrown largely upon her own 
resources and she developed unconsciously a hyper-sensitivity 
to sensations and appearances; she was to draw upon this rich 
source in later years for her New Zealand stories. Her world 
of fantasy, though it was more imaginative and creative than 
tha t of most children, was a normal manifestation at one 
with the experience of all children who build for themselves 
a private world to complement the world of actuality. 
As a unit, however, the family group was mutually 
affectionate, loyal, generous, and energetic. If Kathleen 
suffered from night terrors and feared the wind as it howled 
outside her dark room, her Grandmother was always at hand to 
help her to bear it; these problems did not come to the sur-
face of frunily life nor did they interpenetrate the lives of 
more than the two concerned. Katherine's childhood, viewed 
' 
superficially, was a normal, active, and healthy period. 
She was exposed to education at the ~ri Primary 
School, the Wellington Girls' College, and Miss Swainson's 
Terrace School. She was an indifferent student, given to the 
memorization of poetry, writing the required compositions on 
order which were returned properly pencilled from t he hands 
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of her conscientious English teachers. At the Primary School 
she was with an unselected group; her mother saw to it that 
social boundaries were preserved. This theme is afunirably 
1. 
developed in The Doll's House. Mrs. Beauchamp was not a 
social climber; her aloof, haughty temperament, however, and 
the prosperity of the fan1ily, did not foster indiscriminate 
hand-shaking and unselective love for humanity. The Terrace 
School was definitely a step up the social ladder. Katherine 
Mansfield was now beginning to react ffignifieantly upon the 
environment which had-formed her. We .· find her one of a group 
of rebellious spirits who were revolting against the nharrow-
ness and provincialism" of Wellington. This fa.ct implies 
a critical attitude toward her environment---an attitude 
which culminated in her first book, 1n A German Pension. 
Like many girls who read intensively she sought the 
companionship of girls having like interests. The club which 
was formed had a heightened attraction for it was strictly 
secret. New Zealanders had neither the time nor the oppor-
tunity to become informed on current trends in art. There 
was no leisure class to foster culture. Everyone was busy 
providing for the material necessities of life. When any 
young person developed talent, he was sent to England, 
financial position permitting, to be trained. Katherine 
Mansfield became increasingly aware of these conditions. 
1. Mansfield, Katherine: The Dove's Nest and Other Stories, 
pp. 25-38 
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It is notable that she ident ified herself with a group whose 
interests had no relation to the New Zealand scene. 
Mrs. Henry Smith, the Headmistress of t he Terrace School, 
described her at that time as "a plain and surly sort of 
1. 
girl---imaginative to the point of untruth". Katherine 
edited the firs t magazine of the Terrace School. 
At Queen's College, Harley Street, London, w~ich she 
entered at the age of fifteen, she did not mingle freely 
with the girls; consequently she was not popular. '~ith her 
close friends", Miss Mantz writes, "her manner was eager and 
precipit a te , but from most of the girls she had become 
2. 
withdrav.rn ••• r: ~ Sh~ formed several close associations, notably 
her bon?- of friendship with Ida Baker, but she divided most 
of her time between reading and learning to play the 'cello. 
Though Queen's College was an advanced school for its time, 
i t was entirely within the limits .of the Victorian tr~dition. 
In this decorous and safely ordered enviro1~ent there 
was one man, Walter Rippmann, the German professor, who was 
not only concerned with teaching the required amount of 
subject-matter but deeply interested in the girls to whom 
he taught it. Youthful and cultured himself, he drew about 
him a group who shared his delight in literature; through 
t his association the girls were led to an intellectual 
precocity which was to form their entire adolescent ideology. 
1. Mantz, Ruth and Murry, John Middleton: op. cit., p. 152 
2. ~., PP• 181-182 
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For Rippmann1 s generation the decadents were of high 
significance. They showed the way for growth into intellec-
tual freedom. Dissatisfied with the crystallization and .fal-
sity o.f the old order, convinced that it must perish before 
the artist would be .free to interpret life, they aimed to 
establish a liberated way of thinking and revamp the values 
which had held men in intellectual bondage. Wilde, Pater, 
Dowson, Verlaine, Symons---these were the names around which 
Katherine Mansfield built her ideological world, these 
were the men from whom she evolved her philosophy. 
1. 
Vlhen one examines her reading notes for 1905-1907 
certain aspects o.f Katherine Mansfield's intellectual per-
spectives are immediately clear. Of the thirty-nine 
quotations here cited, seventeen are drawn .from Oscar Wilde. 
We .find that she is deeply concerned with the problems of 
the artist and the manifestation of his genius. From her 
choice o.f selections it is apparent that she is aware o.f 
art as being achieved at great personal sacrifice. 
"Genius •• ~hastens the growing and sometimes breaks the 
heart from which it springs.---M.C." She is likewise con-
scious of the necessity for the artist to refine his per-
ceptions so that he may become a proper medium .for the 
expression o.f his art; genius is an evolving process, a 
matter o.f discipline and a progressive sensitizing. She 
1. !£!£., pp. 212-215 Until otherwise indicated, the 
reader is to assurne that the following quotations 
are from this source. 
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believes with the person from whom she quotes (AHH) that 
experience is not wholly clarifying unless it is accompanied 
by intuition which illuminates the experience in a sudden 
flash of light and sweep of perspective. She declares her 
personal point of view: "ambition is a curse if you are 
not ••• proof against everything else, unless you are willing 
to sacrifice yourself to your ·ambition". By the term 
"ambition" she implies creative art. She has penetrated 
into the mystic experience of the artist who is "helpless 
under the yoke of creation". Several jottings are on the 
subject of music since at that time she had not decided on 
a writing career. 
Her second great concern is with the moral temper of 
the time in. relation to her own meaning. On this point she 
relies strongly on Wilde. She identifies herself with him 
in that both of them recognize the distorted moral values 
of the Victorian way of life, and both believe that they 
must free themselves from moral restrictions in order freely 
to select from the moral order the values in keeping with · 
their dignity as human beings and artists. In this respect 
Katherine Mansfield indicates her faith in youth and con-
sequently in herself as a representative of youth. The 
following quotation from Wilde is significantly present . in 
her notes: "the old desire everything---the middle - aged 
believe everything--- the young know everything". Like all 
of Wilde's dicta this has been variously misinterpreted. 
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Wilde is treat iJ;lg of values; he implies---and quite correctly· 
--that youth is extremely crit ical and extremely curious, 
that youth has a way of seeing the flaws in the most hallowed 
and entrenched traditions, and that youth, intolerant and 
dynruaic, has little patience with a society that is content 
t o sleep in the cesspool of its own incompetence. 
The third significant development in her philosophical 
perspectives, gleaned from these few pages of notes, is a 
profound disdain for bourgeois ideology. Wilde consistently 
maintained this· attitude and it is highly contagious in that 
it flatters the person who accepts it. Katherine Mansfield 
went over to this point of view ru1d she did so for very just 
reasons. She understood that this materialistic and unen-
lightened middle-class philosophy presented a constant 
threat to the evolution of art forms; she divorced herself 
from it because she beli.eved that extremism would allow more 
free play for the creative personality than the golden 
mean in any area of experience. Miss Mantz quotes her as 
saying in those days: "I would rat her have the highest 
heights and the lowest depths---anything rather than the 
1. 
placid middle line of life." 
1. Mantz, Ruth and Murry, John Middleton: op. cit., p. 212 
We are forced to assume that Miss Mantz 
has trustworthy authority for this 
citation. 
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Her rourth concern is with love and happiness. She 
has already realized that happiness is a desirable quality 
or reeling---but that there are others far more desirable. 
This, then, was the philosophical climate of Mansfield's 
thought. She saw herselr as part of a rising generation whicl 
would repudiate many of the Victorian values and substitute 
creative and enlightened values that would not warp, dis-
tort, or violate human integrity and individuality. 
Upon graduation from Queen's Katherine Mansfield was 
expected to return to New Zealand. Her family, especially 
her father with whom she had always been on intimate terms, 
could not understand her reluctance to return home; both 
parents resented her attitude. She, on the other hand, 
felt that in returning to New Zealand she was deserting her 
intellectual home, that, arrested in mid-growth, she would 
be barred forever from association with people of her own 
kind with whom and throu~~ whom she could grow into artistic 
maturity. In her family's point of' view she felt elements 
or disrespect for herself as an individual and a violation 
of that individuality. Furthermore Arnold Trowell, a 
young New Zealand musician whom she believed she loved, 
was in London and she did not care to have their relation-
ship rendered uncertain by time and space. It is . easy to 
comprehend how this egotistical, independent, brilliant 
young woman believed that her life was being shaped by 
hostile forces; she transferred this feeling or total . 
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dissatisfaction to the whole New Zealand environment. 
''When I get back to New Zealand, I'll make myself so ob-
1. jectionable that t hey' 11 ~ to send me away. rr Thus she 
assumes a seemingly childish attitude for perfectly 
legitimate reasons. 
The literary climate of New Zealand had always been 
sub-normal. The New Zealanders of Arthur Beauchamp's 
vintage had no time for such things ; they were busily en-
gaged in pushing back the frontiers, in struggling with the 
elements, in carving out for themselves a satisfying way of 
life in a little known country. Conditions had not changed 
appreciably when Katherine Mansfield, fresh from the 
stimulation of London, rebellious, ·'·.and stubborn, arrived 
upon the local scene. She felt that New Zealand was hostile 
to art. She turned in upon herself and wrote, read, and 
played the 'cello. She had long believed that her family 
did not understand her; their effort to direct her life 
aggravated this feeling. "I loathe this provincial place1 
Nobody in it understands me, and they haven't any of my 
2. 
interests, and I detest it heretrr She was reliving her 
Aunt Bell's problem on an intellectual rather than a social 
pla...ne. 
Her family had continued its financial expansion. Arthur 
Beauchamp had become one of the commercial magnates of New 
1. Ibid., p. 224 
2. rora., P· 229 
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Zealand and in 1904 he was Director and later Chairman of 
the Bank of New Zealand. He viewed his achievement with 
.just pride; this increased his inability to sympathize with 
his daughter. 
To New Zealanders writing was either pretty and nice 
or sexy and lewd. There is a legend to the effect that 
Katherine Mansfield shocked Wellington with the publication 
of her story entitled From My Bedroom Window, a story which 
recorded the conversation of two lovers on a park bench. 
Wellington felt morally outraged---so the legend has it. 
It is understandable that it should be so; Katherine Mans-
field's philosophical and artistic perspectives, as outlined 
above, emerging from reading which was unknown to Wellington 
people, were entirely outside their range of thought or 
experience. They were not equipped to understand an artist; 
· neither was the artist prepared to understand or tolerate 
them. Unread and uninformed on current changes in the area 
of art, they believed that she was inventing freedom of speech 
that she advocated licence, not merely liberty. 
Tom Mills of the New Zealand Mail read several of her 
stories at this time. He stated that the psychology of 
1. 
Katherine Mansi'ield in her teens was remarkably precocious. 
He warned her: "there are few publishers in the world today 
2. 
who would either buy o:t' publish such tales n. To his 
1• Ibid., P• 270 
2. LO'C':" cit. 
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objection to her preoccupation with the sex-centered story 
she turned a dea~ ear but upon his advice she sent her 
1. 
storied to E.J. Brady, editor o~ The Native Companion. 
In her sel~-portrait o~ October 21, 1907 much is re-
vealed: "I am always so supremely afraid of appearing 
ridiculous---the ~eeling is ~ostered by Oscar ••• I like to 
appear in any society entirely at my ease, conscious o~ my 
own importance, which in my estimation is unlimited---a~~able 
and very receptive. I like to appear slightly condescending, 
very much du grand monde, and to be the centre of interest. 
Yes, but quelque~oi.s to my unutterable chagrin, unmistakable 
2• 
shyness seizes me." 
The material examined in this chapter prepares the 
critic to evaluate more justly In A German Pension. Without 
the background outlined above this ~irst book runs the risk 
o~ being entirely misinterpreted. The nineteen year old 
girl who described hersel~ above had many personal problems, 
totally compatible with her youth, to overcome before she 
could develop into an authentic artist. In this sense In 
A German Pension is part o~ that overcoming. The ~ollowing 
chapter is an attempt to evaluate the book in relati ·· n to 
thi s problem and also in relation to the art of the short 
story. 
1. The Native Companion was a monthly magazine published in 
Melbourne, Australia. 
2. Mantz, Ruth and Murry, John Middleton: op. cit., PP• 285-
286 
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Chapter IV 
11A CRY AGAINST CORRUPTION" 
1. 
"It's not what I mean; it's a lie." With these words 
written to Murry in February of 1920 Katherine Mansfield 
repudiated her first book, In A German Pension, and forbade 
a reprint. This was not the first time she had declared 
2. 
her hostility to it. According to Murry "one or two pub-
lishers made her attractive offers for the right of re-
publishing it" at the outbreak of war with Germany. The 
bo'ok that had created a very minor sensation in 1911 would 
have achieved mercurial popularity in 1915. Mansfield was 
badly i n need of money; nevertheless, she witheld consent 
because she felt that the book was unworthy of her and she 
did not wish to take advantage of Germany's war-time ig-
nominy. We may .:rely not only on Murry' s authority for 
Mansfield's change of attitude toward Germany but also on 
her own published statement. 
"Pretty business this German-chasing1 And a pity they 
have to photograph such decent honest-looking wretches 
as the belles proies. It's a filthy trade; and there's 
no difference between England and Germany when the mob 
gets a hand in things. No difference between any 
nations on earth; they are all equally loathsome." (3 .) 
Murry replied that she had no ri~~t to disown her book; 
it was "irrevocably in existence". She agreed to republish 
---------------1. Mansfield, Katherine: 
2. Murry, J. Middleton: 
3. Mansfield, Katherine: 
Letters, p . 296 
"Introductory Note" to In A German 
Pension , p. 8 
op. cit :~ , p. 20. Letter written 
March 27, 1915. 
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it; '~ut I must \~ite an introduction saying it is early, 
: l. :. 
early work, or just that it was written between certain years, 
because you lmow, Betsy, it's nothing to be proud of. I:f 
you didn't advise me, I Should drop it overboard. But of 
course I'll do the other thing and certainly it airs one's 
name. But why isn't it better? It makes me simply hang my 
2. 
head." . 
Our first concern in the analysis of this book is with 
the psychological and artistic treatment of the 11Bavarian 
sketches "• From this examination Katherine TVIansfield1 s 
artistic and philosophical perspectives will emerge. Secondly 
we must discover why In A German Pension was not good enough 
3~ 
t o deserve republication in 1918. 
Her treatment of the German people is s o unfair and 
vehement as to be totally incompatible with the aims of an 
authentic literary artist. Granted that her area of obser-
vation was the Bavarian town of Woershofen where she lodged 
with the postmistress and ate at the pension; granted that 
this tovm attracted many hypochondriacs who were drawn by the 
water-cure .and the climate. It remains that she has left on 
record not one pleasant German; every character in the book 
who is not crushed into absolute slaver y is thoroughly 
1 . 1'-.atherine Mansfield never wrote the introduction and the 
. • book remained out of print until 1926. 
2. Mansfield, Katherine: op. cit., p. 296 
3. All subsequent references ~n this chapter are to passages 
in the stories contained i n In ·A German Pension. ·In oroor 
to avoid a confusing multiplicity of footnotes only the 
title of the story and the page reference are given. 
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odious. 
At table the Germans are revolting. Herr Hoffman from 
Berlin "turned up his eyes and his moustache~ wiping the soup 
1. 
drippings from his coat and waistcoat". 
"
1 Is it true,' asked the Widow, picking her teeth with a 
hairpin as she spoke, 'that you are a vegetarian? t " ( 2 • . ) 
"
1 If I drink a great deal of Munchen beer I sweat so,' 
said Herr Hof£man. 'When I am here, in the fields, or 
before my baths, I sweat, but I enjoy it; but in the 
tovm it is not at all the same thing.' Prompted by the 
thought he wiped his neck and face with his dinner nap-
kin and carefully cleaned his ears." (3.) 
The reader is highly amused; he is also acutely aware that 
Mansfield's aim is to point out just this sort of thing, to 
repeat it in its manifold variations, to indoctrinate us, un-
consciously perhaps, by means of sharp brilliant satire. 
11
'1 eat sauerkraut with great pleasure,' said the Traveler 
from North Germany, •but now I have eaten so much of it 
that I·can not retain it. I am immediately forced to---• 
•A beautiful day', I cried, t urning to Fraulein Steigel-
auer. 1Did you get up early?' 11 (4.) 
Katherine Mansfield steps in when the conversation threatens 
to get too crude for the reader. By t his clever device she 
succeeds in emphasizing the specific qualities she is satiriz-
ing. 
Sexually the Germans are bestial. Herr Rat makes this 
perfectly clear to the whole table . 
"'As for me; I have had all I wanted f'rom women without 
marriage.' He tucked his napkin into his collar and 
1. Germans At Meat, P• 14 
2. Ibid., p. 16 
3. :rsra:.' p. 18 
' 4 • 'I"6'''<l. , p • 15 
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blew upon his soup as he spoke. 11 (1.) 
Their conception of the relationship between the sexes in 
marriage is sordid: 
"'Every wife ought to feel that her place is by her 
husband's side---sleeping or waking. It is plain to me 
that the strongest tie of all does not yet bind you. 
Wait until a little pair of hands stretches across the 
water---wait until he comes .into harbour and sees you 
with the child ab your breast.t I sat up stiffly. 
'But I consider child-bearing the most ignominious of all 
professions.' 
'Handfuls of babies, that is what you are really in need 
of, 1 mused Frau Fischer. 'Then as the father of a 
family he cannot leave you. Think of his delight and 
excitement when he saw you.•" (2.) 
Mansfield overhears the conversation of two ardent lovers: 
~'How I should adore t o kiss you,• murmured the student. 
'But you know I am suffering from severe nasal catarrh, 
and I dare not risk giving it to you. Sixteen times 
last night did I count myself sneezing. And three dif-
ferent handkerchief's.'" (3.) 
Most irritating t o Mansfield is ·the German national 
. · s'!:LI:rer!i9ri ty and consequent unveiled condescension. Examples 
of' this may be drawn from every sketch written in the first 
person. 
"'Ah, that is so strange about you English. You do not 
seem to enjoy discussing the functions of the body ••• 
How can one hope to understand anybody, knowing nothing 
of their stomachs?'" (4.) · · 
"'Of course it is difficult for you English to understand, 
when you are always exposing your legs on cricket fields 
and breeding dogs in your back gardens. The pity of itl 
Youth should be like a wild rose. For myself I do not 
understand how your women ever get married at all.•" (5.) 
--------------
1. Ibid., P• 13 
2. FraU Fischer, pp. 52-53 
3. The Sister of the Baroness, P• 39 
4. Frau F'ischer, p. 46 
5. The Sister of the Baroness, p. 37 
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"'You have got no army at all-~-a few little boys with 
their veins full of nicotine poisoning'. · 
1 Don1 t be afraid, ' Herr Hoffman said. •We don't want 
England. If we did we could have had her long ago. We 
really do not want you.'" (1.) -
n'Fish-blood,' snapped Frau God_owska .. 'Without soul, 
without heart, without grace.· ••• M devoted husband • 
•• knew a great deal about England. But the more he 
knew about it the oftener he remarked to me,"England 
is merely an island of be,ef flesh swimming in a warm 
gulf stream of grave." Such a brilliantway of putting 
things ••• 'n (2.) 
The above quotations illustrate the prevailing tone of 
Mansfield's attitude. 
From the viewpoint of form the material in the book 
may be divided into four types. First there is the sketch 
written around a situation<~~ :Mansfield's aim in the two 
sketches under this classification .is to hold the German 
manners and way of think~ng up to subtle ridicule ; this 
she accomplishes with incisive brilliance. Flash portraits 
of the characters, uncomplimentary to all concerned and 
highly amusing , grow out of the table talk in Germans At 
Meat and emerge from the chatter at the bathing inclosure 
in Luft Bad. 
The second type of sketch---and the volume contains 
four examples---is the externalized sketch of an indi vidual. 
Frau Fischer and The Advanced Lady could scarcely be called 
plot-sustaining but The Baron and The Sister of the Baroness 
exhibit definite evo·lution though of a slight order. The 
1. Germans At Meat, p 19 
2. The Modern Sou l p. 74-75. 
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latter presents a pure case of assumed identity and ~alls 
rather badly at the end but The Baron is carefully developed 
and satisfying in construction. That it shows no attempt 
at the use o~ new techniques is insignificant; it is proo~ 
that Mansfield could handle the traditional formula at that 
time(t A short analysis will bear out these xtatements·. 
At the outset of. the story the question is asked: 
" ' ~Who is he,t ' I said, 'and why does he sit always alone with 
1. 
his back to us , too?'" 
2 
"'
1Aht i whispered Frau Oberregierungsrat , 1 he is a Baron .. ' 
~e learn that his habits are most unprepossessing: 
"He was eating salad---taking a whole lettuce leaf on 
his ~ork and absorbing it slowly, rabbit-wise, a 
~ascinating process to watch •••• He looked like a little 
yellow silkworm." (3~) 
The ganeral bowing and scraping leaves Mansfield unimpressed 
but curious until the time when she i s more than irritated: 
11the postman ••• threvt my letters into niy milk pvdding • 
•• The manager o~ the pension came i n with a little 
tray. A picture post card was deposited on it, and 
reverently, bowing his head, the manager o~ the pen-
sion carried it to the Baron." (4.) 
What does the Baron carry in his little black bag? 
What does he do all day? The thread of plot reaches a 
climax in the focal incident; Mansfield, caught in the 
rain, meets the Baron who o~fers her the shelter of his 
1. The Baron, P• 22 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. 6P. cit. p. 23 
4 ,. Ibid., p. 24 
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umbrella. She "was exceedingly nice , a trifle di.ffident , 
1 . 
appropriately reverential." Her curiosity as to the bag is 
qu ickly sat isfied: 
"'I :rear', he said , 'that my luggage will be damp . I 
invariably carry it with me i n t h i s bag--- one requires . 
so little,..--for servants are 'untrustworthy.'" (2.) 
Her curiosity as to his solitary di ning and his da ly 
occupation i s likewise satisfied: 
"t'I eat alone that I TY!ay eat more , 1 said the Baron, 
. .. peer i ng i nto the dusk; ' my stow..ach requires a great 
. deal of food. I oruer double portions and eat them 
in peace. t 
'But what do you do all day?' 
'I imbibe nourishment in my room .. 1 " (3.) 
The thread of plot is unraveled . flLe reaction of the pension 
to this .focal i ncident is cleverly handled. 
nr t was very friendly of the Herr Oberlehrer to have 
.sent me a bouquet t hat eveni ng and the Frau Oberregie-
rungsrat asked me .for my patt ern o.f a baby's bonnet .. " (4. 
The six sketches mentioned above show varyi ng success 
i n satirical brilliance . I n none of' them is Mansi'ield con-
cerned with more than surface i mpressions t hough the reader 
is f'ree to draw his Oim conclusions. The Baron and Germans 
At Meat are the most competent i n view of her specific ob-
ject i ve. All six sketches are marred, however, by faulty 
teclLnique, Mansfield's self- consciousness , her realization 
o.f her alien status in t he environment of which she is 
YYriting, and her feeling of temper•amental i ncompat ibility 
• I bid., p • . 27 
2. I'5ICT., p. 28 
3. 'L"OC": c i t . 
4. Op .. cit. P • 29 
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with that environment. 
The conclusion to The Baron is a case in point. The 
logical ending is "Next day the .Baron was gone." Mansfield 
adds the unnecessary line: "Sic transit gloria German mundi." 
The Sister of t he Baroness has a superfluous line: "Tableau 
grandissimo~" The Modern Soul is marred by the reflection: 
"I wondered .. n This faulty technique derives from the i m-
mense intellectual egotism of the youthful author who con-
stantly steps between the veader and the narrative; the ten-
dency is abundantly displayed throughout. Sometimes it is 
exhibited in a spirit of mischief. 
"The student Brom Bonn got up and left the room. I 
begged the poet to ·repeat the verses once more. At the 
end of the sixth verse .I saw from the window the s i ster 
of the Baroness and the scarred youth disappearing 
throug_h. the front gate , which enabled me to thank the 
poet so charmingly that he of'fered to write me out a 
copy. 11 ( 1.) 
In The Advanced Lady this quality brings Mansfield to 
the verge of caricature and almost loses for her the psychic 
sympathy of the reader. As a young author of nineteen or 
ywenty she is treating of a stupid woman who believes she 
is a creative artist. There is a personal antipathy clearly 
apparent despite the clever portrayal. 
"And I heard her murmur: •Why are you so sad? I too 
am very sad sometimes---but---you look young enough 
for me to dare to say this;---1---too---know of much 
joy' 
1What do you know?' said he. 
I leaned over and touched the Advanced Lady's arm. 
---------------
1. The Sister of the Baroness, p. 36 
·. 
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'Hasn 1 t it been a nice afternoon?' I cried questioningly. 
'But you know, that theory of yours about women and love-
--it's as old as the hills---oh, older.'" (1.) 
The story closes as Mansfield, apropos of an argument as to 
the mileage of the journey, reminds the Advanced Lady that 
2. 
"Ignorance must not go uncontradicted." Such treatment i s 
so obvious as to spoil the total effect ; it is moreover, 
an unconscious confession. 
In sharp contrast to these satirical sketches are the 
seven remaining pieces. All are developmental; five of them, 
written around the psychology of one dominant character, are 
highly significant as they indicate the trend Mansfield's 
later work will take. 
The Modern Soul may serve as a transition as it has the 
elements of both the sketches and the evolving stories. It 
is far from flawless but it is the first story in the volume 
· to concern itself with the neurotic personality. Fraulein 
~onia manifests the martyr complex in her relation with her 
mother . Mansfield's treatment i s very crude. 
In A Blaze she examines anotLer n eurotic type. Victor's 
wire is desired by Victor's i'riend. 
rryou've simply played with Victor in my presence . You've 
_tormented me- --you've led me on---offering me everything 
and nothing at all. It's been a spider and fly busi~ 
ness rrom first to last---and I 1 ve never for one moment 
been ignorant of that---and I've never for one moment 
been able to withstand it." {3.) 
1. The Advanced Lady, p. 165 
2. Ibid. , p. 166 
3. x-B!aze, P• 194 
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There is something in the rhythm and balance o£ these sentencef 
(which we assume to be spoken under the force of Max's 
struggle with his passion) that brands the Whole as inartistic 
and melodramatic. But it is Elsa, the ~d£e, who is signifi-
cant. 
"I'll make a confession. Every word you have said is 
true. I can't help it. I can't help seeking admiration 
any more than a cat can help going to people to be 
stroked. It's my nature. I'm born out of my time . And 
yet, you know, I'm not a common woman. I like men to 
adore me---to flatter me---even to make love to me---
but I would never give myself to any man. I could 
never let a man kiss me---even." (1.) 
Max is justified in replying that 11even a prostitute has a 
2. 
greater sense of generosity." In this stagey and episodic 
story Mansfield has outlined a definite type. Elsa is nar-
cissistic; she is incapable of being truly a woman. Men are 
her victims and she refuses to take the responsibility for 
the emotional situations of her own making. Therefore she 
is not only indecent but profoundly imm9ral. With her hus-
band she is a child: "She flungher arms round his neck and 
looked up at him, half laughing, like a beautiful, loving 
3. 
child. 11 Victor thinks her charming, plays up to her egocen-
tricity, and she is therefore relieved of her duties as a 
woman and a wife. A Blaze shows keen psychological insight 
though the treatment is extremely gauche. 
The most competent of the five studies in neuroses is _______ ..,. ______ _ 
1. Ibid., p. 197 
2. rora., P· 198 
3. rora., PP· 198-199 
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A Birthday. Here is a male narcissistic personality. We 
perceive this early in the narrative when Andreas notices the 
broken Venetian blind. 
"Anna could do it herself if she was all right. So 
would I, but I don't like to trust myself on rickety 
step-ladders." (1.) 
Elsa rationalized her own case and concluded that she needed 
attention from men but was not a common woman. Andreas 
analyzes himself as hypersensitive and considers ' it a cross 
that he must bear. 
"I'm too sensitive for a man---that's what's the matter 
with me. Have been from the beginning, and will be to 
the end. 11 {2. ) 
He exhibits guilt feelings and feelings of insecurity about 
his personality; in fact he · shows definite traces of an 
incipient persecution mania. 
"'Anna has been in pain all night. She wouldn't have 
you disturbed before because she said you looked oo run 
down yesterday. You told her you had caught cold and 
been very worried.' 
StraightwayAndreas felt that he was being accused. 
tWell, she made me tell her, wormed it out of me; you 
know the way she does.' (3.) 
'I wonder what she meant by saying I'd worried Anna 
yesterday. Nice remark to make to a husband at a time 
like this. Unstrung, I suppose---and my sensitiveness 
again.' " { 4.) 
In weak defense he has turned anta gonistically against his 
mother. He i ndulges in self-pity. 
----------------
1. A Birthday, p. 110 
2. Ibid., p. 111 
3. I'Si'd.' p. 112 
4. IOia., PP• 113-114 
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"I loathe a Sunday when Anna' s tied by the leg and the 
children are away. On Sunday a man has a ri~~t to 
expect his family." (1.) 
His antagonism toward the doctor is understandable for the 
latter is clever enough to read Andreas and understand him 
for what he is; this Andreas suspects. 
"'The man ' s riddled with conceit, like all those pro-
fessionals,' Andreas decided." {2.} 
The doctor knows that Anna is a sacrifice to her husband's 
determination to have a son and this is one manifestation of 
his egocentricity. This amuses the doctor. 
"'She begged me to come dmm and have a look at you. Said 
she knew you were worrying.' With laughing eyes the 
doctor looked at the breakfast-table. 'Managed to 
peck a bit, I see, eh?'" {3.) 
They are both aware that Andreas consumed a more than ad-
equate breakfast . Again Andreas' delusions of persecution 
attack him. 
"'Pity the weather,' said :Ooctor Erb. 
'Yes, it gets on Anna's nerves and it's just nerve she 
wants.' 
' Nerve! Man alivel She's got twice the nerve of you 
and me ro .l ed into one. Nerve! She's nothing but 
nerve. A vmman who works as she does about the house 
and then' has three children in four years t:b...rovm in 
vvith the dusting, so to speak. t 
• ••• Now He' s accusing me ,' thought Andreas. 'That's 
the seco!i'(f'"'tlme this morning---first mother and now 
this man taking advantage of my sen_sitiveness . '" (4.) 
Anna happens to be busy having a child; she is not 
present to shield her husband. Yet he cannot recognize ____ .., ______ __ _ 
1. Ibid., P• 115 
2. IOia., Pv 118 
3. IO!d., p. 122 
4. Ibid., p. 123 
-
his own dependence on her. His desire ~or master~ul activity 
takes the ~ollowing ~or.m in his mind. 
"She's got into a groove; he'd have to ~orce her out o~ 
it, that's all." (1.) 
As he contemplates a picture o~ her when she was a gay and 
lovely young bride, he begins to reject her. He sees i n her 
the symbol o~ her present actual state o~ living but cannot 
recognize it as such. 
"Anna looked like a stranger---abnormal---a ~reak--- it 
might be a picture taken just be~ore or just a~ter 
death." ( 2.) 
This is the culmination o~ his psychotic state where . the 
abnormal has become normal, the normal abnormal. When he 
hears that a son has been born , his reaction is in keeping 
with the total conception o~ him that , Mans~ield has evolved. 
'~Vell, by Godl Nobody can accuse ~ of not knowing what 
suf~ering i s ." (3.) 
.. 
~om the viewpoint o~ psychological insight this story is the 
best in the book. The technique is as well applied as in 
any other story. Many critics have called Mansfield ruth-
less. She is so in this respect; she does not spare us one 
intimation o~ the undigni~ied and contemptible creature that 
is Andreas. 'rhis quality runs through all the work in In A 
German Pension; in A Birthday it emerges with a detachment 
and objectivity that brings it into the realm o~ art. That 
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it lac~subtlety i s mer ely proof of the author's youth. 
Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding and The Child-Who-
Was- Tired are developmental studies of creatures in bondage. 
The free-born child- who-was - tired is a slave to a s ordid ani 
inhuman Frau . Frau Brechenmacher i s a slave to a best i al 
and brutal husband. The two stories present an ident i cal 
situation in that they show the tyranny of the strong over 
the weak. In the case of the child it i s she who is singled 
out as the obje·ct of brutality because the Frau is as mas-
sive , bestial, and unfeeling as her husband; since t h e two 
are a match, one for the other, they brow-beat the ch ild. 
In the case of Frau Brechenmacher it is she who has the 
delicacy of feeling ; therefore her husband enslaves er to 
him. In these two stories as in A.··.Birthday Mansfield uses 
the same technique of cumulative presentation to form a 
significant design. Every moment holds for Frau Brechen-
Inacher some indignity . Witness the following : 
"Then she ran over his best shirt with a hot i ron, 
polished his boots, and put a stitch or two in his 
black satin neck- tie. 
'Rosa,' she said, 'fetch my dress and hang i t in front 
of the stove t o get the creases out.'" (1.) 
Thus begins the progressive illumination. She is fo rced t o 
dress in a dark passageway because the Herr needs the light 
and space. He refuses to walk with her to the wedding be-
bause he must hurry so as not to get his feet wet . Frau 
Brechenmacher has lost her identity. 
--------------
.I:) 1. Frau rechenmacher Attends A Weddin_g~ P• 54 
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" ••• the Frau straightened her brooch and folded her hands 
assuming the air of dignity becoming to the wife of a 
postman and the mother of five children." ( 1.) 
Not even through music is she able to penetrate i nto life. 
"Her roughened hands clasped and unclasped themselves 
in the folds of her skirt. ~fuile the music went on she 
was afraid to look anybody in the face, and she smiled 
with a little ne:evous tremor around the mouth . 11 (2.) 
The story is painful because the Frau herself is not enough 
aware of her peculiar problem to approach tragedy and just 
\ 
enough aware of it to be crushed by it • The ending i s 
. powerful. The Herr is just short of drunk. He speaks 
broadly about their first marital experience, throws off his 
boots, and prepares for bed. The Frau sees herself fitted 
into a world pattern. 
"'Always the same,' she said, 'all over t he world the 
same, but, God in _ e3:ven---how stupid.' 
Then even the memory of the wedding faded quite. She 
iay down on the bed and put her arm across her face 
like a child who expected to be hurt as Herr Brechen-
macher lurched in. 11 ( 3. ) 
In 1920 Mansfield criticised her first volume severely 
and justly. 
" ••• I cannot have the German Pension reprinted under an y 
circumstances. It is far too immature and I don't even 
acknowledge it today. I mean I don*t 'hold' by it. •i I 
can't go foisting that kind of stuff on the public. {4. 
The time elapsing between the writing of In A German Pension 
and the above letter :represented ten years in the evolution 
of a creative artist.. Her attitude could not be otherwise 
---------------1. Ibid., P• 58 
2. !'5id., P• 63 
3. Ibid., p. 67 
4. Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, p. 296 
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''\IIJhy isn1 t it better?" she asks in a subsequent letter 
to Murry. She could have answered this question herself ; 
long before 1920 she had recognized and was strug "ling with 
her major problem. For her most serious flaw i s the perpet-
ual imposition of her own personality into the sketches as 
the focal point. It is a witty and unusual personality but 
it led her to fail as an art ist whereas she succeeded as a 
writer. She was too youthful t o balance herself perfectly 
upon the decadent ideology; certain circ~unstances in her 
1. 
life did much to destroy any intellectual balance she might 
have achieved. From t his combination of causes developed 
an egocentricity that marred her work. She is, for i nstance , 
determined to s ignalize the odious superiority complex of 
the Germans ; her own youthful e gocentricity stands revealed 
and she is the exemplar of the very philosophical perspec-
tives she i s satirizing. 
Since she h~s not achieved aesthetic distance she 
violates the relationship between~reator and character that 
produces work meeting the exigencies of art. She is di s -
dainful toward all the people about whom she writes--- she 
bas no respect for them as individuals and will not allow 
them any personal i ntegrity. 
The second fault deriving from her basic flaw is a 
tech..nical one; this has been expanded above. Suffice i t 
---------------
1. Supra, Chap. III 
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~o state summarily that techJlical weakness shows i tself i n 
weak endings, superfluous and t r ite observa~.,ions , a strong 
tendency to caricature, and in the psychological . s tudies 
of Frau Breahenmacher and The Ghild-vVho-Was -Tired a too 
persistent urge to illustrate in every line the theme of 
the stor i es . 
'Mansfield manifests facility in writing which, properly 
trained, could promise authentic art istic achievement., I n 
her psychologica l insight she i s unusually sound ; i n A 
Birthday. she secured a favorable balance between technique 
and psycl ology. 
She needed to gain a mastery over her own personality 
before she could be free to produce work of enduring worth. 
At the time of the writ ing of these stories her persona l 
life was hopelessly chaotic. She was defyi ng the world and 
that defiance took theform of action as well as v.rrit i ng . 
She fou_nd it neces sary to withdraw to Bavaria to give b i rth 
to a child; i t was stillborn and sl1e suffered bitterly for 
she had wanted it t o live. She had recently separated from 
her husband , who was not the f ather or her child, and she 
was oppressed with an intolerable sense of loneliness and 
despair. 
"To be alone, all day, i n a house where every sound 
seems forei gn to you, and t o feel a terrible confusion 
in your body which affects you mentally, suddenly 
pictures for you detestable i ncidents , revolting 
personalities, Which you shake off to find recurring 
again as t he pain seems to grow worse again. n ( 1.) 
1. Mansfield, Katherine : Journal , P~ 1 
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Under these conditions it was a miracle that she was able to 
write at all ; certainly her outlook could not have been 
normal . She was out of harmony with New Zealand, out o:r 
harmony with the London she had left , and completely at odds 
with tl1e environment i n whi ch she was then living. I n her 
bitterness he phose sat i re as her medium int erspersed wi th 
a s ordid realism which never recurrs i n her l ater work. She 
had tri ed t o sacrifice herself t o lif e in order to deepen 
her art i stic awareness ; she had failed. According t o Miss 
Mantz Mansfield was not at that t i me "averse to being re-
ceived as a cynica l realist. It was part of her plan for 
protective armour that she should achieve a reputat ion as 
one who, having seen through everythi ng , was i ncapable of' 
1. 
further disillusionment . " 
The i sol ated instance of her use of s~nbolism i n In A 
German Pension is pe culiarly applicable to herself . The 
Child-who-was-tired experienced one reality alone; b oth 
dreaming and wakin :~ .,he was walking "along a little white 
road, with tall bla~k tree s on ei ther s ide, a little road 
that led to nowhe:<:·e , and where nob ody walked. at all---nobody 
2. 
at a ll." This s~bol clarifie s Mansfield's spiritual frus-
tration at this t i me. 
Two other barriers to authentic artistic achievement 
---------------
1 . Mantz, Ruth, and llurl"'y, John Middleton: The Life of 
Katherine Mansfield, p. 327 
2. The Chi ld- Who-Was-Tired, p . 146 
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£rom which Mansfield su£fered at this time may be indicated 
brie£ly. It is logical to assume that her artistic perspec-
tives were only starting to evolve. She was not sufficiently 
self-critical. This failure derives from her intellectual 
egocentricity as surely as do her other flaws. Secondly, 
and £rom life cause, she laclced humility before the materials 
of her art. 
In youthful disdain which veiled a deep despair she 
1. 
uttered what she later termed "a. cry agai nst corruption" ••• 
against corruption of the personality by the poison of ego-
centricity (her own problem) and narciss i sm, against corrup-
tion of force which, turning into bestiality and cruelty, 
crushes the weak, against corruption of national pride which 
rosters hatreds, against insidious and deadly corruption of 
the soul . 
1. Mansfield, Katherine : Letters, P• 106 
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Chapter V 
FROM SATIRIST TO PSYCHO-REALIST 
The events of the sunm1er and autumn of 1915 produced 
results that changed the whole course of Katherine Mansfield's 
art. Since the publication of her first book she had con-
tinued writing and many of her stories had been published 
by Murry in Rhythm, The Blue Review, The Adelphi, and The 
Signature. By 1916, however, her philosophical perspec-
tives were undergoing a change and bringing about con-
comitant changes in her aims as an artist. 
Katherine Mansfield, the woman, was emotionally un-
satisfied and disturbed in 1915. She was forced to take a 
cottage in the country or at the sea-shore for reasons of 
health and his work made it necessary for Murry to be in 
1. 
London much of the tihle. In her journal and occasionally 
in her letters comes the cry or a woman amid the concerns 
or an artist. 
'~TILy haven't I got a •rea~' home---a real life---why 
haven't I got a Chinese nurse with green trousers and 
two babies who rush at me and clasp my knees? I'm 
not a girl---I'm a woman. I want thine;s. Shall I 
ever have them? To write all~ morn1ng and then get 
luncg over quickly and to write again in the arter-
noon and have supper and one cigarette together and 
then to be alone again tirr-bedtime---and all the love 
and joy that fights for outlet, and all the life 
drying up, like milk in an old breast. Oh, I want 
l.Mansfield, l(atherine: Letters, p. 25 
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li~el I want ~riends and people and a house. I want 
to give and spend." (1.) 
She had hoped that the child she bore in 1910 wouli live. 
That it died was a source o~ keen sorrow to her. She went 
so ~ar as to adopt an underprivileged child for a time in 
an attempt at substitution. 
In July uf 1915 Leslie Herron Beauchamp, her young 
brother "Chu.mmie", stopped on his way to the Front for a 
week with Mansfield at Acacia Road, st. John's Wood. Less 
than a month afterwards he was killed in action. 
The emotional need of her nature found an unusual out-
let in the death of her brother. In the ~irst place she 
identified herself closely with him. Secondly this iden-
ti~ication was the means by which she reached a new and deeper 
phase of her art. 
Her first reaction to his death was one of shock and 
silence. Kotelianski was the first one to whom she vvrote 
in November. 
"On the mantel-piece in my room stands my brother's photo-
graph. I never see anything that I like, or hear any-
thing without the longing that he should see and hear 
too. I had a letter from his friend again. He t old me 
that after it happened he said over and ove~ 'God for-
give me for all I have dont and just before he died 
he said, 'Lift my head, Katy. I can't breathe.• To 
tell you the truth these things that I have heard about 
this blind me to all that is happening now---all this 
1. Mansfield and Murry were not legally married until May 3, 
1918. Repeatedly she had tried to divorce her husband 
but he was not willing to release her until 1918. .l;l'rom 
1912 to 1918, however, Mansfield and Murry considered 
themselves man and wife . 
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is like a long uneasy ripple---nothing else---and below 
in the still pool there is my little brother." (1.) 
From this static grief there evolved the feeling that his 
death had a special significance .for her as an artist. 
"I have a duty to perform to the lovely time when we 
were both alive . I want to write about it, and he 
wanted me to. We talked it over in my little top room 
in London ••• Very well : it shall be done. 11 (.2.) 
She felt that she lived only with and through her brother. 
This unusual spiritual identity was bound to produce a re-
action against Murry. It is so strong that she does not 
hesitate to express it and it is nourished by her unconscious 
condemnation of Murry as the cause of her emotional dissat-
isfaction. 
"There's a tiny villa there too---with a glass verandah 
and a small garden. It could not have more than two 
rooms. It looks right over the bay to the open sea. 
Behind it rears up an old rock covered with that pink 
heath and rosemary. A board in the gate said 1 a louer'• 
I confess to hanging over the fence for a long .time 
dreaming ••• cQming home in the evening with driftwood 
to burn---the lamp on the round table---the jar of 
flowers on the mant el-piece ••• Sitting on the verandah 
in canvas chairs after supper and listening to the idle 
sea . But don't be frightened, you were not there . It 
was my Brother who sat on the verandah step stroking 
a kitten that curled on his knee." (3.) 
Murry has been criticised by many persons who have been 
shocked by his failure to comprehend that his place was by 
Mans.field 1 s side during this period o.f crisis. Apparently 
he could not bring himself to stay with her. 
'~eneath all this vms my feeling that the death of 
1. Mansfield, Katherine: 
2. Mansfield, Katherine: 
3. Mansfield, Katherine : 
Letters, p. 32 
Journal, pp. 38-39 
Letters, p. 35 
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Katherine's brother had cast a shadow between us. 
Though I was with her, I was isolated from her and I 
could not bear it; for my isolation was complete. 
That I was leaving Katherine to isolation did not occur 
to me. Nor, indeed, was I. That was the trouble. For 
she had her brother. He, though dead, was far more real 
and near to her than I was now; and that was anguish to 
me. 11 ( 1.) · · · 
Rationalization---jealousy---justifiable explanation---call 
it what one will, it remains that during this terrible 
period Mansfield was left in absolute isolation to go her 
spiritual road alone. In October of that year she wrote : 
"I welcome the idea of death. I believe in immortality 
because he is not here and I long to join him. First, 
my darling, I've got things to do for both of us, and 
then---I will come as quickly as I can. Dearest heart, 
I know you are there , and I live with you and I will 
write for you. Other people are near, but they are not 
close to me. To you only do I belong just as you be-
long to me. Nobody knows how often I am with you, and 
I begin to feel that you know---that when I leave this 
house ann this place it will be with you, and I will 
never even .. ·for the shortest space of time be away from 
you. You have me. You 1 re in my flesh as well as in 
my soul. I give others my 1 surplus' love, but to you 
I hold and to you I give my deepest love ." ( 2.) 
By December of that year she had embarked on the writing of 
a novel which was to be called The Aloe. With a New· Zealand 
setting it was to recreate her childhood and stand as part 
of the sacred duty she owed to her brother • . Later she 
abandoned the novel form and transformed parts of it into 
the long short stories, Prelude and At The Bay. 
By late January of 1916 two significant events had 
occurred. Living with MUl"'ry at the Villa Pauline in the 
1 . Murry, John Middleton : Between Two Worlds (Autobiography) 
p. 373 
2 Mansfield Katherine : Journal, PP• 37-38 
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south of France, the very villa she described in the letter 
quoted above, she and Murry had reached a period of joy and 
peace in their relationship, the loveliest p eriod of their 
life together. Thus emotionally she was satisfied and happy; 
this was conducive t o steadier and better writ ing. 
"And on her side of the table Katherine was writing the 
first draft of Prelude---wherein, for the first time, 
her inimitable mag1c passed wholly into her work. 11 (1.) 
Secondly she repudiated all her former work by turning 
away from it to something she felt to be deeper and more 
true. 
"I feel no longer concerned with the same appearances of 
things. The people who lived or whom I wished to bring 
into my stories leave me perfectly cold. Granted that 
these people exist and all the differences, complexitie , 
and resolutions are true to them---why should I write 
about them? They are not near me. All the false 
threads that bound me to them are cut away quite. Now-
--now I want to write about my ov1n country till I 
s i mply exhaust my store. Not only because it's a 
sacred debt that I pay to my country because my brother 
and I were born there, but because in my thoughts I 
range with him over all the remembered places. I am 
never far from them. I long to renew them i n writing . 
Ah, the people, the people we loved t here---of them, 
too, I want to v~ite . Another 'debt of love'. Oh, 
I want for one moment to make our undiscovered country 
leap into the eyes .of the Old World. It must be 
mysterious , as.· though floatin g . It must take the 
breath ••• I shall tell everything, even of how the_ 
laundry basket squeaked at 75. But all shall be told 
with a sense of mystery, a radiance, an afterglo~, 
because you, my little sun of it, are set. You have 
dropped over the dazzling brim of the world. Now I 
must play my part . 11 ( 2.) 
l.Ivlurry, John Middleton: 
2.Mansfield, Katherine : 
op. cit., p. 393 
Journal, pp. 43-44 
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This passage clarifies further changes in Mansfield's way 
of thinking . The old hostility to New Zealand, developed 
after Queen's when she had to return there, fostered by 
the critical coldness which she felt in the New Zealand 
attitude, increased by her break away from it in her return 
to London, her spiritual homeland, has entirely disappeared. 
If ever she considered herself an Englishwoman, she has no\v 
ceased to do so . She considers herself a New Zealander, a 
medium of interpretation of her country to Europe. The 
treatment that she proposes to follow is radically different 
from that of her earlier work . Deserting satire and realism, 
a record of appearances, she plans to create a world ringed 
round with mystery and beauty, a record of what lies under 
appearances. The creation of this world is made possible 
through the S:Jiritual transformation which took place in her 
own soul after the death of her brother . His tragic death 
evoked him as a symbol of all that was prec ious t o her; the 
symbol served to bring h er to a full awareness of precisely 
what she wanted to write and how she wanted to do it. Her 
jo~rnal of thi s period i s full of tender and intimate writing 
addressed to him. She feels that somewhere he is urging her 
to accomplish her appoint e . t nsl. 
"Ah, once fairly aglov:---..:.how -I blaze and burnl Here's 
a new fact. VV'hen I am ~10t writing I feel my brother 
calling me and he is not happy. Only when I write or 
am in an active state of writing---a state of 'inspira-
tion'---do I feel that he is calm ••• Last night I 
dreamed of him and Father Zoss ima. Father Zossima said : 
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'Do not let the new man die. 1 My brother was certainly 
there. But last evening he called me while Is at 
down by the fire. At last I obeyed and came upstairs. 
I stayed in the darl{ and waited. The moon got very 
bright. There were stars outside, very bright twinkling 
stars that seemed to move as I watched them ••• I could 
see the c~ve of the sea ~nd the curve of the land 
embracing, and above in the sky there was a round sweep 
of cloud. Perhaps these three half-circles were very 
magic. But then, when I leaned out of the window I 
seemed to see my brother clothed all over the field--
-now on his back, now on his face, now huddled up, 
now half-pressed into the earth. Vmerever I looked, 
there he lay. I felt that God showed him to me like 
that for some express purpose ••• 11 {1.) 
There are times when she doubts that . she can come through to 
her brother; 11but now, quite suddenly, the mists are rising, 
2. 
and I see and I lmow you are near me". 
The most immediate result of :Mansfield's spiritual cris i s 
was Prelude, the first of her New Zealand stories written 
in maturity. On October 11, 1917 it is apparent that she 
has completed it. She writed to Dorothy Brett : 
3. 
"I threw my darling Prelude to the Wolves and 
it and served me up so much praise in such a 
bowl that I couldn't help feeling gratified . 
not think they would like it at all and I am 
astounded that they do. n ( 4.) 
they ate 
golden 
1 did 
a t ill 
.I n this s~me latter Mansfield makes several statements whi ch 
mark her as a mature artist, conscious of form and technique 
as well as the actual creative process . She explains the 
method she has more or less followed, that of being what she 
1. Ibid., PP• 45-46 
2. Ibid., pp. 47-48 
3. Leonard and Virginia Woolf who were to publish Prelude 
on thei r Hogarth Press. 
4 . Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, p. 74 
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writes about: 
"When I write about ducks I swear that I am a white duck 
with a round eye, floating on a pond fringed with 
yellow-blobs and taking an occasional dart at the other 
duck with the round eye wnich floats upside dov~1 be-
neath me. In fact the whole process of becoming the 
duck (what Lawrence would perhaps call the consummation 
with the duck) is so thrilling that I can hardly breathe 
only to think about it. 11 (1.) 
She defends her belief in technique : 
"I do just because I can't see how art is going to make t at 
divine spring into the bounding outline of things if 
it doesn't proceed through the proces·s of trying to 
become those t hings before re-creating them." (2.) 
Dorothy Brett has evidently inquired about Prelude. 
nrWhat form is it?' you ask. Ah, Brett, it's so diffi-
cult to say. As far as I know it's more or less my 
own invention. 11 (3.) 
She defines her own attitude toward her art: 
"But I don't feel anytb.ing but intensely a longing 
to serve my subject as .well as I can." {4.) 
In this letter to a fellow artist we find Mansfield's 
ideas crystalized into a working credo. We can be sure, 
indeed we will discover, that many other elements in this 
credo are as clear in her mind and in her work as the ones 
expressed above. Art for her now is a highly serious 
business; involved in it is the eleme~ of humble service 
which was absent from her philosophy as a youthful writer' 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. toe. cit. 
3. Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, p. 74 
4. Ibid., P• 75 
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She distinguishes clearly between the two "kick-orrs 
in the writing game": 
"One is joy---real joy---the thing that made me write 
.when we lived at Pauline, and that ·sort of writing I 
could only do in just that state of being, in some 
perfectly bliss£ul way at peace. Then something deli-
cate and lovely seems to open before my eyes, like a 
flower without thought for a frost on a cold breath, 
knowing that all about it is warm and tender and 
'ready•. And that I try, ever so humbly, to express . 
The other 1 kicK-Orr• is my old original one, and had .· I 
not known love, it would have been my all. Not hate 
or destruction (both are beneath contempt as real 
motives) but an extremel~ deep sense or hopelessness, 
or everything doomed to isaster, almost wilrlilly, 
stupidly, like the almond tree and 'pas de nougat 
pour ~e noell ••• a cry against corruption---that is 
absolutely the nail on the head. Not a protest---a 
~· And I mean corruption in the widest sense or 
t'lie word or course." (1.) 
Mansfield's early work was written under the impulse of 
uttering a cry against corruption. Her very description 
indicates the limits of· an art having this origin---ea-
pecially in the hands of a very young writer. Prelude 
and several of the stories following it were written 
through love, a love made real in her experience at Pauline 
and also by her identification with her brother and her 
feeling or responsibility to recreate their New Zealand 
chiJdhood. This source or art presents fewer limitations, 
i .s more vi tal and life-embracing; it shares a vision un-
known to the earlier art and it holds a broad acceptance 
of the things or earth. Mansfield did not wish to be 
called an intellectual nor did she wish to write for this 
group. She writes of Prelude: 
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"And won't the 'Intellectuals• just hate it1 
think it's a New Primer for Infant Readers. 
They'll 
Let t em. 11 ( 
The seven years .elapsing between the publication of 
the German Pension and the appearance of Prelude were 
fruitful ones for Katherine Mansfield. They brought her 
the thoroughly realized point of view of the genuine 
artist. Moreover this achievement was made amid physical 
pain and spiritual anguish. Her health had always been 
precarious but by June of 1918 she knew she had pulmonary 
tuberculosis. Her brother's death, tragic though it was, 
gave her a center en which to focus her .art. 
An analysis of Prelude will clarify the developments 
in aim and method indicated above and will also show how 
Mansfield employed psycho-reali sm. 
Prelude is held in suspension on the sonata· framework. 
Mansfield had been interested in music at an early age and 
was familiar vvith musical forms. In searching for a s t ruc-
ture through which to render her new truth, she instinctively 
u sed a musical form in a master ly way. Prelude shows at 
once a complet e break with the traditional short story 
formula and a development of a structure to fit a ne w need. 
In Prelude she is writing of her own family group. 
It is not our purpose to identify t he characters; the 
reader, t urning to the second chapter of this t hesis, may 
do so if he wishes. What concerns us is t h e working out 
1. Ibid., p. 146 
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) 
or the sonata rramework and the results or this in t h e 
light or the artist's new consciousness. 
1. 
Prelude may be divided into rour movements. The rirst 
movement, in sonata rorm, makes an i~mediate statement or 
two themes. First there is the major Kezia theme. 
"Lottie and Kezia stood on the patch or laV~m just out-
side the gate all ready ror the rray in their coats 
with brass anchor buttons and little round caps with 
battleship ribbons." 
Then comes the companion theme, minor and more subtle, the 
Linda theme . 
"'We shall simply have to leave them. That is all. 
We shall simply have to cast them orr•, said Linda 
Burnell. A strange little laugh flew rrom her lips; 
she leaned back against the buttoned leather cushions 
and sbut her eyes, ner lips trembling with laughter." 
This is a troubling theme. We realize that Linda would be 
glad to cast them orr; we do no.t yet know quite why. Tea 
w;ith the Samuel Josephs provides ror development or the 
Kezia theme. Kezia is individualized. 
"But Kezia bit a big piece out or her bread and dripping 
and then stood the piece upon her plate. With the 
bite out it made a dear little sort or a. gate. Pooh1 
She didn't caret A tear rolled dovm her cheek, but 
she wasn't crying. She couldn't have cried in rront 
of those awrul Samuel Josephs. She sat with her head 
bent, and as the tear dropped slowly do~m, she caught 
it with a neat little whisk of her tongue and ate it 
before any of them had seen." 
The second part of the movement is brief but actually 
developmental. Kezia wanders back to the house from which 
--------------1. To avoid a confusing multiplicity of references we 
wish to state that all subsequent quotations in this 
chapter are drawn rrom Prelude appearing on pages 1-70 
in Bliss and Other Stories. 
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her f'amily has just moved. . She is further individualized 
and in her wanderings ov~r the house a brief insight into 
the members of her family is gained. She looks out at 
Lottie through the squares of colored glass in the dining-
room window. 
"Kezia bent down to .lave one more look at a blue lawn 
with blue arum l·Jt.ies growing at the gate, and then 
at a yellow lawn with yellow lilies and a yellow f'ence. 
As she looked a little Chinese Lottie came out on to 
the lawn and began to dust the table and chairs with 
a corner of her pinafore. Was that really Lottie? 
Kezia was not quite sure until she had looked through 
the ordinary window." 
. ..; ... : 
' I 
Mansfield gives us no description or analysis of Kezia; her 
theme is developed interms of the child's own experience. 
The Linda theme is given fUrther meaning. 
'~pstairs in her father's and mother's room she found 
a pill-box black·and shiny outside and red in, holding 
a blob of cotton wool." 
The third part of the sonata :Corm unifies the themes 
through the portrayal of the family group in its new home. 
Linda is now related to Stanley and their relationship, as 
part of the Linda theme, is developed. 
"'Are those the children?' But Linda did not really 
care; she did not even open her eyes to see." 
Stanley's hearty appetite is contrasted w·i th Linda's invalid 
abstinence. Stanley's egocentric irritability is displayed 
in his disagreement with Beryl, his sister-in-law. Here 
the Beryl theme is introduced but not developed; we are. 
aware of its minor key. The f'irst movement ends on a re-
statement of the major Kezia t heme . 
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"'I don't want to tell you, but I think I ought to , 
mother,' said Isabel. 'Kezia is drinking tea out o~ 
Aunt Beryl's cup.'" 
The second movement brings in a series o~ variations 
where there is opportunity for much development. Kezia i s 
put to bed by her grandmother: 
"From all over the house came the sound of steps. The 
house itsel~ creaked and popped. Loud whispering 
voices came from dovTnstairs. ' Once she heard Aunt Beryl's 
rush of high laughter, and on~e she heard a loud trum-
peting from Burnell blowing his nose. Outside .the 
window hundreds o~ black cats with yellow eyes sat i n 
the sky watching her but she was not frightened." 
The . Beryl theme is given a chance for ~ree play and we begin 
to know Beryl in relation to her total life. We understand 
why she is irritable and often irritating in the family 
gr oup; she is unloved and there~ore frust rate. She has a 
waking dream of "a young man, dark and slender with mocking 
eyes" who gathers flowers ~or her . ... He tempt s her and she 
rejects him royally. Another young man, immensely rich and 
just arrived ~rom England, meets her by chance... Or "the 
new Governor is unmarried"• She is at a ball at Government 
Houae. '~o is that exquisite creature in eau de nil satin? 
Beryl Fairfield". In a page and a half of psycho-realistic 
writing we have come to know Beryl; in sharp clear strokes 
the relationship of Beryl to her past and present and the 
circular relation to character and environment have been 
clarified. 
Anothe r bit is added to the Linda~tanley relationship. 
Stanley, energetic and ambitious, plans ~or the future as 
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he prepares for bed. Linda, r emote and disinterested, is 
far away in thought. "Her faint far-away voice seemed to 
come from a deep well." 
"
1 Good nigh.t, darling. 1 He slipped his arm under her 
neck and drew her to him. 
1 Yes, clas~ me,' said the faint voice from the deep well." 
After a few pages of variations the Linda theme is again 
taken up. Now we begin to ~ Linda for her dream of birds 
throws light on her whole meaning. 
"But a funny thing happened. As she stroked it began 
·to swell. It ruffed and pouched, it grew bigger and 
bigger and its round eye seemed to smil~ knowingly at 
her. Now her arms were hardly wide enough to hold it 
and she dropped it into her apron. It had become a 
baby with a big naked head and a gaping bird-mouth, 
opening and shutting. Her father broke into a loud . 
clattering laugh and she woke to see Burnell standing 
by the windows rattling the Venetian blind up to the 
very top. 11 
Linda's thoughts on waking are her dream symbolism brought 
into consciousness. 
"All the furniture had found a place---all the old para-
phenalia---as she expressed it ••• Her clothes lay 
across a chair ••• Looking at them she wished that she 
was going away from this house too. And she saw her-
self driving away from them all in a little buggy, 
driving away from everybody and not even waving." 
It is clear that Linda has rejected both children and hus-
band. The responsibilities of a wife are not only too much 
f'or her invalid resom"'ces, but they are hateful to her. She 
is relieved to get Stanley out of the house. 
"Linda did not rest again until the f'inal slam of the 
f'ront door told her that Stanley was really gond. " · 
She reels that all objects have a way of' coming a live to 
press a claim on her which she does not wish to meet. She 
fears objects because they have this power. 
"THEY knew how frightened she was; THEY saw how s he 
turned her head away as she passed the mirror. ~ihat 
Linda always felt was that THEY wanted something of her, 
and she knew that if ,she gave herself up and was quiet , 
more than quiet, silent , motionless, s omething would 
really happen." 
The third movement of Prelude is composed of a series of 
dance motifs .. . There is Stanley Bur•nell riding home driven 
rapidly by Pat, Linda and Stanley moving together through 
the darkness to the moonlit window, the chi l dren having tea 
in the nursery, Beryl playing the guitar and falling i n love 
with her own unwanted beauty, the children playing with their 
cousins and with Pat, the Irish gardener. 'rhe main themes 
are sustained in thi s lighter, gayer movement . The Beryl 
theme especially comes out .clear. We witness her incipient 
narcissism. 
"'If I were outside the window and looked in and saw 
myself, I really would be rather struck,' thought she ••• 
Beryl smiled, and realiy her smile was so adorable tt~t 
she smiled again---but this time because she could not 
help it .. " 
The culmination of the Linda theme comes in the fourth 
movement. She and her mother are walking in the moonlit 
garden; they come to t he aloe. J-'inda is dravm by it. 
nAs they stood on the steps, the high grassy bank on 
which the aloe rested rose up like a wave, and t h e a loe 
seemed. to ride upon it like a ship with the oars lifted. 
Bright moonlight hung upon the lifted oars like water , 
and on the green wave glittered the dew." 
The aloe emerges as Linda's symbol of freedom. She has 
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another of her waking dreams. 
11She dreamed that she was caught up out of the cold 
water i nto t he ship with the l ifted oars and budding 
~ast . Now the oars fell striking quickly, quickly. 
'lhey rowed far away over the top of the garden trees, 
the paddocks, and the dark bush beyond. Ah, she 
heard herself cry: 'Fasterl Faster l ' ' to t hose who 
were r owi ng. 
How much more real thi s dream was t han that they should 
go back to the house where the s leeping children lay and 
where Stanley and Beryl played cribbage." 
Agai n s~e expresses her desire to give up human relation-
ships to which she fe e l s act i ve l y hostile. 
"Looki ng at it from below she could see the long 
sharp thorns t hat edged the aloe l eaves,·. and at the 
sight of t hem her heart grew hard ••• She particular ly 
liked the long sharp thorns ••• Nobody would dare to 
come near the ship or to follow after." 
The following passage is an ach i evement i n modern literature. 
She adds another symbol to her dream: 
" ' Not even my Newfoundland dog , 1 thought she , 1 that 
I' m so fond of in t h e daytime .' 
For she really was fond of him; sl.1.e loved and a d.Tllired 
and respected h i m tremendously. Oh, better than any-
one else in the world. She knew him throu~1 and 
through. He was t he soul of truth and decency, and 
for a l l his practical experience he was awful ly simple , 
easily pleased, and easily hurt . If only he wouldn't 
j ump at her so, and bark so l oudly, and watch her 
with such eager, loving eyes . He was too strong for 
her; she had a l ways hated things that rush at her fran 
a child. There were times when he was fri gl1teni ng--
- really frightening. When she jus t had not screamed 
at the top of her voice: 'You are kiililing me . 1 And 
at those times she had longed to say the most coarse 
hateful things ••• 
'You know I'm very delicate. You know as well as I 
do that my heart is affected , and the doctor has t old 
you I may die at any moment. I have had thr ee great 
lumps of children a lready ••.• 1' 11 
I s she still thinki ng about her Newfoundl and dog? 
"Yes, yes it was true. For all her love and respect 
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and a&niration she hated him. And how tender he 
always was after times like those , how submissive, 
how thoughtful. He would do anything for her: he 
longed to serve her... Linda h? ard herself saying 
in a weak voice: 1 Stanley , would you light a candle? t rr 
I n this psycho-realistic treatment of Linda through her own 
reverie symbolism we know at last her meaning. She is in 
deadly fear of pregnancy. She loathes Stanley because he 
is respons ible for her childbearing. She actually iden-
tifies her husband's characteristics with those of her 
dog; the transit ion from t h inking about her dog to t hink-
ing about her husband is scarcely noticeable. These facts 
and much more we lmow about Linda; she has been developed 
not by description and conversation alone but by cumulative 
thematic treatment covering dream, daydreams, wishes, 
actions, as well as conversation and description with the 
use of the symbol. She is her own interpreter; we under-
stand her past and we can see the possibilities for her 
future. 
"t'What am I guarding myself for so preciously? I shall 
go on having children and Stanley will go on making 
money and the children and the gardens will grow 
bigger and bigger with whole fleets of aloes in them 
for me to choose from.''" 
The closing part of the fourth movement shows the flowering 
of Beryl's narcissism and her effort to break through to 
her real self. She becomes aware of her problem though not 
of its solution. But Kezia, tl~ major theme , breaks 
through, as l ife breaks through reverie, and stops Beryl 
from solution of her problem---if indeed the problem can 
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be solved. 
This story, then, is the result of Mansfield's change 
in perspectives. She created the beauty of New Zealand in 
the delicate arid mysterious coming of night, the breaking of 
dawn, the blossoming or the aloe. She discovered in a new 
type or w-.citing the meaning of a whole family group. The 
old traditional co~nent has always been: the charafters are 
so true to lifel This com:ra.ent betrays the critic for he 
shows that he is seeing the matter bacl~ards. If the char-
acters fit into his conception or life and reality, t hen 
they are well done. Mansrield's approach is entirely opposed. 
She has not intended to make them true to anyone's conception 
of li~e. They are themselves and through the sonata-like 
treatment their themes are cumulatively presented, varied, 
and orchestrated into a total unity. 
The writer does not wish to press the idea of the sonata 
frame-work t oo closely. Mansfield's medium is literature and 
not music. But the sonata framework seemed the logical method. 
to undertake an analysis of a story that is so unique as to 
be beyond analysis according to traditional formulae. Prelude 
, is a dyna:niic living whoie·~·· so made through the development 
and interweaving of themes in a method peculiar to music. 
Prelude represents the first entry into her second and deeper 
phase of writing; in many of her later stories she was t o use 
part of this tecru~ique to arrive at what she considered to be 
her profoQDdest truth. 
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Chapter VI 
"THEY ARE CUTTING DOWN THE CHERRY T1lEES 11 
After the publication of Prelude by the Woolfs in May of 
1918 Katherine Mansfield continued wri ting with the completion 
of a new book in view. Bliss and Other Stories was sold to 
Constable in February, 1920. On September twenty-fifth of that 
year she wrote objectively to Murry: 
"I have such a horror of triviality ••• a great part oi' my 
Constable book is tr1v1a1. i~'s not good enough. You see 
it's too late to beat around the bush any longer. They 
are cutting down the cherry trees; the orchard is sold; 
that i s really the atmosphere I want."(l) 
We shall find that her criticism is just. 
The fact that an artist has achieved a clear conception of 
his artistic and philosophical perspectives is no guarantee tha~ 
he will immediately and consistently produce work of first 
quality. A dynamic ideology, a sure comprehension of the 
necessary techniques and style, the almost sacred precreative 
vision of the finished work that shocks the artist with its 
delicate living perfection---these are victories in themselves 
but the actual challenge, the burning anguish is the labor of 
creation. An entry in her journal in July, 1918 i~roof that 
Mansfield was perpetually faced with this most vital problem. 
11 1 pose myself once more, my Eternal question. What is 
it that makes the moment o:f delivery so difficult for me? 
1. Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, p.324 
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~If I were to sit down now--and just to write out, plain, 
some of the stories---all written, ready in my mind, 1 twould 
take me days. There are so many of them. I sit and think 
them out, and if I overcome my lassitude and 2£ take the,,·,pen 
they ought (0hey are so wo1.·d-perf"ect} to write themselves. 11 ( ~) 
Scattered through her journal and letters are frank statements 
that her story did not quite come off, that it was a trifle too 
peat or too easy, that again she evaded the issue; these are ad-
~issions that her story---however good it might be considered by 
critics and readers---did not measure up in the light of her own 
appraisal. She was a ruthless self-critic. She was not satis-
fied with Bliss and Other Stories. 
Before we examine the book it would be wise to suggest the 
underlying causes for Mansfield's failure to meet her own require~ 
ments. In the first place she was seriously ill. She bad been 
examined by several doctors in England and in Paris. By August 
of 1919 she had discovered one in whom she had faith. The 
question of her going to a sanatorium was raised. 
11 My doctor strongly urges me not to put myself away, not to 
go into a sanatorium---he says-! would be out of it i~4 
hours and it would be a 'highly dangerous experiment•. •You 
see, 1 he explained, 'there is your work which I lmow is your 
life. If they kept it from you you'd die---then they would 
.tre ep it f r om you' • " ( 2 } 
She was advised to go to . the Italian Riviera. 
Prior to this she had suffered the rapid and exhausting 
approach of her diseasfvhich was making inroads on her strength, 
l.I~nsfield, Katherine: Journal, p.94 
2.Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, p.214 
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on her very nerve fibre, and testing her spiritual resources to 
the utmost. During the per~od of the writing of Je ne Parl~as 
Francais she records the following: 
11 I don't dare to work any more tonight. I suffer so 
frightfully from insomnia and night terrors." (1) 
In January, 1920 while she was in an active state of work on 
The Exile, (2) this note appears in her journal: "Thought out 
The Exile. Appalling night of misery."(3) This story strained 
ner almost to the breaKing point. It is the story of a woman wh 
is condemned to a sanatorium and of her husband who has given up 
life to be with her there. It is the record of his sacrifice an 
his dreams of life which he keeps in his heart while he gives his 
wife tender and loving care. It might well have been her story 
d she gone to a sanatorium---it was indeed hers in much of her 
with Murr y. It brought back many memories that were 
lf buried in her consciousness ••• memories that hurt deeply. 
"Worked from 9:30 till a quarter after midnight only stop-
ping to eat. Finished the story. Lay awake then until 5:30 
too excited +o sleep. I thought of everythi ng in my life, 
and it all came back so vividly ••• These are the worst days 
of my whole life."(4) 
d again on the following day: 
"Posted the story and a telegram. Very tired. The sea 
howled and boomed and moaned away. When will this cup pass 
from me? Oh misery! I cannot sleep. I lie retracing my 
steps---going over all the old life before." (5) 
• Ibid, P• 107 
• InCiuded in Bliss and Other Stories and entitled The Man 
Without A Temperament 
• Mansfield, Katheri ne; Journal, p. 141 
• Loc. cit • 
• Loc. cit 
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A week later mental anguish is intensified: 
"Post al s t rikes: no letter, no wire. Teari ng up and sort · 
the old letters. The feeling that I can overcome the anguis 
the words that fly into one 1s breast. ~ darling! !l wife! 
Oh what anguish! Oh will it ever be the same! Lay awake at 
night listening to the voices. Two men seemed to sing-- - a 
tenor and a baritone: then the drowned began." (1) 
In December of t hat year Mansfield makes a frank report of what 
the year has been: 
"I should like this to be accepted as my confession. There 
is no limit to human suffering. When one thinks: Now I have 
touched the bottom of the sea---now I can go no deeper, one 
goes deeper. And so it is forever. I thought l ast year i n 
Italy, any shadow more would be death. But this year has 
been so much more terrible that I think with affection of 
the Aasettal Suffering is boundless; it is eternity. One 
pang is eternal torment. Physical suffering is---child's 
play. To have one's breast crushed by a great stone---one 
could laughl 11 (2) 
The two years outlined above are the years in which she wro e 
most of the stories for Bliss and Other Stories. Each line was 
a victory over suffering and despair for she was assailed in all 
areas of consciousness. Murry was far away ••• and she had begun 
to doubt their bond. She had begun to doubt because of her de-
spai~t her own i l lness. Living and working in complete isola-
tion save for the presence of her friend, Ida Baker, she f a ced 
death at every turn. 
During t his period---from April 1919 to December 1920 she 
was bound to writing weekly reviews for ~he Athanaeum of which 
Murry was the editor. This critical work was another constant 
l. Ibid, p.l43 
2. Ibid, p.l66 
drain on her strength. 
We have already indicated (1) that there were elements in 
Katherine I~nsfield's temperament which were a barrier to seriou 
artistic achievement; it would be nece~sary to fUse them with 
other greater qualities before she would be free to transmit a 
deeply sign1f1can~ vision or lifo. These elements she recognized 
she tried constantly to conquer them. There was a s-l;rain of 
satire which, if given free rein, would produce the merciless 
satire of In A German Pension where the satirist infringes upon 
the integrity of her characters and runs in the end to caricatur • 
Mansfield's peculiar type of satire was born of egocentricity 
and flippancy; it could be highly clever but not profound. As 
she grew into maturity these qualities tended to fuse into equi-
librium with other contrasting qualities. But they were part of 
her temperament and could not be easily subdued. They were boun 
to crop up again and again in more subtle form, as they do in 
Bliss and Other Stories, until complete maturity would incorpo-
rate them into a balanced personality. 
For purposes of analysis the stories in the volume may be 
divided into four groups; they represent four aspects of the 
second phase of Mansfield's artistic evolution. - In the first 
group we can place six stories through which run strong satiric 
and ironic tones; they represent a more mature treatment of pre-
viously handled themes. Three stories appear in the second 
1. Supra, Chap. IV 
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group; in one the poetic element predominates, the secona is 
wholly static, and the -third is a story of children. On the 
whole these three stories have nothing to do with psycho-realism 
The third group of three stories shows a fairly successful at-
tempt at psycho-realistic treatment. Prelude (1) and Je ne 
Parle pas Francais alone represent the actual attainment of 
functional psycho-realism; they are the high water mark of 
Mansfield's second phase of artistic development. 
We will now consider the first group of stories. (2) Reve-
lations and The Escape might well be considered companion pieces 
They are both written around a pretty egocentric woman who is 
1\ 
the victim of nerves". She appears in Revelations in very bad 
humor because her lover has had the indelicacy to telephone her 
at nine-thirty in the mor:ning. She refuses to meet him for 
lunch at Prince's. At the hairdresser's she senses some dishar-
mony. Just before she leaves she asks George, her hairdresser, 
what is wrong. It develops that his child has died that very 
morn~g. Monica is shocked by this reality and runsweeping 
from the shop. She rushes back in a panic to the unreal world 
which Ralph has built for her. Her declaration of independence 
from him is forgotten. 
11 And then just before she came to Prince's she saw a flower 
shop full of white flowers. Oh what a perfect thought. 
Lilies of the valley, and white pansies, double white 
violets and a white velvet ribbon. From an unknown friend •• 
1. See Chap. V for analysis of Prelude. 
2. Unless otherwise in~icated, all subse~uent citations in this 
ore the title 
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''Prom one who unders"tands ••• lf'or a. Little Girl ••• She tapped 
against the window. But the driver did not hear, and any-
way they were at Prince's already." (1) 
~ere is the child-wife of A Blaze2• who is incapable of facing 
~he reality of life because she is not actually human. In The Es-
~ she and her husband are leaving a hotel; everything about 
he trip annoys her. She quarrels with her husband and accuses 
im of being a sadist. She is an egocentric hypochondriac now: 
"She put up her veil, and, as though she were doling it for 
somebody else, pitifUlly, as though she were saying it to 
somebody else: 'I know, my darling,' she pressed the hand-
kerchief to her eyes." (3) 
~he climax of the incident comes when her parasol falls from the 
~arriage into the road: 
11My parasol ••• It's gone. The parasol that belonged to my 
mother. The parasol that I prize more than---more than--!! <~ ) 
he need not say it. We are aware that the logical conclusion 
~f the sentence is 'more than I ever loved you'. Her husband is 
he silent victim crushed by her accusations and ill-temper. She 
alks constantly of her need to escape from the sadism and ugli-
essfobout her. He is the one who needs to escape; through the 
ymbolic significance of a large copper leaved tree through whose 
~eave:Sehe hears a woman singing, he is able to escape spiritually 
Prom this unbearable situation. A deep vein of irony has re-
placed ~~sfield's earlier satiric touch. 
~.Revelations,p. 268 
D. Included in I~ German Pension 
)e Revelations, p. 270 
• Ibid, P• 274 
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Psychologl and A Dill Pickle way also be considered compan-
on pieces. In Psychology she vrrites of the platonic friendship 
~etween man and woman; the two are intellectual explorers who 
hink together and share their thoughts freely: 
"For the special thrilling quality of their friendship was 
complete surrender. Like two open cities in the midst of 
some vast plain these two minds lay open to each other. And 
it wasn't as if he rode into hers like a conqueror, armed to 
the eyebrows and seeing nothing but a gay silken flutter---
nor did she enter his like a queen wa~cing softly on petals. 
No, they were eager, serious travelers, absorbed in under-
standing what was to be seen and discovering what was hidden--
making the most of the extraordinary absolute chance which 
made it possible for him to be utterly truthfUl to her and 
for her to be utterly serious with him." (1) 
nto their evening of intellectual exploration creeps an emotionaJ 
lement; !.they both sense it and they are both afraid of it. 
"They faltered, wavered, broke down, were silent. Again they 
were conscious of the boundless questioning dark. Again, 
there they were---two hunters, bending over their fire, but 
hearing suddenly from the jungle beyond, a shake of wind 
and a loud questioning cry ••• "(2) 
hey struggle to maintain their old relationship; neither will 
ield his freedom in order to gain a greater freedom. She regret~ 
his after he has gone but, purblind and independent, she gathers 
p the old threads of her life pattern and continues on as before. 
his is a brief and competent treatment of the young intellectuals 
ho, believing that a rich and full experience of the possibili-
ies in life is synonymous with activity in the intellectual area 
clone, are, on this account, dead to all that lies beyond .this 
rea. The girl in Psychology could very well be the woman who, 
--- - --~-------.Psycholo~,P. 146 
.Ibid, PP•-49-150 
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I 
years a~ter, meets the man i n a cafe. It is cl~ar that he 
I 
I 
s grown self-sufficient and successfUl; it is also clear that 
has been static. He has travelled to all the cJuntries they 
d talked about; he has seen all the wonders they Jaa planned to 
i 
together. She realizes that she was a fool, thAt now it is 
late because he has grown not only into a succe i sful business 
n but also beyond the need of her. Mansfield touclhes in these 
I 
wo stories the sterilizing effect of the purely in~ellectual 
ife upon the emotions and the capalhity, .. :of the indiJidual for 
ynamic living. Flashes of psycho-realistic realizJtion appear 
I 
n these stories but in none do the characters emerge in a cumula 
ive experiential way as they did in Prelude. She ~s treating of 
ppearances, uncovering here and there what lies beiow the appear 
I 
nces; in the last analysis, however, she is writin~ from the out 
as she did in her earlier work. I 
I 1. Pictures may be lirured with The Swing of the P~ndulum In 
latter story, crude in style and treatment, a ydung girl, un-
pay her rent, has an unfortunate sex experiJnce with a 
I 
man while she waits for a letter from her lqver. In 
I 
ictures a worn out contralto singer, also on the pdint of being 
I 
victed for non-payment of rent, goes to all the bo1king offices 
o lmok for work in stage shows and motion pictures.! It is obvi-
1 
I 
us that she is ugly, songless, and antique. She i4 reduced, 
herefore, in all her ugliness, to her primitive an~ fUndamental 
• Included i n In A German Pension 
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I 
function. 
"A very stout gentleman wearing a very 
floated on the top of his head like a 
into the chair opposite her." (1) 
small hkt which 
little yacht flopped 
i 
He orders a driruc for her and appraises her rapidlyl 
I 
" '~ like 'em firm and well covered 1 , said he. i 
M1ss Moss, to her surprise, gave a loud snigger. Five min-
utes later the stout gentleman heaved himself iup. ' Well, 
am , I goin' your way or are you comin' mine!' he asked. !' 1 
come with you, if it's all the same', said Miss Moss. And 
she sailed after the little yacht out of the caf~~~~ (2) 
I 
This is. a very competent surface treatment of the i4evita~le so-
l lution of Miss Moss 's dilemma. Perhaps it is because Miss Moss 
I 
is not really alive that the story fails to go deepJr. For Miss 
I 
Moss, a relic of a brighter day, is a veritable gho ~t ~ wanderang 
' 
through familiar places; she is incapable of any otBer act than 
I 
the one described in hhe conclusion of the story; indeed she is 
I 
I 
fit for no other. 
Mr. Reginald Peacock 's Day is the most satiric [of the group 
Mr. Peacock is like Andreas in A Sensitive Soul; (3 ) lboth men are 
I 
egocentric and selfish, completely unfi:tted for a ndrmal marriage 
I 
relation. Mr. Peacock lives in an unreal world; training the 
I 
yo1ces of young appealing girls and wealthy aristoc~atic middle-
' aged ladies, he teaches them to escape from life thr
1
ough music 
and they adore him and his teachimg. Both men pity jthemselves; 
neither recognizes that he fails to meet reality as :a mature 
I 
human being. Indeed Mr. Peacock disdains to meet re;ali ty. His 1 .:..fe 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1. Pictures, p. 168 
2. Ibid, p. 169 
3. InCiuded in In A German Pension 
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I 
I 
plood is kept in circulation by the adoration and invitations of 
I 
I 
~is rich pupils coupled with his own self-pity and his refuge in-
1 
~0 the culture of the elite. Andreas is kept up by !his wife's 
I 
protecting presence and his mother's dog-like servid,e. Both 
I 
pharacters a r e treated :from the outside; they do no~i grow into 
i 
~ny realization for l i :fe does not touch them. In tHemselves t hey 
i 
~re pathetic mockeries of human beings; their failuees are miser-
' ~bie because in neither man is there a fine, sincere:, or vi tal 
I 
~lement. As satiric surface treatments both stories: are good. 
I 
Phey portray the progressive destruction of the life \ of the in-
~ividual in advanced forms of egocentricity. i 
We come now to the second group of 
s a charming and poetic treatment of a 
i 
stories. Th~ Wind 
brother and ~ister 
i 
Blows 
rela-
i 
.ionship. Mr Peacock appears in it as Mr. Bullen, M~tilda's 
I 
nusic teacher. Indeed the story is reminiscent of r~nsfield's 
I 
)wn childhood and that of her brother "Chummie". The story is 
! 
i 
i 
I 
I 
nsigni:ficant in this consideration. 
I 
Sun and Moon is another charming story of two v~ry small 
I 
phildren. I 
. I 
"I dreamed a short story last night, even dovm ~o its name •• 
It was very light. I dreamed it all ••• about children. I got 
up at 6: 30 and wrote a note or two because I kne,w it would 
:fade. " ( 1) [ 
rwo days later she writes: 1 
I 
"I wrote and finished the dream story 
would not write it at all if I didn't 
kept me 'quiet' • 11 ( 2) 
• Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, P• 113 
D. Loc. cit. 
yesterday.! •• I knew I 
on the spor and it 
I 
I 
! 
I 
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I 
I 
om this note it is evident that Mansfield, though l she is fond 
I 
f this story, does not consider it significant, rr is extremel 
ell written. Sun, the five year old hero, is youn~ enough and 
I 
be a~~alled by the willful desttuction of 
I 
eauty; that his parents could be a party to this d~struction he 
i 
I 
cannot reconcile. He saw the dining-room prior to phe party: the 
decorations, the shining glasses, the beautiful ice [pudding; "a 
I 
ink house with white snow on the roof and green windows and a 
door and stuck in the door there was a nut foJ. a handle".( ) 
I 
gain he sees the dining-room when, discovered on the stair s by 
his father, he is brought down as the party is breaJing up. The 
I 
! 
room is a litter of bottles, broken glas ses, garbage, and tat-
' I i 
tered decorat i ons. The little piru{ huuse is half m1lted away. 
I 
The guests anc1 the child 1 s parents are all either d~corously or 
indecorously drunk. Sun senses the implications of lthe sitpatio 
! 
i instinctively. 
I 
"But ;:sun did not move from the door. Suddenly ihe put up hi 
head and gave a loud wail. i 
'I think it's horrid---horrid---horrid---1' he lsobbed." (2) 
The treatment is psycho-realistic for although Sun's individuali 
I is not clarified by progressive and cumulative emergence through 
i . 
the techniques of the story, an unalterable change ~s taken pla 
I 
in his deepest consciousness. Ha has grown older; h~ has opened 
door upon reality and has perceived the destruction of beauty, 
1. Sun and Moon, p. 208 
2. Ibid, p. 215 
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his experience is actually traumatic. 
l e is a different child. 
Feuille D1album is exactly what its 
weet and unreal and its conclusion is a 
I 
I 
As he goes upstairs to bee 
I 
! 
title promibes. It is 
little too heat. Someho~ 
I 
i e are not convinced when in a family album we come hcross the 
I 
trange appearances of our noble forbears; they are f ot of our 
vorld. This is a story to be accepted and enjoyed; it is insignif-
cant in the present considera tion. A static picturl -frame element 
I 
1 redo.minates as Mansfield undoubtedly meant that it ~hould. 
At this very time ~ansfield wrote a highly signl ficant remar] 
n a letter to Wru.rry: I 
"My serious stories won't ever bring me anythink but my 'Mild'· 
stories ought to and my light ones, once I find la place." (1) 
Here is an admission that she has been forced to compromise 
with her philosophY as an artist. 
This major problem is often the cause for the uitimate fail-
1 re of the artist to achieve his proper aims. As a Juman being he 
Just provide for the basic necessities of life. Thi~ often leads 
o the prostitution of his genius; it led Mansfield ~o write 1 ligl t 1 
tories, beautiful and true in their wa:y to be sure, lbeoause she ._,, 
elt that they would sell. This is an added reason 1hy B~iss and 
<ther ~~cries does not represent a consistent attainment of the 
ision of life that was so clear to Mansfield. All ~he stories 
I 
I ihich we have examined above could be classed as 'light' stories 
. --------------
1. Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, p. 115 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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in the sense that no one of them has the deep penetrating cumula 
tive flowering of which Mansfield was capable. She ! was wise e-
1 
nough to know that Prelude, one of her two really p~ofound sto-
. I 
ries, needed private printing; no publisher would b~ interested 
I 
I 
in it. I 
I 
Of the three stories which show definite psycho-realistic 
I 
treatment, ~he . Little Governess and Bliss will next [be considere<~· 
The Little Governess is a plotted story given psychd-realistic 
I treatment. A young girl is on her way to a post as !governess 
with a German family. She knows nothing of life bu~ has the 
youthful -g.nquestioning faith in humanitt' s goodness.\ Her disen-
chantment begins when the head of the Governess BurJau warns her 
111 Well I always tell my girls that it's better Ito mistrust 
people at first than trust them, and it's safe~ to suspect 
people of evil intentions rather tban good ones;. '" ( 2) 
I 
This attitude is foreign to the naive young girl; to: be sure she 
I 
I 
is thoroughly frightened as she sets out on her journey but she 
I 
does not quite understand why she should suspect people of evil 
I 
intentions. She chooses a compartment marked "Dames! Seules" and 
I . 
is greatly disturbed when a vindictive porter, whom :she has unde -
tipped, removes the sign. The psycho-realistic trea~ment begins 
I 
I 
I 
as an old man enters the compartment. The girl is a~tracted to 
him; there develops a rapport between them. He lendi her the il 
lustrated papers; she considers this very kind of him. She fee~ 
1. Tl1e .Man Without A Temperament, previously 
chapter, is not unusual enough to warrant 
2. The Little Governess, p. 237 
I 
referreh to in this 
individUal treatmen • 
I 
I 
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safe with him there. 
"'I could never have dared to go 
She felt really glad to have the 
with her. 11 (1) 
to sleep if I had been alon ~ ••• 1 
old man in the l carriage 
i 
ier innate tendency to believe that people are fime ~merges into 
i 
iominance through this experience. She and the old m~n speak Ger-
I ~an together and she tells him about herself. As th~ feeling of 
I 
I ~ecurity develops in the girl, Mansfield puts the reader on guard 
Yith a very subtle technique: 
i 
"How kindly the old man in the corner watched her bare littl 
hand turning over the big white paper, watched her lifrs, 
moving as she pronounced the long words to herself ••• 1 {2) 
I 
' ie buys her strawberries and it is while she is munching them tha 
I 
I 
~he is able to intellectualize her feeling about the [ol d man. 
"What a perfect grandfather he would makel 
out of a book1 ~ (~) 
i 
Jus~ like one 
I 
I 
~ccure in her concepton of him in a grandfather relationship, she 
I 
~ccepts his invitation to show her Munich while she waits for the 
i 
~rrival of her employer. As they go about together ~,he awakens t 
I 
ife; she is beside herself with pure joy of living. : 
I 
"She wanted to run, she wanted to hang onto his arm, she want 
ed to cry every minute, 1 0h, I am so frightfUll~ happy1 1 " (4 
·ne reader is made aware of the actual state of affai[rs when the 
bld man tricks the girl about the time. He asks her ~o his rooms 
I Por a farewell toast. Swiftly the little governess faces the 
i 
1--• Ibid. p. 243 
P. IDI<I. P• 245 
)• Ibid. P• 250 
• Ibid. P• 253 
rudest reality. 
"He held her against the wall, pressed against her his hard 
old body and his twitching knee, and though she shook her 
head from side to side, distracted, kissed her on the mouth~ 1) 
suffering and repulsion are terrible. She rushes out of the 
uilding and takes a tram. 
" ••• the tram swung and jangled through a world full of old 
men with twitching knees." (2) 
is psycho-realism. The little governess has been made pain-
lly, even physically~ aware of the possibilities, of the ugly 
ossibilities for brutalizing experience in a world which was 
itherto unknown to her. The scars of that experience will never 
eave her; the experience will color her whole fUture. 
Since the story depends on plot, there is an unhappy conclu-
ion; she has missed the appointment with her employer and what 
he is to do, she, herself, does not know. This is an example of 
aulty handling for Mansfield put the requirements of plot above 
he psycho-realistic treatment which, if emphasized, could have 
ade the story more deeply poignant than it appears in its presen 
orm. During th~rogress of the story ascending plateaus of 
have been developed in the girl; suddenly all 
·s destroyed by the old man's act. This is precisely what is im-
ortant. The concluding incident is anti-climactic; in carrying 
story on from the girl's reaction she is surrendering charac-
er to fragile plot. 
I • Ibid, p. 257 
• Loc. cit. 
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Bliss is centered about the home of Harry and Bertha Young 
nd specifically around their marital relation. The story takes 
ts name from the emotion which thrills Bertha when first she 
"Absolute bliss---as though you'd suddenly swallowed a brigh 
piece of that late afternoon sun and it burned in your bosom 
sending out a little shower of sparks into every particle, 
into every finger and toe ••• " (1) 
he feels acute discord between this emotion and her freedom to 
xpress it. 
11How idiotic civilization isl Why be given a body if you 
have to keep it shut up in a case like a rare, rare fiddle'?" 2) 
ertha is trembling on the verge of her deepest capacity for ex-
erience. Yet she is inhibited. 
"But in her bosom there was still that bright glowing place- -
that shower of little sparks coming from it. It was almost 
unbearable. She hardly dared to breathe for fear of fanning 
it higher, and yet she breathed deeply, deeply." ( 3-:} 
er experience with her baby in the nursery is unsatisfying for 
he feels that .her nurse has come between her and her child. 
"•You're wanted on the telephone,' said Nanny, coming back 
in triumph and seizing her Little B." (4) 
arry has no way of knowing that Bertha is undergming a heighten-
ng of awareness which has increased her capacities for dynamic 
uman relationship. 
''What had she wanted to say'? She'd nothing to say. She only 
wanted to get in touch with him for a moment. She couldn't 
absurdly cry: 'Hasn't it been a divine day!' 
'What is it'?' rapped out the little voice. 
'Nothing. Entendu,' said Bertha and hung up the receiver, 
thinking how much more than idiotic civilization was." {5) 
• BBllilss, p. 115 
.• Loc. cit. 
3. Bliss, p. 116 
4. Ibid, P• 119 
5. Bliss, pp.ll9- 20 
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She has tried unsuccessfully to reach an emotional rapport with 
he two beings who are closest to her. The antennae of her sen-
sitivity and love have gone out but there has been no release in 
esponding emotion. 
Two symbols appear at this point. The pear tree in full an 
erfect blossom outside the drawing room windows represents un-
earthly beauty. The grey cat creeping across the lawn "dragging 
its belly" and the. black cat, its shadow, following after repre-
sent sexual attraction. Bertha is drawn by the first symbol but 
epelled by the exhibition in animals of the raw sex instinct 
is very significant to the understanding o~ her 
sychology. 
The group of guests assembled at the Youngs' creates a 
fied atmosphere of arty intellectuality. Bertha finds them cha 
ing but it is clear that Harry does not share her attitude. His 
healthy animal urbanity discovers the pose under which each is 
masquerading but Bertha will not listen to him. 
Miss Fulton is Bertha's special friend. Bertha is charmed 
by her but does not know quite why. Mis s Fulton appearrs 11all in 
silver, with a silver fillet binding her pale blond hair."1 • At 
this point W~nsfield begins to develop the unusual rapport that 
Bertha feels for Miss Fulton. She identifies herself with M:iss 
Fulton; she wishes to share the pear tree with her. She identi-
fies the pear t r ee with Miss Fulton: 
---------------1. Ibid, p. 126 
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" •• • it vmulcc be silver no\lv •• • s ilver as 1\Us s Fulton who sat 
there turning a t an g erine in her slender .fingers tha t wePe 
so p a le a light seemed to come from them. i l ( 1) 
Tog ether they experience the pear tree in the moonlight . 
HHow long did they stand there? Both, as it wer·e, caught in 
that circle of unearthly light, understanding each o ther Der· 
fectly, creatures of another world; a.nd ·wondering wh a t they 
YJer·e to do w:i. th all this blissful treasure that burned in 
their bosoms and dropped, in silver flo-wers , from their· hair 
and h ands . 11 (2) 
With Miss Pulton Bertha is able to share the feeling of bliss 
v'rhi ch she was unable to share either with· her child or with her 
husband. She hopes t h at Harry does n o t :r·eally dislike Miss 
Fulton. She s peaks to him in her thoughts : 
"I shall try to tell you , when we are in bed toni e;ht, what 
has been h appening . Vifhat she a nd I have sha red . ~S.t these 
J.ast words something strange and a l most tel" r·ifyine; d arted in 
to Berth a ' s mind. At this s ome t h i ng b l ind and smiling whis -
pered to her: • Soon these people vrill go . The hous e v!ill be 
quiet- --quie tJ The lights will be out. And you and he will e 
alone in the da rk room--- the warm be d • •• • 
She jmnpe d up from her chair· and ran over to the piano . 
•Wh a t a pity someone does not p layl 1 she cried. 1What a 
pity someone does not playl 1 
For the first time in her· life Bertha Young desired her hus-
band. 1 (3) 
Through sha:r·ing her emotion of bliss Bertl1a h..as come to r·ealize 
what it is to desire her· husband. Novu the gr•oup gathere d in he 1> 
h ome is intoler·able to her. She wishe s them away with al l her 
heart . She beg ins t o analyse ·her :r:elationsbip with Ha rry. 
11 0h, she 1 d. l oved him---she 1 s been in love vd th him, of cours ~ 
in every other way, but just not in that way . And equally , 
of c ours e , she's understo od t hat he wa.s diff erent . They l a_ 
d iscussed it so often. lt h..ad worried her dreadfully at 
1. Ibid P• 128 
----' 2 . Ibid, P • 1 30 
3 . Ibid, PP • 1 31 - 1 ~;. 2 
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11fir,st to find that she was so cold, but after a time it had 
not seemed to ma.tter. They were so frank with each other---
such good pal s . Th a t was the 1)est lNith being modern.n (1 ) 
As the guests are leaving , Bertha sees M.iss Fulton and Harry 
in the hall. He is hel p ing her on wi th her coat. 
11 He tossed t he coat away, put his hands on her shoulders and 
tuPned her violently to him. His lips said: 11 I ador·e you , r 
and IVIiss F'ul ton laid her moonbeam fin gers on his che eks and 
smiled her sleepy smile . Harry 's nostrils quive red ; his 
liPS curle·d back in a hideous grin, while he whisp ered: r CPa-
morrow,' and with her eyelids Hiss Fulton said: ' Yes . r n ( 2 ) 
The story concludes when, as charm ~i_ng Mis s Fulton goes ou t of 
the h ouse, Eddie, the young dilletante, f ollows her as t h e blac 
c a t fol lowed the grey cat. Bertha sees the pal~allel a nd is aga · 
r·ep elled. She wo nders what is going to happen now, and goes i nt 
the d r awing room and s ees the pear tr•ee as lovely, a.s full of 
flovrer, as still, as ever . 
The po i nt a t which t his story f ails is actually bey ond diag-
nosis. In some parts it i s psychologic a lly convincing} in othe: 
parts it does not seem to be . It is clear that whe n Bertha be-
comes c apable of nor'lilal sexual passion, her husband, l ong weary 
of her coldness , has f ound a responsive woman in Miss Fulton 
whom he has pretended to disli t e . Again Mans f ield is treat-
ing of t he neurotic temperament and a lthough certain aspects 
o:f the s ituat ion are clear , this does no t alter· t he fact tha t t e 
story as an entity fails to c ome thro:u.gh . The p resent writer i s 
ready to adrrdt that s h e may hav e missed the signiticance here . t 
1 . Ibid, -p. 1 32 
2 . Ibid, P• 1 34 
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is not clear to her wha t Iviansfield was trying to do. 'Ihe first 
part of the s toi'W is a psych- realistic t reatment ·whereby Bertha 1 
sensitivity and recep tivity are increased. to the point "~Hhere sh 
is free to enter into full and uninhibited rappo1~t with another 
person. Logically it should be her child or her husband, but i 
both cases she i s frustrated . She succeeds in s haring her 
ness with liH ss F'ul ton; thx·ough this she is wrought up to a 
s i onate l onging f or her husband. The incident which breaks d.ov 
this whole cumulative pattern is the incident in the hall betwe 
Miss Fulton and Harry. Then, sucloenl y we are left with the 
ste.tement that the pear tree is as lovely as eve1~ even though all 
t h i s h::ts happened. 'ErJ.ere is a disunity betwe en the development 
of the hUin~n re J.a tionships and t he syrnbol of the pear tree; the 
two a re not fused into a meaningful whole in relation to Bertha 
Je ne Parle pas l''rancais represents in Mansfield's second 
phase of artistic evolution the deepest penetration into t he 
roots of a ppearances . It was highly important to her . 
11 0h God l Is it good? I am frightened. For I stand or fal 
by it. It's as far as I c an get at present and I have gone 
far de eper than I ever have before . " (1) 
A week l a ter she asserts her faith in it : 
tr i did feel (I do) t hat t h is story is the re al thing and 
that I did not once (as far as I lcnow) shirk it . Please 
God I ' ll do much better---but I felt: ' There, I can l ay 
down my pen now I ' ve made that ••• ' " (2) 
Three days l a ter the stor·y appears even more significant to her 
---------------1 . Mansf:teld, Ka t herine: Let t~, p . 108 
2 . Ibid, P • 113 
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tri feel I have an approach to a story 
ply to ever'Ything. ls that nons ense? 
before t ha t last and I :fee l: No, that 
It vmn 1 t do. I've got to reconstruct 
now which I must a p-
I read what I wrote 
is all once removed . 
everything . n-n.T--
F'rom the standpoint o:f technique Je ne Parle pas .B'rancais 
is unique am.ong her stories . Only in t he unfinished A Married 
2. 
J{ an 1 s Story Cl.oes she attempt to employ the identical approach. 
At :first sight her method might s eem wholly traditional; many 
and ma ny a time has a short story been px·esente d through the 
ma in character who serves as narra tor. 
In Prelude the characters develop ed thr·ough a process o:f 
cmnula tive emergence whereby through their own experience they 
attained to new areas of realiz a tion vvhile the reader gained a 
clear and livine; concep tion of them. In Je ne Parle nas the 
psycho-re alis tic treatment affects t he reader more directly; fo 
the re ade r exp el~iences the cumul a tive emergenc e of Raoul Duquet e 
and the core of the p lot, colored by Duquett e r s ideology and 
interprets.tion, is unfolde d t h rough him. 
Again Mansfiel d uses a musical s tructure. 'I'he themes are 
woven and interwoven through the story. 'rhe Mouse theme which 
is the phrase llje ne pa.rle pas francais 11 is intr•oduced by Du-
quet t e very eax•ly. The second theme is Dick 's quiet slow song 
about the man who vTent up and down to find a d inne r in the tovm 
·when he did find a place it was only to have the waiter tell h. 
"we don 1 t serve br·ead with only one fish ball. 71 
---------------
1 . Ibid, p, 114 
2 . Includecl. in 'I'l'le Dove 1 s Nest and Other Stories. 
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'lne story may be structurally divided into five parts . In 
the f i rst eight page s the Louse theme is discovered by Duquette 
on a scrap of pink blotting paper; it .evokes for him the memory 
of lllouse, the little J<.:llglish girl whom his fr•iend Dick brought t :::> 
Paris . 'lne phrase is used as a refrain and its repetitions are 
interspersed vvi th Duquette 1 s comments and self-analysis. After 
five pages of an interlude which serves as Duquett ' s biography, 
Dick's theme is introduced. . It is established as a symbol of 
England: 
nit seemed to hold, in its gravity and muffled measure, all 
those t all grey building , those fogs , those endles s streets, 
those sharp shadows of policemen that meant England. n (1} 
Dick's relation with Duquette is then develop ed. 
IJ.ne two themes re-enter in counterpoint when Dick anc. IVIouse 
come t o Pa ris . There follows twenty pages of plot, culminating 
when Dick goes b ack to flhgland and Duquette disappears leaving 
Iv1ouse t o struggle alone in a strange city whose language she 
does not know. The story concludes in a coda where the 'louse 
theme is universalized. 
\Vhat is Raoul Duquette? He is completely inhL®an, utterly 
insincere, thoroughly runoral, tots.lly despicable . He has no 
roots; he identifies himself with noth ing: 
11 I don 1 t bel:Leve in the human s ouL, I never have . I be-
..... < ·lieve that people al"e like portmanteaux---packed with cer-
tain things, started going, thrown about, tossed away, 
d.urnped dovm., lost and found, half emptied suddenly, or 
squeezed fatter than ev er, until finally the Ultimate Por-
ter s wings them on to the Ultimate Train and away they 
rattle . n ( 2 ) . 
---------------1 . Je ne Parle u as Franca i s, P • 84 
..... ~'h. -'I 
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1e delights in subtle analysis; he is a keen observer of the se-
pret things that people expose by word and gesture. He preys up-
pn the integrity of the human souls he does not believe in as he 
breys upon the weaknesses of.human bodies. He shows marked indica 
~ions of an advanced stage of narcissism: 
"Slowly I raised my head and saw myself in the mirror oppo-
site. Yes, there I sat, leaning on the table, smiling my 
deep sly smile. , • " ( 1) 
~here are no limits to his concern for and his joy in his own 
reactions. 
He is a creature of chance and change; he admits of no past, 
mhe only fact of his childhood worth remembering is the weekly 
~exual stimulation evoked in him by an African laundress. 
"One day when I was standing at the door, watching her go, 
she turned round and beckoned to me, nodding and smiling in 
a strange secret way, I never thought of not following, Sl~ 
took me into a little outhouse at the end of the passage, 
caught me up in her arms and began kissing me, Ah, those 
kissesl Especially those kisses inside my ears that nearly 
deafened me, 
Vfuen she set me down she took from her pocket a little rounc 
fried cake covered with sugar~ and I reeled along the 
passage back to our door." (2J 
~e prides himself on the fact that although he. has no money he 
has all the clothes that a young man about town could want: 
"If l find myself in need of right-down cash---well, there':: 
always an American lau_ndress and an outhouse, and I am very 
frank and bon· enfant about plenty of sugar on the little 
fried cake afterwards." (3) 
He describes himself fraru{ly: 
1, Ibid, P• 74 
2. Ibid, p.79 
3. Ibid, pp. 81-82 
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"I confess, without .my clothes I am rather charming. Plump, 
almost like a girl, with smooth shoulders, and I wear a thin 
gold bracelet above my left elbow." (1) 
He describes his relationship with Dick. To Dick he told 
verything about himself, uthings about my submerged life that 
~eally were disgusting and could never possibly see the light of 
iterary day."4•Dick sat there quietly singing his song and ac-
epting all without comment. Note the narcissism. 
"It moved me so that real tears came to my eyes. I saw the 
glittering o:m my long silky lashes---so charming." {3) 
Dick's Mother is introduced through a picture which he shows 
quette. The latter notices that the two are unusually alike in 
hysical appearance. Then Dick leaves suddenly for England; Du-
.uette is furious. It is clear that he was expecting a situatio 
o develop where by Diclc would support him. 
"I felt hurt. I felt as a woman must feel when a man takes 
out his watch and remembers an appointment that cam~ot pos-
sibly concern her, except that its claim is stronger."(4) 
e sees h~nself as a little fox terrier who gives adoration and 
oyalty and gets nothing in return. 
"But after all it was you who whistled to me, you who asked 
me to come! What a spectacle I've cut wagging my tail and 
leaping around you •.• Who do you imagine I am? A little 
paid guide to the night pleasures of Paris? No, Monsieur. 
am a young writer, very serious, and extremely interested · 
modern English literature. And I have been insulted---in-
sulted." (5) · 
1. Ibid, J?• 83 
2. Ibid, p. 87 
3.Loc cit 
4. Je ne Parle pas Francais, p. 89 
5. Ibid, :P• 90 
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~ow Dick is clear. The abnormal attachment between him and his 
i:nother which makes it impossible for him to be with another 
voman for any length of time, has pulled him back to England; he 
!has deserted :Mouse. 
Duquette is interested in what :Mouse is planning to do. 
"Of course there was one question that had been at the back 
of my mind all this time. I hated it. 
'Have you any money?' · 
'Yes, I have twenty pounds---here', and she put her hand on 
her breast. I bowed. It was a great deal more than I 
expected." (1) 
fie promises to come back to see her the next morning. 
"Of course you know what to expect. You anticipate, fully, 
what I am going to write. It wouldn't be me, otherwise. 
I never went near the place again. 
Naturally I intended to. Started out---got to the door---
wrote and tore up letters ••••• But I simply could not make 
the final effort. 
Even now I don't fully understand why. Of course I know 
that I couldn't have kept it up. That had a great deal to 
do with it." (2) 
Duquette was a clever financier on other people's money; he knew 
that twenty pounds wouldn't last long. He also was wise enough 
to dodge the responsibility of a sincere human relationship of 
which he was not capable. 
Now he sits in caf~s listening to dozens of tunes which e-
voke Mouse for him and marvelling on his own intensity of emotim • 
He dreams of the two of them together in all sorts of places ••• 
''And so on and on until some dirty old gallant comes up to 
1. Ibid, p. 111 
2. Ibid, :P• 113 
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nmy table and sits opposite and begins to grimace and yap. 
Until I hear myself saying: 'But I've got the little girl 
for you, mon vieux. So little ••• so tiny.'" (1) 
ends this almost casu_al incident in the life of Raoul Du-
uette, author---and pander. 
Mansfield's technique is unique and startling. Her sure 
andling of themes, her development of Duquette by the psycho-
process of slow emergence, _and her subtle phrasing 
this story an isolated triumph. 
She has probed deep into the recesses of narcissistic 
sychopathic personality whose philosophy and eunuchoid attri-
utes make it possible for him to be a ruthless opportunist, emo-
ionless and calculating. She has uncovered a terrible tragedy; 
hat happens to Mouse no one knows; she was the victim of evil i 
form of perverted loyalty and vicious inhumanity. 
Essentially every human being evades complete analysis; thi 
what mruces Duquette a remarkable creation. We can easily 
tate facts about him. In early youth his normal sexual instinc 
as perverted. He feels in certain respects a homesexual rela-
ta Dick; yet he does not exhibit the jealousy toward Mouse 
a typical homosexual would show. Due to the fact that Dick 
ptured their relationship swiftly and without apology he feels 
imself insulted; his plans for using Dick to furth~r his own 
interests have collapsed. Consequently his rejection of lVIouse 
is the overt act of retribution. Still we have not broken down 
in this analysis the e s sential Duquette. He is too complicated; 
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he challenges us and we are defeated in our attempt to comprehen< 
him fully although his meaning is clear to us. This is preciselJ 
what happens when we begin to analyse any person we know. ~ 
Parle nas Francais is entirely within the realm of art; it is a 
unity whose wholeness cannot be marred by any amount of analysis 
Upon summary of our findings in Bliss and Other Stories sev 
eral facts become clear. In A German Pension included several 
stories concerned with various representstions of neuroticism anc 
psychopathology. This tendency becomes so dominant in Bliss and 
Other Stories as to be the main concern of all but three stories 1 • 
Some of the stories are repetitive in certain elements a s we have 
indicated; others are attempts at more profound interpretation. 
With what is Mansfield concerned in these stories? She has 
laid bare the intimate p sychology of the married woman who for 
one reason or another is incapable of normal sexual relations 
with her husband. 2•she has indicated the devestating effects of 
narcissistic egocentricity in its distortion of the personality 
and the consequent failure of the personality in social living. 3• 
She has shown how a girl's life may be ruined by a man's mother-
fixation and a psychopathic personality acting upon girl and man 4. 
She has examined the sterilizing effects on the emotional and 
sexual life of youth when it confines activity to the intellectu· 
al area alone. 5·she has considered the problem of the unmarried 
., "' 
........... ____________ _ 
1. The Wind Blows, Sun and Moon, Feulle D1 album, 
2. Bliss, Prelude, The Man Without A Temperament, The Escape 
3. Revela-~ions, The Escape, Mr. Reginald Peacocks Day, Prelude 
4. Je ne Parle pas Francais 
5. Psychology, A Dill Pickl e 
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career woman whose integrity is constantly threatened.l•she has 
done all this with a mastery of technique, a successfUl, if in-
frequent, use of symbolism, and a constant attempt at psycho-
realistic treatment. The underlying truth that runs thrmugh all 
of her work is the tragic fact that these p eople are, in a sense 
victims of circumstances for which they are only partially re-
sponsible. In certain stories she has been satisfied with surfa~e 
treatment; in many there is a conflict between the psycho-realis 
tic method and plot requireillents. The book , therefore, exhibits 
an art that is in the process of rapid evolution; it bears, as 
one might expect, repetitive elements and is thus linked with 
In A German Pension. It indicates, on the other hand, tendencie;. 
~ull psycho-realistic treatment which may quite possibly in 
later work flower unimpaired by other discordant elements. 
Most of the stories in Bliss and Other Stories were w-ritten 
under the impulse to utter a cry against corruption. Prelude, 
Feuille D'albu~ and The Wind Blows are the only exceptions. 
Mansfield i s still concerned, as she was in In A German Pension, 
with the spectacle of the subtle dissemination of lethal element ~ 
into the dynamic life urge. In 1918 she expresses t he philosoph 
ical point of view from which her stories have been written: 
111\tiy secret belief---the innermost 1 credo' by which I live--
is that although Life is loathsomely ugly and people are 
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pretty often vile and cruel and base, nevertheless there is 
s omething at the back of it all---which if only I were great · .. ·.l'-' 
1. The Little Governess 
"enough to understand would make everything, everything, 
indescr ibably beautiful." (1) 
In her :first two books she has been, on the whole, concerned 
with the subtle and artistic exposition o:f this credo with the 
emphasis :falling upon its protasis. 
Midway in the p eriod o:f the writing o:f Bliss and Other 
Stories the artistic and philosophical perspectives which wer e 
to establish the third phase o:f her evolution began to come out 
clear. Her perspectives were not altered but she reached a more 
intense and clearer real ization o:f t heir meaning and signi:ficanc • 
To her early philosop~ she had already added the quality o:f hu-
mility. Now she becomes vitally concerned with honesty. 
"Honesty (why?) is the only thing one seems to pr i ze beyond 
life, love, d.eath, everything. It alone remaineth. 0 you 
who come after me, will you believe i t? At the end truth 
is the only thi ng worth having: it's more t hrilli ng than 
love, more joyfUl and more pa s sionate. It simp l y cannot 
:fail. All else fails. I, at any rate, give the remainder 
o:f my life to it and it alone.'' (2) 
If Katherine Mansfield did not :fully realize her powers in Bliss 
and Other Stories, i:f she did not quite get the tone and quality 
she had set :for herself, she did achieve it in her personal phil 
osophy. From the beginning of 1920 "they are cutting dovm the 
cherry trees; the orchard is sold" was the leitmotif o:f her 
living. Her emergence into this tempo o:f living where every pul~e 
o:f life is precious and every appearance in life must be lmown 
deeply to its very roots came in December o:f 1919. It represent 
a purification through suffering, a .veritable transmutation into 
1. Mansfield, Katherine; Letters, p. 182 
2. Mansfield, Katherine: Journal, p. 135 
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invulnerability through an acceptance of suffering as a necessar 
art of her life. She records a strange dream of December fifte th: 
"S~ddenly_I felt my whole body breaking up. It broke up 
vnth a Vlolent shock---an earthquake---and it broke like 
glass. A long terrible shiver, you understand ••• the spina 
cord and the bones and every bit and particle quaking. It 
sounded in my ears a low, confused din, and there was a 
sense of floating greenish brilliance, like broken glass • 
••• it slowly dawned upon me the conviction that in that 
dream I died. I shall go on living now it may be for 
months, or for weeks or days or hours. Time is not. In 
that dream I died. The spirit that is the enemy of death 
and quakes so and is so tenacious was shaken out of .me . I 
am a dead woman and I don't~·" (1) 
This dream was the termination of her inner conflict over her 
illness. In the dying of this conflict she was freed for fuller 
living; she had finally conquered suffering. 
A year later she intellectualizes her realization: 
ni do not want to die without leaving a record of my belief 
that suffering can be overcome. For I do believe it. Wha ' 
must one do? There is no question of what I ca lled 'pass-
ing beyond it', This is false. One must submit. Do not 
resist. Take it. Be overwhelmed. Accept it fully. Make 
it a part of life. Everything in life that we really ac-
cept undergoes a change. So suff ering must become Love. 
This is the mystery. This is what I must do. I must pass 
from a personal love to a greater love. I must give to 
the whole of life what I give to one." (2) 
She has come far from the young arti s t who could understand 
neither humility nor acceptance of life. Step by step she has 
made her way through the satiric intolerant attitude to the 
position of humility before the materials of her art, through hu 
mility to a recognition that honesty is the most precious of all 
1. Ibid, p. 134 
2. Ibid , pp. 166-167 
hings, through tfuis to a broad acceptance of life which allows 
to enter more fully into all its aspects. 
Her youthful bitterness has burned away and in its ashes 
lows the fire of enlightened love. She perceives clearly the 
notion of the artist in life. She writes to Dorothy Brett, a 
~ellow artist: 
11
'!.'hy de ;you f eel tfl_a:t yon. musr. ma~re VOlJ.r dl.scoYery and 1 
must; mat:e mine? That first because" we are artists and the 
only free people we are obedient to some law? There's the 
mystery! And we shall solve it---we only know a little 
more about it by the time we die and that is all---and it' 
enough. But just because we do feel this we can't afford 
to be bitter and oh, we mustnTt let the wrong people into 
our Holy of Holies • 
••• we can't afford to be less than our deepest self always. 
That's all I mean by renewing oneself-~-renewing one's vows 
in the contemplation of all this burning beauty. We belon 
to the 6rder of Artists and it is a strict order; but if we 
keep together in love and harmony we'll help each other. 
Oh, I worship life. I fall on my knees before Love and 
Beauty. If I can only make myself worthy." (1) 
hus terminates the second phase of ~~therine Mansfield's artist· 
volution. Bliss and Other Stories was pre-climactic in the s en 
hat when she had published it she had arrived at a greater clar· 
ication of her artistio and philosophical perspectives than the 
olume i mplies. We must look forward to The Garden Party for th 
eeper interpretation of l i fe which resulted from the fV.sion of 
er subject matter with this renewed vision of her function as 
n a:L·tist • 
• :U~ansfield, Y..atherine: Letters, pp. 303-304 
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Chapter VII 
THE ARTIST ,. AS CRITIC 
1. 
During the second hal£ of the period treated in the 
preceeding chapter Katherine Mansfield wrote weekly book 
reviews of current novels for The Athanaeum which Murry 
edited. This work was a devastating drain on her slender 
physical resources; it was , on the other hand, an opportu-
nity for crystalizing her artistic and philosophical per-
spectives~ 
Up to this time her expressions of her viewpoint as an 
artist and a thinker had been private; such statement s had 
appeared in her journal, sacred to herself, and in her let-
ters, written only to intimate friends. Now she must record 
her principles public l y. 
She is faced with a triple responsibility. She must re-
main true to her own beliefs as an artist. She has the high 
responsibility of handling with dignity and sincerity the 
productions, however third-rate, of her contemporaries. She 
has a duty of honesty toward a reading public which is ignor-
ant of the function of the artist; she must speak on behalf 
of this public which deserves the finest in literature al-
though it is incapable of understanding the finest. 
In these reviews Mansfield is treating of an art form 
---------- .. ---· 
1. April, 1919---December, 1920 
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other than her own. This £act is relatively unimportant £or 
the quality of her criticism is such that , taking an inclusive 
and long-range view of literature as art , it establishes 
principles which apply to the whole field. 
In the course of her reviewing she covers every aspect 
of the problem of the modern literary artist. The present 
writer proposes to offer an adequate sampling from her re-
views in order to indicate that Mansfield has become a 
mature artist whose artistic and philosophic.al perspectives 
are clear and comprehensible to her. 
At the outset she leaves no doubt as to her own concep-
tion of the function of literature for reader and writer. 
"Reading, for the great majority- - -for the reading pub-
lic---is not a passion but a pastime, and writing, for 
the vast numb qr of modern autho~s, is a pastime and not 
a passion. 11 (1)' 
S'U:ch a s ituation she regards as dr:: j.J lorable for she has come 
to believe that unless -:.literature ofi'ers a :fresh interpreta-
tion of life values it is meaningless. 
In her very :first revie.w she prepares her readers for 
the attack. She launches out into a general condemnation of 
current novels : 
"Little puppets, lit t le make-believes , playthings on 
strings with the same stare and the same sawdust filling , 
just unlike enou~~ to keep the attention distracted, but 
all like enough to do nothing more profound. 11 (2) 
1. Mansf' ." eld, Katherine: Noveis and Novelists, p. 4 
2. Ibid~,p .3 
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I . 
· Frankly it is as if one were to start a war with almost all 
the enemy already dead or dying on the field. We have a 
right to expect that she will prove to our complete satis-
faction that this seemingly arbitrary and premature con-
demnation is entirely just. 
Eight months of reviewing find her maintaining the 
same attitude. She sees what must be done and she does not 
intend to shirk her duty. 
"Blow me and my depression. What does my personal life 
mat t er? Let it go. It's hateful . But we nmtter: we 
have a chance to stand for something. Let's stand for 
it. Of course I now see plainly that we shall never 
be successful writers- --impossible . But let's be 
honest in the paper and give i t to them strong. There 
must be young people vrtlo see throu~l this curdled 
malice . rr ( 1.) 
A week later her attitude' is not only unchanged but 
intensified: 
"The more I read the more I feel that these novels will 
not do. After them I'm a swollen sheep looking up who 
is not fed . And yet I feel one can lay down no rules. 
It's not in the least a question of method or styl e or 
plot. I can only think i n terms like 'a ' change of 
heart'." (2.) 
One of the ma jor flaws which she descies in these 
novels is their atmosphere of unreality. The creation of 
unreality under the pretext of a true representation of 
life is to the serious critic and artist a high crime 
against the life that the •~iter i s attempting to interpret; 
-------------~-
1. Mansfield, Katherine: Letters , pp. 277-278 
2. Ibid., p. 277 
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it is treason for which there is no excuse. 
11It never for one moment .touches the real wor l d or the 
world of faery, preferring to linger in that 'valley 
of soft Springs' which lies between ••• where Melodrama 
has his castle and Sentimentality is the weeping lady 
in the tower ." (1.) 
She signali zes one blunder in the handling of character 
vrl~ich results in the creation of unreality; the wrenching 
away of a character from the life stream of which he is an 
integral part, thus killing him outright. 
11 0ur curiosity about human beings , our longing t o lmow 
the story of their lives, springs from the desire to 
'place' them, to see them in their relat ion to life a s 
we know it. But Ivlr . Shaw Desmond and his followers are 
under the illusion that ther, must isolate the subject 
and play perpetual showman. 1 (2.) 
Again she inveighs against these authors whose characters 
have nothing to do vvith life because they have been isolated 
and enveloped in a meaningless veil of mystery. 
11
.uinstead of going any further, instead of attempting 
to relate their experiences to life or to see them 
against any kind of background, these writers are , as 
we see them, content to remain in the air, hovering 
over, as if the thrilling moment were enough and more 
than enough. Indeed, far from desiring to explore it, 
it is as thou~h they would guard the secret for them-
selves , as well as for us , so that when they do dart 
away , all is as L.mtouched, as unbroken as before. 
vVhat is the effect of this kind of writing upon the 
reader? How is he to judge the importance of one thing 
rather than another if each is to be seen in isolation? 
And is it not rather cold comfort to be offered a share 
in a secret on the express understanding that y ou do 
not ask what the secret is---more especially if you 
cherish the uncomfortable suspicion that the author i s 
1. Mansfield, Katherine: Novels and Novelists, P• 4 i n re-
view of Patience Worth's Hope Trueblood. 
2. Ibid ., p. 201 in review of Shaw Desmond'd Passion. 
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no wiser than you, that the ~uthor is i n love with the 
secret and would not discover it if he could?" (1.) 
She is 1..mflinchingly severe on W. L. George in whose home 
she h a d b een a constant guest in 1910-1911, Vll'hei'e she had , 
i n fact , ~et Murr y . 
11 
••• h i s scenes are---*models' of their kind , with not a 
detai l missing, and only unf~miliar because of that 
curious strong scent from the Oriental Department per-
meating everything." (2 ) 
In a letter to Murry , Mansfi eld hits Ul)On one of the basi c 
causes for the creation of unreality . The authors neither 
u._n.derstand the function of their art fo rm nor do they have 
a mastery over its tecru1iques. 
"It's an awful temptation, i n the fac e of a ll these 
novels to cry 1 woe---woe't I cannot conceive how 
writers who have lived t hrough our t i me ~an drop 
these last ten years and resort t o why Edwara-a:rdn't 
understand v• s reluctance to be seduced •• • 
The writ ers (pract ically all of them) seem to have n o 
idea of what one means by continuity. It is a diffi-
cult thing to explain. Take the ol d Tartar wai ter i n 
Anna who serves Levin and Stepan. NovY Tolst oy has 
only to touch him and he gives out a note and thi s 
note is somehow i mportant, it is a part of the wh ole 
book. But a ll these other men---they introduce their 
cool{:s, aunts, strange gentlemen, and so on, and once 
the pen is off them they are gone---dropped down a hole. 
What it boils dovvn to is 'either the man can make his 
people live and :Keep 'em ali ve or he can't '." (3.) 
Mansfield regards thi s atmosphere of unreali t y which 
seems t o sat i sfy it s creators not only as treason against 
life but a wholesale shirking of responsibility . We recall 
---------------
1. Ibid. , p . 143 i n review of Ethel Colburn Mayne's Blind 
A"'ley 
2. Ibid., p . 38 in review of W. L. George's Bli ndman 
3. ManSfield, Katherine: Letters , PP• 287-288 
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that she was deeply concerned while writing Bliss and Other 
Stories with just this necessity for not shirking her 
responsibility in her O\'V11 worke Therefore she v~rites as 
one who has met the probl em and solved it. She i solates 
one type of shirking when t he ~J.thor ~Trites for writing's 
sake and loses the form of the novel. 
"We have not seldom remaPked the curious naiy.e ·_p~e.asure -
that many women take in writing for vv-.!'iting' s sake~ 
The mind pictures them, half wonder, half joy , to find 
that they can put these lovely tender coloured words 
together---can string these exquif'. ~_t e sentences out of 
a morning's ramble in the garden -.-. .. . But is a danger-
ous deli~ht , for what so often happens is that they are 
quite carried away , forgetting all about the pattern 
they intended to .follow or embroidering it so thickly 
that none but themselves can discover its original 
out line. 11 (1.) 
Wi th de Morgan whose wife expl ained that he 'created his 
characters and then waited for them to act and evolve thei~ 
ovv-n plot 1 Mansfield is impatient; he is a shirker of a 
slightly di.fferent cast~ 
•·
11 In fact the longe:r· he can stave off wh:::t. t Henry James 
has called 'the august emergence' of his travellers, 
the better he is pleased ••• This, of course, makes i t 
impossible for his work to be serious in 'the grand 
style'• " (2.) 
Mansfield realizes that Sinclair and Hergesheimer are like-
wise shirkers; they are content with sur.face treatment. 
1. Mansfie l d , Katherine: Novels and Novelists, pp. 105-106 
in review of Constance Holme 's The Splendid Fairing 
2. Ibid., P• 74 
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A 'change of heart' must come or the f'uture of the modern 
novel as a medium for a serious interpretation of life is 
doomed. 
"But the great writers of' the past have not been 
entertainers. They have been seekers , explorers, t h.i n -
ers . I t ~as been their a i m to reveal a lit tle of the 
mystery of life when one is at the mercy of surfac e i m-
pressions? Is it not the great abiding sat i sfact ion o f 
a work of art that the writ er was master of the situa-
tion when he wrote it, and at the mercy of' not h ing les s 
mysterious t h an a great e r work of art? ir ( 1.) -
She n akes short wor1{ of Hergeshe i mer 1 s surface reali sm: 
11It is not enough to be comfm."t ed vfith colours , to fin-
ger bright shawl s , to watch the fireworks, to wonder 
vihat these strange men are shouting down at the wharves 
and t o wander wi th the A1mnidon famil7 t hrough the rooms 
o f J a va Rouse. We are excited; our curiosity i s roused 
as to what lies beneath these st range rich surfaces. 
Ivlr . Herc;esheimer l eaves us wondering and unsat i s fied. 11 ( 2 .) 
She seems to feel i n Hergesheimer's work the 9ossibility for 
original and enl ightened production , fo r she vvrites to l'1urry : 
11I have been vvorldng al l morni ng trying to d i scover ~rhy 
.Java Hea'd is not a good nor e l and tr~ring to say it is 
not a b a d on e . But one abva:rs seems to arrive at the 
same conclusion---nothing goes deep enou~~---the risk 
has not b een tal-{en . 1Tifhen the Cl" i sis is reached they 
decide to wait until the sea i s calmer •• ~ \my d o n ot 
more peop l e live through and through? Wlust one spend 
one's life pa~ring call s on the emotions? VJhy isn't 
the dreary fashion obsolete?" (3.) 
Again she utters a cry agains t thi s failure to s h ou lder the 
£ull responsibility of interpretation of all areas of reali -
1. I b id., pp. 44-45 in revi ew of May Sinclair's Mary Olivier:: 
A Life 
2 . Ibid., p. 43 in review of ~oseph Her6esheimer' s Java Head 
3. :Mansfield , Katherine: Let·uers , P • 2u2 
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zat ion: 
11Can we of this age go on being content wi th stories 
a.n.d sketches and impres sions and novels which are less 
than adventures of the soul? How can anj~hing n ot 
trivial happen while che author still t h inl{s it neces-
sary to drive them at such a pac e? Vhy will he not see 
that -vve wou ld rather---far rather---they stayed at home, 
mysteriously themselves, with time to be consc i ous i n 
the deepest sense of what is happening to them? Then , 
indeed, as in the stories · of Tchekov, we should become 
aware of the rain patt ering on t he roof all night long, 
of the languid, f everish wind, of the moonlit orchard 
and the firs t snow, passionately realized , not indeed 
as analogous to a state of mi nd, but as linking that 
mind to a l arger w~10le.; " ( 1.) 
This is a powerful and insist ent cry for the use of the 
psycho-realistic method that, following the normal life pro-
ce s s es, requires of the charact ers only that they emerge 
according t o their proper capacities i nto a heightened 
awarenes s , that t hrough plot , S}mbol and techniques they 
I 
evolve t o a clearer realizat ion of their essential meaning 
in the whole of life. ·This Fr ank Swirmerton' s characters 
evidently do not accompl ish: 
11Vfuat has happened to Marion, to Nigel, Cherry and 
Howard? Nothing. They have weathered tlle s torm and 
da\~ find s them back again in the same harbour from 
which they put out--none the worse or the better for 
their mock voyage." (2.) 
Mansfield is actively impatient with the failure of the 
writer to be faithful to the progress of the life processes 
a.n.d the modes of realization of t hose processes. She 
1. Mansfield, K~therine : Novels and Novelists , p. 54 in 
review of William Hay 's Th e Escape of Sir William Heans 
2. Ibid., p. 91 i n review of Frank Swinnerton's September 
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quarrels with t he misuse of the war theme and the consequent 
distortion of values therein represented. 
"War has i ts black side , but the lesson---the lesson i t 
teaches a manl Vlhere els e shall a man learn the value 
of brotherly love, the wisdom and friendliness of t h e 
generals at t he Base , the beauty of Mr. Lloyd George's 
phrase , the 1 War to end all wars';, t h e solid worth 
and charm of' a London restaurant , a London club , a 
London theatre?" (1) 
She criticises Hugh Walpole fo r his unreal rendering of a 
child's mode of realization. 
"We confess we had no idea , unt il Mr . Walpole put it to 
us in such good round terms, that a perfe ctly normal 
little boy of eight thought and felt like this, espec-
ially when, as i n the case of the litt le hero, his ex-
ternal existence was so ins"Llfferably dul l, tepid, and 
stodgy. But f or all t he author's determinat ion ' t he 
truth and nothing but the truth' doe s not sh ine through 
the little heart he would explore ." (2.) 
Another aspect of the total problem is the f unction of 
emotion i n the novel. To Mansfield it i s t he essential 
welding factor i n the novel. 
11Vfuat it comes down to is that we believe that emotion 
i s essential to a work of art , it is that wh ich makes 
a work of art a unity . Without emotion writing is 
dead; it becomes a record instead of a revelation~ 
for the sense of revelation comes from that emotional 
reaction W:t ich the artist felt and was i mpel led to 
communi cate. 
There must be an initial emotion felt by the writer; 
and all that he sees is saturated i n that emotional 
quality. I t alone can gi ve i ncidence and sequence , 
character and background, a clear and intimate unity." 
(3.) 
Among many t raditional critics the plot of a nor e l has 
1 . Ibid., P • 84 i n review of 1fv . B. Maxwell's A Man and His 
i.esson 
2. Ibid., p . 66 in review of Hugh Wal pole ' s Jer emy 
3. Ibid., PP• 245-246 in revi ew of George Mo ore's Esther ·vater 
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long been considered the most important factor in the novel. 
Start the wheels of plot turning , introduce compli cations, 
show y our characters f'ailing to win through these terrible 
disasters; then, ah, then, show your characters battling 
their way to victory in prayer and perspiration, gather all 
the performers together for a big closing scene , and ring 
do~~ the curtain leaving all the lovers in bed together, all 
the old ladies and old gentlemen either snoozing in carpet-
slippered comfort before a suddenly hospitable fire or 
secure in a rest home of their choice., and all the children 
play ing happily i n the sand. Or---if the novel is to wring 
the heart yfith its tragedy, simply reverse · t ~le action. 
This point of view, held i n all seriousness by critics, 
authors, high schoo.l teachers and others, is an actual dis-
tortion of the function of the novel---even of the most 
traditional plotted n~el . Mansfield re-interprets the 
factor of plot. 
"The crisis, then, is the chief of our 'central points 
of signif'icance', and the endeavors and t he emot i ons 
are stages on our journey toward or away from it~ For , 
without . it, how are we to appreciate the significance of 
one 'spiritual event 1 rather than another? 1Nhat is to 
prevent each being unrelated- --complete in itself---if 
the gradual unfolding in growing, gaining light is not 
to be followed by one blazing moment?" (1 . ) 
Throu~1 many of the citations given above there is the 
running i mplication that Mansfield believes the writers to 
lack discrimination. They are not selective; they throw 
1. Ibid., p. 32 
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everything in and consequently there is no focal point. 
No factor is given its proper evaluation in relation to 
other factors. This is another of her major concerns. 
"We do not mean to say that these large round biscuits 
might not be in the li g...'l-lt , or the n ight in Spring be 
in the darkness. Only we feel that until these things 
are judged and given each its appointed place in the 
whole scheme, they have no meaning in the world of art. 
(1.) 
Dorothy Richardson is guilty of this serious flaw: 
"Darting through life, quivering, hovering, exulting in 
the familiarity and strangeness of all that comes with-
in her tiny circle, she leaves us feeling , as before, 
tha_t everything being of equal importance to her , it is 
impossibJe that everything should not be of equal unim-
portance.n (2.) 
This failure to discriminate may result in equal emphasis 
on all experience as in Richardson's case or in the accumula-
tion of u~Decessary characters as i n the case of F. Brett 
Young. According to Mansfield h is naturalistic tendencies 
ruin his •Nork. 
"He has a way of interrupting our vision of his hero by 
causing other characters to crowd his path. We are 
not referring, of course, to those with whom he comes 
into real contact, to t hose ~~o have something to give 
him that increases his knowledge of life, but to others 
---why are they there? Who pass in front of the 
camera, as it were, for the sake of passing." (3.) 
These ma jor flaws , lack of discrimination , loss of 
form, abs ence of the ·welding element of emotion, infide l ity 
to a ctual life processes, creation of unreality , no fresh 
---------------
1. Ibid., P• 6 
2. !DIU., P• 146 in review of Dorothy Richardson's Interim 
3. lOia., P• 99 in review of F. Brett Young's The Young 
'P"h'Yi!t6ian 
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interpretation or vision of life, and a general shirking of 
the responsibility of serious interpretation have their 
roots in several basic weaknesses . One has been pointed 
out above : the failure of the writer to comprehend the 
function of this art form. A second causative factor is the 
failure of the artist himself to enter fully into life ex-
periences. A third basic weakness is the failure to balance 
and fuse into an unbreakab~ unity the elements of character, 
emotion, and plot. The irmn.ature or incompetent writer tends 
toward over-emphasis of one or another of these fac t ors . 
Consequently his work is top-heavy and false.. Balance can 
be lost through the failure to reali ze a character fully 
also: 
" ••• these are not real whole people, they are aspects 
of people, living examples of appropriate and charming 
behavior before and during the war. 11 . (.1.) 
Here is Mansfield reacting against another distortion of 
character which unbalances tll.e whol e work: 
"If there is one character in modern English fiction 
wh om we wish with all our hearts the BoojQm would call 
fo r , it is the man or woman who from ch ildhood up has 
suffered from what our pseudo-analytical skimmings 
have taught us to call the t sex-complex' .. n (2.) 
Some writers are content to weave all the threads o.f 
their story together and leave i t at that; they do not 
realize that the result should be a harmonic unity that 
-------------:""--
1. Ibid., p .. 5 in revi ew of Mrs. Victor Richards The House 
"'"fCourage 
2. Ibid., p., 71 in rev i ew of M. P. Wilcocks' The Sleep i ng 
'P"'8:'rtner 
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exists in itself greater than the parts of which it is made. 
Mansfield finds that Sheila Kaye-Smith has no conception 
of this unity. 
"How does it happen that a writer, obviously in love 
with writing, is yet not curious? This is the abiding 
impression left us by Miss Kaye-Smith; she is satisfied 
to put into the mouths and hearts of her characters, 
the phrases, the emotion, the t hougb.t that 'fits' the· 
situation, with the result that it does not seem to 
matter whether they speak, feel, or think. 
Nothing i s gai ned by it. They are just what they are. 
The plot's the thing---and having decided upon it she 
gets her team together and gives out the parts." (1.) 
We have d emonstrated in preceeding chapters how 
Katherine Mansfield progressed from youthful intolerance 
to a broad acceptance of life. · On this note she concludes 
her period of book reviewing which is i dentical with the 
close of her second phase of creat i ve activity and the 
establishment of the perspectives which were to lead i nt o 
her third phase of artistic evolution. She recognizes that 
no artist can transmit a deeply truthful interpretat ion of 
life if he is contemptuous of life. 
"The one outstanding quality in Strickland's nature 
seems to have been his contempt for life and tl1e ways 
of life. But contempt for life is not to be confused 
with liberty, nor can the man whose weapon it is fight 
a tragic battle or die a tragic death. If to be a 
great artist were to push over everything that comes 
in one t s way, topple over the table , lunge out right 
and left like a drunken man in a cafe and send the 
pots flying, then Strickland was a great artist. But 
great artists are not drunken men; they are men who are 
divinely sober. They know that the moon can never be 
---------------
1. Ibid., P• 80 in review of Sheila Kaye-Smith's T~mari sk 
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bought for sixpence , and that liberty is only a pro-
found realization of the greatness of the dangers in 
their midst . 11 ( l.) 
The philosophy that poses a broad acceptance of life 
as its key tenet impl~eB the necessity of subduing personal 
claims. In . January of 1920 Mansfield wrote in her journal: 
"I like my big airy room, but to work is so hard. 
At the back of my mind I arn so wretched. But all the 
while I am thinking over my philosophy---the defeat of 
the personal." (2.) 
I n a review of Louis Couperus' Old People and The 
Things That Pass---and she regards it as one of the few 
truly significant novels of the day-- -she touches the whole 
range of the problem the aspects of which she has been exam-
ining. 
"Old People is one of thos e novels wh ich, we feel, en-
larges our experience of life. we are r icher not only 
for having studied the marvellously done portraits of 
the three aged beings, but because we have marked their 
behavior as they played their parts against this great 
half-hoop of darkening sky. But it is only when we 
think over the various members of that strange family 
that we realize how great is our ga in. .... That they 
have a life and being of t;heir ~ ) m~ . we do not ques t ion; 
even that they 1 go on 1 long after the book is finished 
--- this we can believe. 'IJVhat is it that differentiates 
these living c1:."'.r> t?.. cters from the book-bound creations 
of even our brilliant modern English wri ters? Is i t 
not that the former are seen ever and always in relation 
to life---not to a part of life, not to a set of society, 
but to the bounding hori zon , life , and the latter '3.re 
seen in relation to an i ntellectual idea of lifej In 
the second place life is made to .fit t hem; something i s 
abstracted---something quite unessential---t hat they 
wouldn' t in the least know what to do wi th---and they 
are set in mot ion . But life can.not be mHCI.e __ o 'fit' 
1. Ibid., p . 22 in review of W. S. Maup)lam' s The I'iiO~l] and 
s:[Xpence 
2. Mansfield, Katherine: Jou~nal, P • 145 
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anybody ~ and the novelist who makes the · attempt will 
find h i mself cutting something that gets smaller and 
smaller, finer and finer, until he must b egin cutt ing 
his characters next to fit the thing he has made . It 
i s only by accepting life as M .. Couperus accepts it 
that the artist is free---through his characters---to 
question it profoundly ." (1.) 
We have quoted at l ength from this last review because 
we believe that Mansfield is outlining the end results de-
r iving from what we have termed the psycho-realistic approach 
We have stated that the artist who uses this method is 
chiefly concerned with the ·chances that are brought about 
in the ps:)iche of the character thi'ough his interaction Vlith 
enviroil__ment , with the fact that, when one or more constit-
uent qualities or elements suffer a change, the character 
i s a slightly diffe rent entity, and with the resulting 
action o~ attitude of this changed entity ~ I n passing 
throu~h these crucial experiences th e character emerges by 
means of the tech.Yliques of the story from plateau to 
p l ateau of realization. These realizations may be destruc-
t i ve or constructive ; but they must be active· in his dee est 
consc i ousness . Such treatment requires that the circular 
re lation between character and environment be kept con-
stantly fluid ~ Also for greater clarification the spheral 
relation of character to past and future is often establish-
ed . As the charact er emerges t hrough these modes of r eal-
ization, the reader a l so experiences a n enriching process ; 
thus the psycho-realist ic met J.l.od affects both character 
1~ Supra~ Chaps .J I V and VI 
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and reader ., Couperus has achieved this and Mansfield set s 
her seal of approval on his.work .. 
To a great extent this period of literary criticism 
was for IiJa ns field, a review of her own development as an 
art ist ., I n her e arlier work she exhibited several of the 
flavvs which she has discovere d i n h er contenr~)oraries. She 
was often sat isfied vvith surf ace treatment . She wrote 
often out ·of contempt fo r li fe as well as out of l ove for 
it . Several time s ve h ave discove red a conflict between 
p l ot and met~_od i n her stories and more than onc e she has 
surrendered character t o the exigencies of a fragile p lot. 
Occasionally she has deal t with a character Ylh os e capacit i es 
fo r realization were s o limited as to allow sli ght opportun-
i ty f or the flowerin g of a f resh awarenes s ; pat h os a lone 
was Lie result I n som.e cases her st ori es failed to come 
through to a cleai' as sertion of their deepes t s i gnificance. 
All this is n ow behi nd Mansfield i n 1920. She has r ecogni zed 
t he se flaws in hers e lf; she has crit icised them in her 
contemporal"ies . 
She understands the creat i ve p r ocesses so intL~1ate ly 
t hat her criticism is ext remely valuab l e . Hel" critica l 
work has a great~r significanc e i n this cons iderat ion in 
that such a cons i stent public clarification of her standards 
for art would b e b ound to stiwulate and shar pen i n turn 
her own creat ive f aculties .. We have n oted t~J.at from 1919 
to 1920 her philosophica l perspect ive s were renewed and 
enlig..htened. We have a r i ght to expect , t 1eref'o re , that 
The Garden Party will represenv an unusua advance over 
most of' her earlier work . 
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Chapter VIII 
ttDESERTS OF V.ABT ETERHITY11 
In treating of the second phase of !.;Iansfield' s evolution 
as an artist we have attempted to distinguish between two con-
comi tant; aspects. The first aspect, t he creative, culminated 
in the production of Bliss and Other Stories; she had finished 
most of the writing for this book by autumn of 1919 although 
it was not published until the next February. 'rhere could be 
no distinct break between the completion of Bliss and the pre -
paration of The Garden Party because the second aspect of her 
evolution, the development of her artistic a nd philosophical 
perspec t ives, maintained a deepening continuity and articulate 
fruition; thus even while she was in the second phase of her 
evolut ion, the foundation for her third phase was being laid. 
We ~ave indicated that her major preoccupation at this 
time was with the necessity for absolute truth as the guiding 
principle of art; this concern is intensified in her thi rd 
phase of activity. I n October of 1920 sh e · reiterates her firm 
belief in it. Now she speaks not only as an individual artist 
but as one of a group of serious modern artists. 
"One must tell everything- --everythingt That is more and 
more rea l to me each day. It. is, after all, the only 
treasure, the only heirloom we have to leave---our ovm 
li t tle grain of truth. n ( 1) · 
Her critical vJor£. on t h e .Athanaiwn redounded to an enrich-
1. 1-l.i:ansf'ield, Katheri1e: Letters: p . 326 
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ment of her viewpoint • .As a publi c evaluator of literature, 
she became ke enly av.rare· of t he f unct:li. on of t h e modern artist 
and his res ponsibility to his age; in short she began t o t hink 
in terms of t he group she represented: 
"The q_uestion of t he Artis t and his 'J:ime is , I am sure, 
the Question of Questions. 'J:Ihe art ist vvho denies his 
Time, who turns away from it even so much as t h e fraction 
of a hair is false. l~'irs t, he mus t . be free ; that is , 
h e must be controlled by none other t han his deepest 
self', his truest self. and then he must a ccept life, 
he must submit---give himself so utterl y to Life that 
no personal q_ua personal seJ.:f remains . 'Bitterness' 
is a difficult word for me to disentangle from a sense 
of :personal wrong •.• But I know you don 't mean t hat. 
You mean a pigger thing •••• the gesture with which one 
turns aside to-day from what might have been-·--vvhat ought 
to have been. There is humour in it, of a kind , and 
inevitable sadness. 
But l et me confess, Sydney , I feel somethi ng else a s 
well---and t hat is Love . " (1} 
It is clea r t hat t he necessity for t h e defea t of the pe r sonal 
he.s become the axi s of' Hans f i eld's a bi ding philos ophy . 
'::e fo und. that i n the course of her r evievring she was s h ocke 
again and again by t he failure among many -Jri ters to recognize 
the ne~v requirement s and fresh chal lenges of a post-war world . 
She could not understand h ow, having lived. through the war , 
' 
writers could co.ntinue to write as if nothing had happened. 
She believed that dynamic living in a post-war society demanded 
an enlightened int.ansif' ication of awareness in all areas of 
consciousness. In the process of the war-time struggle for 
s urvival many patt.erns of behavior has worn thin; they needed 
1. Ibid , p . 365 
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re-evaluation. Simultaneously should come a sharpening of 
sensit ivit y to beauty and human integrity. Hovv could it be 
otherwise when men were reborn in peace out of t he disaster of 
;,1rar? This heightened awareness of t h e possibilities of ex-
perience would logically manifest itself in the a rtist's work . 
'' But of course you don't imagine I !llean by this know-
ledge let-us-eat-and-drinkism . No, I mean 'deserts 
of vast eternity . ' But the di:Cfel,ence is (perhaps 
I ' m vvrong) I couldn't tell anybody bai!£ out a bout t llese 
deserts--- ·Ghey are my s ecret . I might V'lri te a bo ut a 
boy eating strawberrie s or a vmme.n combing he r hair 
on a windy morning , and that is t h e only vva y I can ever 
mention them. But they must be there!u (lJ 
The presence of the leitmotif 'the deserts of vast eternity' 
in her writing can be felt by tone and quality and the v i sion 
of her characters flcmg against the totality of their l ives. 
The end results of such a point of view are many ; there is a 
lingering over the appearances of beauty, a joy in experience 
since it is transient, a deep desire to enrich oneself t h rough 
life before the "moving finger" has written. The essential 
meaning of the individual a nd ·the i ndividual examining the 
significance of his naked soul are t he dual f ocal points of 
such a philosophy . The produc t of such a way of thinking must 
be conceived in utter truth and represent a searchi ng deep into 
the roots of appearance. 'de have noted that in her evolut i on 
Mansfield was working toward this type of' writing by way of 
what we have termed the psycho-realistic method . 
1. I bid, p . 255 
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From a reading of her letters and journal entries for 
1921 we discover that she is concerned not only with the major 
problems whi ch appeared early in her life as an artist but 
with new corollaries of her creed. The following letter is 
at once a general statement of t h e trends her thought was 
taking and an assertion of the ftinctfu.Hl of style and techniq_ue 
i n writing. 
nr believe. the only way t .o live as art.ists under the new 
conditions in art and life, is to put everything to the 
test for ourselves. v1e've got, in the long run, to be 
our own teachers. • •• we• ve got to 1Nin through by our-
selves. VJell, as I see it, t he onl;y- way to do that 
honestly, dead truthfully, shirking nothing, and leav-
ing no ·thing out, is to put everything to the test, not 
only to face things, but really to find out of what they 
are composed... To be thorough---to be honest.. I think 
if artists were really honest they would save the world. 
It is the lack of these things and the reverse of them 
that are putting a deadly blight on Life • 
• • • your longing for technical knowledge seems to me 
profoundly what an artist ought to feel today. It's a 
kind of deep sign of t he times ••• You see I too have a 
passion for techniq_ue. I have a passion for malting the 
thing into a whole... Out of technique is born real 
style, I believe. There are no short cuts. 11 (1) 
From her cr:ustalized art i stic and philosophical ideology 
Mansfield can now look back on her writing past and understand 
wherein she failed. · To Kotelianski she writes in the autumn of 
1921: 
•ti am glad that you. criticised me. It was right you 
should have hated much in me. I was false in many 
things and careless ••• untrue in many ways. But I would 
like you to know that I recognize this and for a long 
time I . have been trying 'to sq_ueeze the slave out of my 
soul. ' " ( 2) 
l. Ibid, pp. 3 63-364 
2. I bid, p . 413 
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To Murry she is more specific as to the causes for he r past 
failures: 
"I think nearly all my falsity has come from not. facing 
fact s as I should have d one, and i t 's only now that I 
ant beginning to learn to face them,.; '' ( 1 ) 
The fact t .hat lviansfield has come · to a clear and p rof'ound 
understanding of her own perspectives as an artist does not 
imply t hat s he will be easily able to realize t h em in her 
writing. She ha d always been c ritical of her work . We find 
that now she has become a perpetual and ruthless self-critic. 
She is struggling not only with old familiar problems but with 
new ones which he r enlightened vievvpoint has discovered to her. 
· ong t he familiar pro blems is t he necessity that s h e has al'I."Jays 
felt of being t he person about whom she is writing: 
tti f ind my great difficulty in writing is to learn to 
submit. Not t hat . one ought to be without resistance---
of course I don't mean that. But. when I am writing of 
'another' I want so to lose myself in the soul o f t h e 
other that I am not. " ( 2) 
he has l earned humility before the rna t .erials of he r a rt but 
races of youthful egocent ric pride still appear. 
" 1 wonder why it . sho.uld be so very difficult to be humble. 
I do not think I am a g ood writer. I realize my faults 
better than anyone else co ul d re a lize them. I know 
exactly where I fail. Jmd yet , When I have finished a 
story, I catch myself preening my feathers. " (3} 
has always struggled against a kind of inert.ia . Constantly 
. Ibid, p. 374 
• Ibid , p. 365 
• iviansfield, Kathe-rine: JoU.rnal, p. 198 
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she has attempted to discipline herself in this r espect. 
ttBut marks of earthly degradation st i ll pursue me . I am 
not crystal clear . AbuYe all else I still lack applica-
tion •.. Look a t t he stories that wait and wait just at 
t h e threshold." (1) 
Parallel with her increasing preoccupation with trut h , the r e 
developed in Mansfield t he idea that s he must purify herself in 
order to transmit that truth properly. Hw.1 .ility was not 
enough . Writing t he truth as she s aw it was not enough . She 
must blot out the false elements in .herself, the elements that 
she knew to be destructive to her art; she must prepare herself 
to be a wo rthy medium for the clarificat ion of a worthy truth . 
In September of 1 921 wh en t he writing for 'r he Garden I'arty 
wa s fai rly complet e , she r ecords t hat. nmy i deas, even o:t' the 
3 
sha:»rt story , have changed rather l ately." In November of t hat 
year s he describes hersel f as: 
" ••• dissipat ed, vague, not positive and above all, above 
everything ~. not ·working as I should be worki ng---wasting 
time ." ( 3 J 
Certainly she does not believe that she has achieved her ovm 
req_irements. She informs ..::inn Este lle ... ice in 1921: 
" I am still hard at the story-writing and still f eeling 
that only now do I begin to see what I want to do. I 
am sending you my book. ( 4) It is not a good one. " ( 5} 
She has come a long way fron the author of Bliss and Other Stori s. 
We exp3 ct, therefore, t hat The Garden Party will represent 
1 . Ibid , p . 185 
2 . . [bid, p . 194 
3 .• • Ibid , p . 199 
~ - Sh e i s referring to Bliss and Other Stories. 
5 . ~ansfield. Katherine: Letters. p . 359. 
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substantial improvement. Yet if we are fair to Mansfield's 
own statement s, we have no right to consider this third phase 
of her art as final, completely mature, or a perfect express ion 
of her meaning as an artist. 
The Garden Party 'lt<Tas completed in Octeber of 1921. 'rhe 
adverse conditions of her life which we outlined in our study 
of Bliss arid Other Stories had riot substantially altered. In 
her deepest consciousn ess she felt that s he was a doomed woman; 
she knew she would never recover from her disease. She was 
perpetually seeking medical advice and this draine d her slender 
finances until it became imperative for her to earn money. For 
requirements of health and because of Murry's work in London 
the t wo were forced to live apart as of old. Certainly these 
conditions are not conducive to a way of life in which one's bes 
writing can be done; in spite of all her difficulties, however, 
she published in The Garden Party a bookwhich on the whole 
exhibits amazing maturity, mastery of techniques, and remar kable 
advanc.es in the use of the psycho-realistic approach. 
For the purposes of analysis we shall divide the stories 
into fo c. r groups and proceed from the least significant to the 
1 
finest. In t he first group are two stories which, while in 
themselves they a re beautiful a nd true, are unimportant in this 
consideration. Of The Voyage Mansfield writes: 
1. Unl ess otherwise indicated, all subsequent citations in this 
chapter are taken from The Garden Party. In order to avoid 
a con fusing multiplicity of footnotes only the title of the 
story and the page r efe rence are given. 
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"When I wrote that lit tle story I felt that I was on that 
very boat, going dovm ·t;h.ose stairs, smelling the smell 
of the saloon ••• " (1) 
In The Voyage s he has creat ed a tender and splendid portrait 
of her grandmother and is able through her powers of evocation 
to make the motion of the boat, the isolation of a night at 
sea, and the freshness of the salty air experiential for the 
reader. 
Bank Holiday is a story where she puts t he quest i on very 
clearly and leaves it for the reader to answer---if" indeed there 
is an answer . Vie witness a field day. There are the musicians 
preparing to play, the c olorful booth s where all kinds of food 
are being sold, t he favours, the fortune-tellers who insist 
on reading the futures of gullible patrons, the snatches of 
conversation. 
nAnd the music breaks into bright pieces and joins togethei 
again, and again breaks , and is dissolved, and t he crowd 
scatters, moving slowly up t he hill." (2) 
A remarkable study in group psychology and group move ment, this 
story concludes on a profound and provocative note: 
".And up---up the hill come the people, wit h ticklers and 
golliwogs , and roses and feathers, Up, up they thrust 
into the light and heat, shouting , laughing, sq_uealing , 
as though they were being pushed by something far below, 
and by the sun, far ahead of t~em---drawn up into the 
full bright, dazzling radiance to---what?" {3) 
'rhe present writer believes that t h e second group of two 
1. lviansf'i eld, Katherine: Letters, p . 453 
2. Bank Holiday. p . 232 
3 . Ibid, p; . 235-236 
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stories falls far short of Mansfield's best work . The Singing 
Lesson is so .elementary in conception and structure as to be 
enti r ely out of place in t he volume. The plot can be stated 
briefly: Miss Meado~vs , the music t .eacher, has received a note 
from her fiance cancelling their engagement; this almost breaks 
her heart . In the middle of a music lesson she receives a 
telegram cancelling the letter; this sets everything right 
again . The interesting element in this story is the psycho-
realistic techniq_ue. Two actions occur simultaneously; there 
is the exposition of the misery in Miss Meadows ' mind by a 
recording of snatches of her thoughts, and there is the overt 
result of' this condition in her relentless drilling of her 
pupils on the f olloviling s::> ng. 
uFas t t i:..h , too East Fade t he Ro-o-ses of' J?le.asure; 
Boon __ utunlil yields unt o ~'fi -i-nter Drear . 
Fleetly t Ah , Jj'leetly, h.iu-u-sic' s Gay lvieasure 
1'asses away from the Listening Ear . (1) 
Under the f orce of the teacher1 s emot i on which expresses itself 
in this subtle sadism the lesson becomes a living horror to the 
pupils; many of the younger girls are reduced to tears. '.Che 
telegrrun brings a complete change; led by a happy teacher, t he 
girls sing: 
nwe come here To-day vti th Flowers o' erladen, 
With Baskets of Fruit and Hibbbns to boot, 
To -oo Congratulate •••.•• (2) 
1. Cflhe . Si nging Less on, p. 204 
2 . Ibi~. , p . 209 
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The psycho-realistic process of real i zation fails because it is 
suspended on a iYeak and obvious plot and also because i n cer-
t a i n epi sodes , I·:l iss I:Ieadorrs , inst ead of exact ing our de ep 
sympathy , mauses us . 'rhe story i s closer to ca ricature t han 
Mansfie l d shoul d come a t this period. 
Dove: 
Mansfield herself makes a just criticism of Mr. and Mrs . 
"I am not altogether pleased with it. It's a little bit 
made up. It's not inevitable. I mean to imply that 
these tvm may not be happy together---t hat t hat is the 
kind of reas on for wh i ch a young girl marries. But have 
I done so ""? I don 't t hink so. ---ii.nd I have a s neaking 
notion tha t I have , at the end, used the doves unwarrant-
abl y . I used them ·to row1d off something ... Is tha t 
q_uite my game?. No , it is not. It's not q_uite the kind 
of truth I'm after . tt (1} 
The story concerns t h e love affair of Anne and Heggie. The 
young man believes that he l1asn' t t he. ghost of a chance vii th 
Anne. .A q_uiet., retiring, sensitive,. but rather stupid young 
man, he loves .Anne though he is entirely incapable of under-
standing her. She is all fire and sparlcle; she is a l wa ys 
fighting against her impulse to laugh a t h im.. 
" 'I'm so sorry,' she said, 'to be laughing like thi s . I 
don't know why I do. It's just a bad habit.'" (2 ) 
Clea rly she is not telling the truth: 
nBut t he truth was , and they both knevT i t, she wasn't 
always l aughing, it wasn't rea lly a habit. Onl y eve r 
since t he day the;•t 1 d met , ever since that very first 
moment, for some strange reason that Reggie wi s hed t o 
God he understood, Imne had laughed at. him.n (3) · 
1. Ll.ansfield , Katherine, Journal, p . 187 
2 . Mr. and r,Irs . Dove, p . 1 21 
3 . Ibid, p . 1 22 
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She shovlS Reggie t h e t wo dove s e.nd explains a bout t h em: 
"To a nd f ro, to and fro ove r t h e fi n e red sand on t he 
. floor of t he dove house wal ke d the t rw doves . On e 
w&s · l ways in front of t h e other . One ran f orvmrd , 
ut t .ering a little cry and t h e other followed, solemnl y 
bowing and bowing. 'You see', expl ained il-nne, ' the one 
in front, shefs :Mrs. Dove. She looks. at Mr. Dove 
aud gives that little laugh and runs. forvrard, and he 
follows her, boVJing and bovdng. And that makes her 
laugh again . Away she runs ) and after her ,' c ried 
Anne, and she sat back suddenly , t comes poor I1..lr. Dove , 
bmving and bovring--- a nd that's t heir v·rhole l ife . They 
never do anything else, you. know.' " (1} 
The analogy i$ clear to the reader at t .his point. IVlansfield 
finds it ne·cessary to press it. When Reggie comes just short 
of an apologetic proposal, Anne l a ughs a t him, predeeds him 
across the lavm, turns and says: 
n 'I 've never known any one I like as much as I like 
you. I've never felt so hap·py with any one . But I'm 
sure it's not what pe op le and v1hat books mean vrhen they 
talk about love. Do you. un.derstan d? Oh , if you only 
kne'N hmv horrid I fe el.' " ( 2) 
'egg ie cannot bear the situation any longer . ;.. sking .Anne not 
to pity him he rushes away to try to master his feeli ngs . 
u•Roo-co e -coo-coo~ Roo-coo-coo-coot' sounded from the 
veranda 'Reggie, .Reggiet• from the garden. 
He stopped, he turned • . But. when she saw his timid, 
puzzled look , she gave a little laugh . 
'Come back, Idr. Dove,' said Anne. And Reginald carne 
slowly across the lavm." ( 3} 
Mansfield has certainly implied t hat these two may not get on 
together. She has also implied that Heggie is a complete 
fool. Anne is a singularly unpleasant person and t he reader 
1. Ibid, p. 1 24 
2. Ibid , p . 127 
3. Ibid , p . 129 
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feels that if she is representati.ve in emotion and point of 
view of why a young girl marries, there is no v·mnder at t he 
rising divorce statistics. This is a peculiarly false rep re-
sentation unworthy of Mansfield's art. The fact that she was 
dissatisfi ed wi th i t absolves her in part from the great crime 
of play ing he.r art false but even i n her critic ism she does 
not perceive the fundamental shabbiness of the story. 
We are now ready to consider the third group of four 
stories; tl1e central figure of three of t hem is a girl i n 
late adolescence. The Young Girl demonstrates the use of very 
clever surface satire until the concluding paragraph when. 
Mansfield brushes all away with a sweeping gesture and uncovers 
the tragic reality beneath. The girl's mother is a chronic 
gambler; she wishes to take her daughter into the casino an d 
intends to lie about her age. 
'"You see, I want her to go in. 
and it's worth seeing. I feel 
to her.'" (1) 
She's not been beforet 
i t wouldn't be fair 
It is discovered that the girl is n ot t wenty-one. Her mother 
is eager to get to her game so t he g i r l and her samll brother, 
Rennie, are foisted off on the narrator who invites them to 
tea. r he girl is supremely bored with everything. She seems 
to loathe her young brother and the narrator: 
"Vlhen the ca r was t here, she wrapp ed h er dark coat 
round her---to escape contarninat i on . Even he r l i tt.le 
1. T11e Young Gir l, p . 1 30 
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feet looked as though they scorned. to carry · her down the 
steps to us • " ( 1 ) 
She doesn't intend to eat but she manages to c onsume an 
amazing amount despite her hatred of it. She is deeply con-
cerned with her appearance: 
"While we waited she took out a little, gold powder bo:x: 
wi th a mirror in th.e lid, shook the poor little puff 
as though she loatl1ed it, and dapbed her lovely nose·. n (2} 
As they leave, her pettishness increases~ 
" ••• she pulled on h.er white gloves again .~ She had some 
trouble with her diamond wrist watch; it got in her 
way. She tugged at it---tried to break the stupid little 
thing--it wouldnt t break. F'inally she ha.d to drag her 
gloves over. (3) 
They get. back to the casino at the appointed time to find that 
the girl 1 s mother is still immersed in the pleasures of winning 
of losing money. The narrator regrets that the girl must wait. 
alone. Uo IVians.field probes deep below the surfaces she has 
been examining. 
"'L---let me, please,' she stammered, in a wann eager 
voice. ' I 'like it. I love waiting! Really---really 
I do~ I'm always waiting---in all kinds of places •.• 'tt ( 4 
That is the tragedy of this girl. She is always waiting ••• for 
joy ••• for love ••• for youth ••• and she has :r.IDund none of them. 
nHer dark coat fell open, and her white throat---all her 
young soft body in that blue dress---was like a flower 
that is just emerging from its dark bud." (51 
Briefly but significantly ~~nsfield puts the question of the 
---------------
1. Ibid, p. 133 
2. Ibid, p. 134 
3. I bid, p. 138 
4. Ibid, p . 139 
5. Loc. cit. 
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threat of wasted youth ••• vmsted through the selfishness and 
callousness of the o·ld, and the consepuent distortion of 
perso.nality wrought in the young girl by circumstances which 
have ranged themselves against her. Th.e tone is satiric 
rather than psycho-realistic but the result is peculiarly at 
one with the results of the psycho-realistic method because of 
the treatment in the concluding paragraph. 
Her Fi.rst Ball is testimony of the eagerness and courage 
of youth which, turning to life as naturally as a flower 
blossoms, braves an unexpected frost to claim. its heritag e. 
Leila is going to her first ball; every phase of the prepara-
tion is to her a most vital experience. 
11Exactly when the ball began, Leila would have found it 
hard to say. Perhaps her first partner was the ca b." (1 
She is sharply sensitive to every event of this night which 
represents her entry into an adult world. Rverything is as 
eager as she. 
nA great quivering jet of gas lighted the ladies' room. 
It couldn't wait; it. was dancing alread.y. When the door 
opened and there was a burst of tuning from the drill 
hall, it leaped almost to the ceiling." (2} 
Leila gives berself entirely to the experience: 
" ••• and she quite forgot how in the middle of dressing 
-she had sat dovm on the bed with one sh.oe off and one 
shoe on and begged her mother to ring up her cousins 
and say she couldn't go after a1 • ilnd the rush of 
longing she had had to be sitting on the veranda of 
their forsaken up-coun.try home, listening to the baby 
1. Her First Ball, p . 190 
2. J.bid, p . 19.2 
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.I' ,._. 
owls crying, ' Ivlore pork' , in the moonlight was changed 
to a rush of joy so sweet t ha t it was hard to bear 
alone. u { 1) 
Leila is conscious that she is at the beginning of everything: 
nrt seemed to her that she had never known Wl.at. the 
night was like before. Up- till now it had been dark, 
silent, beautiful, very often---oh, yes---but mournful 
sou.ehow. Solemn. And now it could never be like that 
again---it had opened dazzlingly bright." (2) 
Through the conversation of a middle aged partner a new aware-
ness is brought to her. He tells her he has been going -to 
dances for thirty years: 
not course ••• you can't hope. to last anything like as 
lone as t hat---long before t hat yoQ'll be sitting up 
there on the stage looking on, in your nice black 
velvet. And these pretty arms will have turned i n to 
shor t fat ones. .. 11.rld you' 11 smile away like the poor 
old dears up the r e, and point to your daughter, and 
tell the elderly l ady next to you how some dreadful 
man tried to kiss her at t he club ball. .And your 
heart will ache---ache---because no one wants to kiss 
you now. 11 (3) 
Thus terror is mingled vvi th Leila's joy. She is brought face 
to :race with the brevity of youth even while she is on the 
threshold of it. She knows t hat v~hat he says is true. Some-
h ov1 she cantt accept it; it doesn't seem fair. 
" ·-as this first ball only the beginning of her last 
-ball after all? At that the music seemed to change; 
it sounded sad, sad; it rose upon a great sigh. Oh, 
how quickly things changed~ 
She leaned against the wall, tappD1g with her foot, 
pulling up her gloves and trying to smile. But deep 
inside her a little girl threw her pinafore over her 
head and sobbed.u (4) 
1. Ibid, p . 193 
2. Ibid, p . 19? 
3 . Ibid , pp. 198-199 
4 . Ibid, p . 199 
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Leila is struggling now with one of the most terrifying r r=:aliza 
tions that youth must bear---the brevity of its own blossoming. 
Into an evening of pure j O"Jr, so rare because it was her initial 
experience of its kind, has come this truth from the lips of 
a weathered habitue of the dance hall. NOw Leila wants to 
escape: 
nshe wanted to be home or sitting on the veranda listening 
- to those baby owls. tt ( 1} 
Dynamic youth, however, is not escapist by nature: 
" •• presently a soft melting, ravishing tune began, and 
a young man with curly hair bowed ' before her." (2) 
She is caught up into the rhythm of the dance. Her awakened 
sensitivity to experience surges into response. 
ttThe lights, · the azaleas, the dresses, the pink faces, 
the velvet chairs, all became one beautiful flying 
wheel. And when her next partner bumped her into the 
fat man and he said 'Fardon', she smiled at him more 
radiantly than ever. She didn't even recognize him 
again." (3) 
Is Leila shallow and superficial? No, she repre·sents youth 
that has the instinctive tendency to claim its heritage of 
joy though it knows that joy is ringed round with transience. 
She has learned that the joy of being is far more real than 
the treat of becoming. She has the vitality of youth which 
gives and spends without counting the cost because it must 
give and spend in order to fulfill itself in life. This story 
1. Ibid, p. 199 
2. Ibid, p. 200 
3. Ibid, p. loc cit 
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is a masterly treatment of what has been called "growing up"; 
Leila is now a woman in the sense that the strange and varied 
pattern of life has been made clear to her and she has accepted 
it. 
The Garden Party concerns the awakening of a young girl 
to a realization of the diversity of life where joy and sorrow 
walk hand in hand , and of the rightness of that diversity. 
Laura is allowed to superintend the placing of the marg_uee f or 
the garden party. She notices a workman who crushes a s p ray 
of lavender in his fingers and sniffs it. 
ttHow may nen that she lmew would have done s uch a t h i ng? 
Oh, how extraordinar,ily nice workmen were, sh e t hought. 
l'lhy couldn't s he have ·wo rlanen for friends rathe r than 
t he silly boys she danced with and who came t~ Sunday 
night supper? She would get on much better with men 
like these," (1) 
Clearly she has led a very sheltered life in the bosom of a 
class-conscious family. She has no reason to think that she 
would get on with these workmen except that s he is ve ry ha ppy 
t hat morning and t he world seems singularly good to her. She 
discovers t he root of ithe difficulty as she. ~.ratches t h e work -
men: 
urt's all the fault of ••• of these absurd class distinc-
·: tions. w·lell, for her :rart , she didn't feel them. 
Not a bit, not an atom." (2) 
After ten minutes---or perhaps five---of discourse with the 
workmen, she comes to this conclusion. She even goes out of 
1. The Garden Party, p. 62 
2 . Ibid, p . 63 
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her way to show her democratic spirit. 
"Just to prove h ow h<=!P py she was, just to show 
fellow how at home she f~lt, how she despised 
conventionst Laura took a big bite out of her 
butter as she stared at the little drawing." 
the tall 
stupid 
bread-and 
( 1) 
If the workmen noticed that she was eating at all, it vn uld 
hardly occur to them to believe that she was doing it for the 
reasons listed above; they would merely conclude t hat she was 
hungry. 
Then comes the news of the carter who was killed that 
morning. Laura suddenly wants to stop the party. 
"'And just think what a band would sound like to that 
poor woman' , said Laura. 
'Oh, Laura, 'Jose began to be seriously annoyed. 'If 
you're going to stop a band play·ing every t ime some 
one has an ace ident '· you' 11 lead a very strenuous life • . 
I'm every bit as sorry about it a s yoll. I fee l j us t 
a s sympat hetic.' Her eyes hardened ..... 'You vwn't 
bring a drunlcen workman ba clc t o l i fe py being senti-
mental ', she said softly.tt (2) 
Angered by J ose's i nference that the unkno~vn victim was drunk, 
Laura goes to her mother with her problem • . Her mother is not 
only unimpressed but amused. 
t' ' You ' re being very absurd, Laura', she s a id co.ldly . 
' People like that don't expect sacrifices from us. 
And it's not very sympathetic to spoil everybody's en-joyment as you are doing now.' " (3) 
A few minut es later Laura is in her ovm r oom. 
n ••• quite by chance the first t hi ng she saw was that 
charming girl in the mirror , in her black hat trimmed 
with gold daisies and a big bla ck r ibbon . Never had 
1 . Ibid , p . 63 
2 . Ibid , p . 72 
3 . Ibi d , .L-' . 74 
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she il.a.agi ne d she could look lilce that . Is mother right? 
s he thougl1t . And now she hoped her mother -r,va s right . 
~rust for a moment she had a glimpse of that :poor 'INoman 
a nd those lit tle children, and t he body b~ing carried 
into the house but it all seemed _blurred, unreal, l ike 
pic tures in t h e newspaper. I ' 11 r emember it a:r·ter t h e 
party's over, she decided. And s omehow that seemed g_uite 
the best plan . " ( 1) 
When the party is over, t he accident is again men tioned. 
Laura's mother decides to send to t he family some of t h e f ood 
that is left over; it must not be was ted. 
nAgain , hovv curious, s he seemed to be different .from them 
a ll. To take scraps from their part y . Vlould the poor 
·woman really lik e t hat? n (2) 
Laura goes alone t o the Scotts ' wit h her basket of food. 
"Here she was going down the hill to somewhere vrhere a 
man lay dead, and she co uldn f t realize it . Vlhy couldn 't 
she? She stopped a minute . .And it s e emed t o he r 
that kisses, voices, tin.klin.g spoons, l a ughter , the 
s mell of crushed grass, were somehow inside her . She 
had no room for anything else. How stranget She looked 
up a t the pale s ky, and all she thought was , 'Yes, it 
was the mos t success:rul party . 1 " ( 3 ) · · 
This girl, whose life revolve s around just such su.J:E rfici a l 
things a s the garden party, is incapable of rea l i zing· that f'ar 
different things are happening at the s ame time" that dea th is 
strikL"'lg in thousands o:r places even while t .h e guests pas s up 
and down the garden vvalks and chatter brightlJr together. She 
is t he procluct of a cult ure that i s smug , self-centered , l ea::;urE-
loving a nd :rund.am.entall y disinte rested in everyt l1.ing th t he.ppem 
outside i ts ovm circle . Novr that Mansfield has made this 1:e r -
1. Ibid, p . 74 
2 . The Garden .Part y , p . 77 
3 . Ibid , p . 78 
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fe.ctly clear, we shall expect Laura to arrive at some balancing 
realization. She begins to feel that her costilllle is oQt o~ 
place. She begins. to be a lit t:le ~rightened and a little Wl.-
comfortable as she approaches the knot of people gathered out-
side the house .of mourning. 
"Oh, to be away frcm this. She actually said, fH:elp me, 
God t' as she walke.d up the t :iny path and knocked. To 
be away from these staring eyes, or to be covered up 
in anything, one of those woments shawls even."' (1) 
The widow's sister, whose voice is "fond and sly" leads Laura 
into the room where the man is lying. 
"He was given u:p to his dream. Vfuat did garden parties 
and baskets and lace frocks matter to him? He was far 
from all these things. lie was wonderful, beautiful. 
i/Jhile. they were laughing and. the band was :playing, this 
marvel had come to the lane. Happy ••• happy... All is 
· well, said that sleeping :face. This- is just as it 
should be. I am content." (2} 
Laura's · reactions continue: 
"But all the same you. had to cry; and she couldn 't go 
out of the room without saying something to him. Laura 
gave a loud childish sob. 
'Forgive my hat,' she said. u (3) 
The apology q_uoted above is an w1conscious admission that 
Laura, out of her own world of cream. puffs and gold daisies, 
is ent.irely out; of place in the world of grim reality. As she 
leaves the. house, she meets her bro,ther. Re asks her if it 
was ttawful tt. 
"'It was simply marvellous. 
she looked at her brother. 
l.Ibid, p . ?9 
2.Ibid, p . 81 
3.Loc.cit. 
But IJ8.U.rie . ..--- She· stopped, 
'Isn· t life,. ' she stammered, 
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' ism' t life ••• ' But what life was she couldn't expain. 
Iifo .matter. He quite understood.n (1) 
What is happening in Laura's deepest consciousness is a 
slow awakening to the realization that life is not merely inter-
r et.ed in terms of gold daisies, cream pu:ffs, a nd garden p arties. 
his awakening may be significant "for he:r futllre. Perhaps she 
ill fit so closely into the family patt.ern that in some years' 
ime she will be as smug and self-centered as her mother. On 
he other hand we know that Laura in her childish way is vaguely 
roubled about the matter of class distincti.ons and the strange 
nd hitherto unknovm diversity of life. Her way of meeting her 
ew ex:r:e riences may seem to us gauche and smug in itself. Her 
ay of feeling about it may appear inchoate. Yet she is under-
oing her first of" such experiences and in ·view of her back-
·. round she has evolved a remarkable degree of social conscious-
ess in a short time. The slight. element of indecision as to 
he exact. significance of these changes in Laura may leave the 
critic with the impression t hat the story lacks force. Yet 
vlansfield was faithful to the girl's environment and culture; 
here is the chance that nov; that a new awareness has been born 
it will grow to produce an adult who is beyond the limits 
f the class l\lansfield so sharply delineates. 
Of this stocy Mansfield wrote: 
• Ibid, p. 82 
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"This is a moderately successful story, and that's all • 
. It's somehow, in the episode at the lane, scamped."· (1) 
Vie f'eel we must agree V:vith her; it is ·not the best she can do. 
Marriage a La J:.:Iode is a subtle study of marital in·com.pati-
bilit.y created by conditions which are not worthy of the power 
they possess. William, the husband, is honest and simple; his 
wife, under the influence of n.ew-f'onnd hedonistic friends, 
spends her time supporting them and catering. to them. She 
has guilt feelings about the repudiation of' her past but her 
:pride will never alli:hw her to retrace her s t .eps. 
rtt Well, I dontt. know,' said William slowly. ' When I waG 
their age I used to go to bed hugging an old towel with 
a knot in it • ' 
'rhe new Isobel looked at him, her eyes narrowed, her 
lips apart. 
'Dear William t I ' rn sure you did!' she laughed in the 
new-way" ( 2) -
Yet William loves Isobel intensely. He cannot. wait to get to 
her tor the week-end. He recognizes that she is a changed 
woman but he loves her deeply and forever. 
-nThe exquisite freshness ,of Isobel t "fihen he had been a 
little boy, it was his delight to :run into the garden 
after a shower of rain. and shake the rose bush, petal-
soft, sparkling, and cool. And he was still that little 
boy. But there was no running into the garden novr---no 
laughing and shaking. The dull persistent gnawing in 
his breast started aga±~~ (3) 
He thinks of' their past together in their tiny white cottage 
with flowers . outside the door where Isobel 'had seemed perfectly 
content. She had been perfectly content until one evening ••• 
1. Mansfield, Katherine: 
2. Marriage a la Mode, p. 
3 . Ibid, .PP. 154-155 
Journal, p . 195 
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"If only they hadn't gone to that studio party at 
Moira Jviorrison' s---if Moira Morrison hadn't said as 
they were leaving, 'I'm going to rescue your wif~ 
selfish man. She's like an exquisite little Tita~ia' 
---if Isobel hadnrt gone with ivioira to Paris---if---
••• n (1) . 
We are introduced to Isobel's new friends. There is Bobby, 
charming exemplar of infantilism. There is Dennis who is 
always flattering Isobel my making titles for her: . •A Lady 
in. Love with A Pineapple." There is Bill, the painter, whose 
rudeness is excused because of his great genius. They · are 
frauds; that is claar •. They eat Isobel's food and flatter her 
vanity. She speaks to them of William: 
"Be nice to him, my children. He's only staying until 
tomorrow evening." (2) 
The week-end passes and not once do Isabel and William have a 
chance to be alone together. As he is leaving for the train, 
she unconsciously expresses her guilt feeling by carrying his 
bag to the gate. William is the ro ul of simplicity but he is 
not an utter fool. He loves her so deeply that he does not 
hesitate to bare his soul before this new woman from whom he· 
can expect little more than laughter. His long sentimental 
letter reaches her the next day; she reads it aloud to her 
friends \V,no enjoy it immensely. Suddenly she rises and rusnes 
away to her room. 
"Down she sat on the side of the bed. 'How vile, odious, 
-abominable, vulgar, ' muttered Isabel. And again she 
saw them, but not four, more like forty, laughing,. 
1. Ibid, pp. 156-15? 
2. Ibid, p. 161 
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sneering, stretching out their hands 'While she read 
them. William's letter.n 
Oh, "~t/hat a loathsome thing to have done. How could she 
have do·ne it? ••• she felt that even the grave bedroom 
knew her tor what she was, shallow, tinkling,. vain." ( 1) 
Her whole shallow meaning, has been laid bare to Isobel. She 
is now faced with a great decision. Her friends are calling 
her to go swimming. 
"Now was the moment, now she must decide. Would she 
go with them or stay at home and write to William? 
Which, which should it be? 'I must make up my mind.' 
Oh, but how could there be an.y question? Of course she 
would stay here and write.rr (2) 
Again they call her. 
"·No, it was too difficult. 'I'll-I'll go with them, 
and 'IJVTite to William. lat.er. Some other time. Later. 
Not now. But I shall certainly writ-e·, ' thought 
Isobel hurriedly. Aiid laUghing in the re w way, she 
ran down the stairs." (3) 
We now come to the last grouJ! or seven stories which repre-
sent a great advance over the preceeding stories; they are the 
work of a mature artist. The Stranger can be related to 
Marriage a La Mode in the sense that both stories treat of 
women who have gone beyond their husbands and of the resulting. 
subtle dissolution of the marriage tie. In. Isobel's case we 
have a woman caught in the toils of a pseudo-culture which her 
husband can never accept. In The Stranger the cause :for dis-
harmony is more intangible. Hammond is deeply in love with his 
wife~ He can hardly wait to rush on to the boat to meet her 
1. Ibid, pp 166-167 
2. Ibid, p. 1 67 
3 . Loc. cit. 
and he is t he first one aboard . He does not understand why, 
after their l ong separation, she i s s o reluctant to forget 
everything but their being together . She tells him that 
bachelor life agrees with him. 
n 'Agrees with me!' He groaned for love and caught her 
close again. And again, as always, he had the feeling 
he was holding something that never was g_uite his. 
Something too delicate, too :precious, that would fly 
away once he let it go." (1) 
He is not sure of her. He does not believe she loves him as 
much as he loves her. 
nHow could he know?. Would he ever knmif? Would he 
always have this craving;---this pang like hunger, some-
how, to make her so mu.ch part of him that t here wasn't 
any of her to escape? He vvanted to blot out every-
thing, everything." (2) 
He wants and needs her pas sion instead of this cool duty. She 
tells him, then, of the young man on shipboard who died in 
her arms. There is nothing to the story but because Hammond 
has always felt that he never g_uite possessed Janey, this casu 
incident is fatal. 
"The fire had gone red. Now it fell in with a sharp 
sound and the room was colder. Cold1 crept up his 
arms. r he room was huge, i mm.ense, glittering. It 
filled his entire world. There was t he great blind 
bed, with is coat flung across it like some headless 
man saying his prayers. Tl.le re was the l uggage, ready t o 
to carried away again, anywhere, tossed into trains, 
carried on to boats.n (3) 
She had actually offered a stranger more kindness than she 
had ever giwen to him. 
1 . 'rhe Stranger: pp . 221-222 
2 . J.bid, p. 226 
3 . Ibid • 229-230 
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"He was too weak. He v~as too weak to move a finger • 
..:~d yet he died in Jan.ey's anns. She---vvho'd never 
--never in all these years---never on one single 
occa sion • • • " (1) 
She wants to knov.r if h e feels tha t wha t she has told him has 
s poiled their being togethe r . 
"But at that he had to hide his fa ce. He put hi s fa ce 
into her bosom and his arms enfolded her. Spoilt their 
evening~ Spoilt t heir being alone together~ They 
would never be alone together again." {2) 
Because of his deep-rooted feeling of physical and spiritual 
insecurity where his wife is c:rDn cerned, this incident is 
exactly what is needed to sever their bond completely. He 
does not resent her pr esence at the bedside of the young man; 
anyone would do what h e could for the dying. ~;.'hat he cannot 
recon cile is her coldness a nd passivity to him vmo ha s need 
of her passion and a right to it , and the e ffort s he wade to 
bring comfort to a stranger. He is a grec;, tly depende nt p erson 
emotionall y and physicall ;y in his sexua l relation ; now t h rough 
this slight incident arw satisfactory r ela.tio:il has becor. e 
impossible for him. 1r.his story, as the others in its group, 
uses the psychorealistic method. Th e Stranger shows how a 
relatively unimportant incident, reacting on the co nscious-
ness of a certain individual; can c hange t he whole· future for 
him . 
Of An Ideal Family l'.lansfield wrote: 
1. Ibid p. 230 
2 . Loc. cit. 
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nrt seems to me ~1etter thar1 The Doves but still it '' s 
not (:; ood enough . I worked at it--hard enough , God knows, 
and yet I didn't get t he deepest trut h out of the idea , 
even on ce . ~iJ.hat is thi s feeling? I feel again t hat 
th.i s kind of knowledge is too easy for me; it r s even 
a kind of trickery . " (1) 
The i n teresting element in this story is Mansfield's psycho-
realistic treatmen t of old Mr . Neave"s realization t hrough 
which he comes to know his actual significanc e in t h e total 
pattern of his life. His friends te l l him his fa~ily is an 
ideal one; He holds his p eace for he has not discovered v.i'ly 
he does not agree . On this day of the opening of the story 
he kn.ov.rs t hat he is losing his grip on li:fe . He walks , as it 
were , in ·a dream . 
".And suddenly he hadn t t the en.ery , he hadn't the heart to 
stand this gai ety and bright movement any longer; · it 
confused him. " ( 2) 
His wife and his daughters v:ant him to retire and leave Harold 
to manage the business . The ol cl_ man knows his ron for what h e 
is , a spoiled_ darling who wants money without t h e botJ.1e r of 
hav ing t o earn it. 
n i tting a t home , t vriddline; his t hwnbs, conscious o. ll 
t h e wh i le tha t his li:fe ' s work was sl i pping awa- > 
dissolving, disa~Jpearing thr ough Harold's fine fingers 
while Harold smiled .. " (3) 
He goes home to a f a:il ily which is not in the le.ast interested 
in him . He doesn't e ven. l<:now his y oWlgest daughter n ow. 
"Ol d Mr. Neave stared at. h i s yow1ge.st daugh ter ; he felt 
he. had never seen her before. So that was Lola , was 
1 . Ibid pp . 18'1 - 188 
2 . Ibid An Ideal :V-.amily p . 23'7 
3 . Ibid . p . 239 
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it? But she seemed to have forgotten her f a ther; it 
was not for him that she was waiting there . " (1) 
Marion t hinks he should retire and a pprec iate his home; they 
are annoyed a t having to explain his weariness to g uests. 
Lola thinks he sould have tak e n np a hobby long ago . Charlotte 
his wife, is concerned only vdth Harold's whereabouts. Ethel 
scolds her fa t her for walking home and they all a gree t h a t if 
he v.rants to tire himself ou.t t hey have no busiDess to i nt er -
fe re . \!hen a ll these .¢at .t ers are dea lt v,rit h : 
"O l d Mr . Neave , fo r got ten, sank into t he broa d l ap of 
his chair, and, dozing , he a r d t h em a s t ho ugh he d re amed . 
There was no doubt about it; he was tired out; he had 
lost h is hold . • •• a nd somewhere at t he bacl~ of every-
thing he .was ·watchi ng alit.tle withered ancient man 
climbing up endless flights of stairs. Who was he?tt (2) 
After Cha rles dresses h i m :ror dinner, Mr . Neave falls asleep. 
"And now that litt.le ancient fellow was cl:Lmbing down. 
endless :flights of stairs t h at led to a glittering, 
gay dining-room. vihat legs he had~ They were lik e 
a spider's-...;thin, withered. . n (3} 
The refrain , nyou are an ideal farn.ily ,. sir, an ideal :rami::Ly", 
runs through his mind . In his dream:. state his thoughts are lesE 
under control. He faces the issue. 
nBut if t .hat was true, why didn't Charlotte and the 
girls sto.p h i m? · Why was he all alone, climbing up and 
down---Down, do:vm, went the little spider, and then, to 
him horror, old Mr. Neave saw him slip past the dining-
room and make for the porch, the dark drive,. the car-
riage gates, the offi ce. Stop him . Stop him, sorre-
body! n ( 4) 
1. Ibid . p . 242 
2. Ibid, p. 244 
3. Ibid, p . 246 
4 . Loc .cit 
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Old Mr. Neave wakes to find he has been forgotten. He tries 
again to clarify his relation to . the patt.ern of his family's 
life. 
"What had all this to do with him---this house and 
Charlotte and the girls and Harold---what. did he know 
about them.? They were strarg ers to him. Life had 
passed him by . Charlott.e was not his wife. His wife~ n ( , ;, } 
The vision of another girl comes to him and t h e memory of a 
meet ing when t hey said goodbye. He rea lizes now that. their 
farewell was a mistake. '.fhen Charles calls him and he goes to 
dinner. The psycho-realistic treatment of the old man 's 
realization of his essential meaning is cleverly developed 
through the use of freed association in a dream state and the 
effective symbol of the spider. The story ends a trifle too 
neatly when a lost love is supplied for him but this ending 
does not detract from t.l;le treatment to any considerable extent. 
An Ideal Family exhi bi-~s a mas te r ly recording of the old man's 
thought development and a deep understanding of the psychology 
of the old and unwanted. 
J"oseph Collins, in his book The Doctor Looks ilt Literature 
' betrays a regrettable unfamiliarity with the chronology of 
Prelude and ..t.-lt The Bay. He writes: 
"Prelude •••• is a :t'urther revelation of Beryl... '1:he 
Narcissus in Beryl has bloomed... • •• Linda by t h is 
time, has given herself all the air of confirmed in-
validism.n (2 ) 
1. An. Ideal Family p. 246 
2 . Collins~ Joseph : The Doctor Looks At Literature, p . 163 
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and again: 
11 Prelude is not: a story of Linda, but of Beryl and her 
hypocrisy. It should be dovetailed into At The Bay.n ( l ) 
2 
In our analysis o:f Prelude r.ve tried to make it clear that it 
was predominantly Linda's story of' her cons-uming fear .of preg-
nancy, her hatred of Stanley because he is the cause of it, 
and her longing to escape:. a desire brought to consciousness 
by the symbolislll of the aloe. At The Bay treats of a later 
period in the life of the Burnells; f'ailure to recognize this 
renders unsound Collins' othervvise intelligent analysis. He 
only to ref.'er to Ivlansfield' s Jretters; 
3. 
ttThe title is At The Bay. That t s t he name of .the ·very 
long story in it---a continuation of Prelude. (4 ) 
The characters in At The Bay have already been created 
in :Prelude. In this second story the grandmother appears as 
splendid as ever. She is permanent,' timeless, thoroughly good. 
"The old ~woman pa us ed, her hand on the loaf of' brea d, to 
gaze out of' the open window into the garden. The sea 
sounded. Through the wide-open window streamed the sun 
on to the yellow varnished walls fu'ld bare floor. Every-
t h i ng on the table f1ashed and glittered. In t he middle 
there was an old salad bowl filled with yellovr and red 
nasturtiums. She smiled, and a look of deep content 
shone in her eyes." (5 ) 
Kezia is there combin ing breakfast with creative act i vity . 
n 'Oh, Kezia! Why are you such a messy child!' c ried 
Beryl despairinglyl 
' Me , Aunt Beryl'? 1 l .. ezia stared. at her. 
1. I bid, p . 164 
2. Supra , Ch~p. V 
3. The title of the vol. vvas later changed to The Garden Fart y 
4. Iv1ansf'ield., Katherine: Letters, p. 400 
5. At The Ba ) ' . 9-10 
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~lhat had she done now? She had only dug a river dovm 
the middle of her porridge, filled it and was eating the 
banks away. But. she did that every single morning, and 
no one had said_ a word u:p ·till now .. n (a) 
This is an incredibly :penetrating commentary on the vagaries 
of adult discipline, unconsciously conveyed through the mind of 
a child. I.t is also a de.lightful delineation of universal chil 
activity. 
Stanley is stlill ~xpecting the women of the house to do 
services for him and loving his wife so int.ensely tha t when h e 
goes away without saying goodby , he is miserable fo'r the entire 
day. Here is his characteristic reaction as he rushes around 
to get to the offi ce in good season. 
ttThe hearlessness of women~ The way they took it for 
granted it was your job to slave away for them while 
they didn't even take the trouble to see t hat your 
walking stick v1asn' t lost." ( 2) 
.Another element becomes dominant in this type of f..:ia_as field' s 
writing. She has used satire, irony, and c rude realism, as 
ways of looking at life and interpreting it; now a vvarm natural 
humor is diffused through much of her work. It is a h lunor 
born of a deep loving and a :profound understanding. It creates 
delightful comedy in. the meeting between Mrs. Stubbs and her 
guest, Alice, the Burnells' maid. 
•trThat's 'imt' said Ivlrs. Stubbs, and she pointed drama-
tically to the life-sized head and. shoulders of a 
burly man with a dead white rose in the button-hole 
1. Ibid p. 10 
2. Ybid', p . 12 
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of his coat that raade you think of a curl of cold mutting 
fat. Just below, in si.lver letters on a red cardboard 
groWld were the words ~Be not afraid, it is I.'" (1) 
Vle recall that Prelude was Linda's story; it dealt with 
t h e emergence in her of the desire to be done with the .whole 
business, to go away in a boat without even waving goodb~e. 
Frail and self-centered, she resents repeated pregnancies be-
cause in her state of health they are the greatest risk . 
n ••• that was her real grudge against life: That was what 
she could not understand ••• It was all very well to 
say it was t he common lot of women to bear children. 
It wasn' t true • She ,- for one, c culd prove that wrong • 
She was broken , made weak , her co lli'age had gone , through 
chil.d-bearing. u (2) 
Bhe so loves life that she cannot but hate all that suggests 
death. aware of her oncoming pregnancy, she hated Stanley as 
the cause of it. Now that her son is born the tension is 
relieved; she can recognize that she loves him .• 
"Hot the Stanley that everyone saw, not t he everyday 
Stanley, but a timid, sensitive, innocent Stanley who 
knelt down every night to say his prayers, and who 
longed to be good. 
But the trouble was---here Linda f'elt almost inclined 
to laugh, though Heaven knows it was no laughing matter 
--- she saw her Stanley so seldom. There were glimpses, 
moments, 'breathing spaces of calm, but all the rest of' 
the time it was like living .in a house that crnuldn't 
be cured of' the habit of catching on fire, or a ship that 
got wrecked every day. lmd it was always Stanley who 
was in the thick of the danger. Her whole time was 
spent in rescuing him, and restoring him, and calming 
him down, and listening to his story, And what was 
left of her time was spent. in the dread of' having child-
ren. tt (3) 
1. Ibid, pp. 37-38 
2 . Ib:1d, p. 26 
3 . Ibid, p . 25-26 
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She cannot bring herself to love this new baby any more than 
she could love the rest of her childrEn • 
"It was useless pretending ••• No, it was asthough a 
cold breath had chilled her through and through on 
each of those awful journeys; she had no warmth left 
to give them. 11 (l) 
She is spending the summBr morning with the child on the lawn. 
She looks at him coldly; she feels that he i s the ·grandmother's 
charge. She has no feeling for him as he lies there waving 
his arms and smiling. Suddenl y she is impressed by his 
attitude. 
"Linda was so astonished at the confidence of the little 
creature. All, no, be sincere. That was not what she 
felt; it was something far different, it was sorrething 
so new, so ••• The tears danced in her eyes; she breathed 
in a small whisper to the boy, ' Hallo , m:y- funny .'" ( 2) 
Time and a child' s way of claiming love will win through to 
Linda's deepest self. The re is a t,one of subtle resurrection 
of the spirit into a new awareness when we witness the awaken-
ing of warmth and love in a woman who has come too close to 
death to be able to feel these emotions naturally. 
'l striking exposition of the irony of life is made in the 
passa ge where Jonathan Trout talks with Lindal 
. . 
ntTell me , what is the difference between my life and 
-that of an ordinary prisoner . The only difference I 
cru1 see is that I put myself in jail and nobody's ever 
going to let me out ••• I' m like an insect that is 
thrown into a room of its own accord. I dash aga i nst 
t he walls , dash against the windows, fly agair1st t he 
1. Ibid, p . 26 
2 . I bid, pp . 2?-28 
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ceiling, do everything on God's earth, in fact, except 
to fly out again. And all the while I'm thinking like 
that moth or that butterfly or whatever it is , 'The 
shortness of lifet The shortness of lifet' I've only 
one night or one day and there's that vast dar~erous 
garden, waiting out t ·llere uncovered, unexplored." (1) 
Poignant and beyond challenge is this clarification of the 
disharmony between a man's dreaming and a man's doing . Jon-
athan is merely one patent exrunple of this ironic truth of 
life: rrhat many a poet is shackled to an office desk while 
t he drones f l y among the blossoms. This truth, so common 
as to be trite in simple statement, has been uttered by Mans-
field in rare and wistful beauty~ 
The richness and beauty in the meaning of these characters 
is enowsh to m.ake J~t The Bay an original worlc of art. Yet 
the story is Beryl's .and here is furt her evidence of Mansfield' 
consummate art. We recall that. in :Prelude Beryl's wasting 
youth had brought abo tit inversion of her love; t h ere flowered 
in her a narcissism which she consciously cultivated and en-
joyed. Now, however, she dreams more constantly and intensely 
of a lover. 
"It is lonely living by oneself. Of course, t here are 
relations, friends, heaps of t hem; but that's not Vlhat 
s he means. She wants someone who will find the Beryl 
they none of them know, who will expect her to be tha t 
Beryle always.n (2) 
It would be cheap and unjust to conclude with t he dist orters . 
of modern psychology that what Beryl needs is a sexual e:x:perien e. 
1. Ibid , p . 47 
.2. Ibid, p . . 54 
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It would be eg_ually shabby to dismiss her with t he comment 
that she i s over-sexed or frustrated . She is frustrated in 
the sense that this basic and dynamic drive in her cannot f i nd 
vvhat it is seeki ng; but that drive is still strong and healthy , 
it has not been diverted seriousl y into ot her channels. The 
love that she ··vants i s t hat throLgh vrhi ch both rJ.an and wor1an 
a re r e-c r ea ted. There are limits to the deepest self- knowledge 
No pers on can B:ctually know himself until he has , through the 
love of another, found himself. She wa.n:ts, t herefore, to be 
her essential sel J? which no ht'l.m.an rela·cion other than that 
with a lover can ca ll forth. She is not whole and s he sen ses 
he r incompleteness. It is not physica l unfulfillment---
though that is part of it. It is ·the process of a COI:J.plete 
and happy blossoming of all the g_uali t ies of distinctness and 
individuality t hat a pe rson possesses. She wants terri bly to 
go away : 
"Take me from all these other pe ople, iin.y love. Let us 
go fa r away . Let us live Oi.lr life , all nevv , a ll ours, 
f rom t he very beginning . Let us mal(e our fire . Le t 
us s it dmiln and ea t t oget;:w r . Let us have l ong t a r :s 
at night • .t:..nd t he tho L'.ght iJas a J.rnost ' Save ue, y 
love , save u e . u (l) 
Linda wanted t o e s cape because s he knew her staying would 
involve another pregnancy . It is reasonable to assume t hat 
this violen t desire to Beryl must have cause. :F'rom v1hom does 
s he want to escape? 
1. Ebid , p . 54 
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'"I believe in pretty girls having a good time , ' s a id 
Mrs . Harry Kember . ' Wh y not? Don ' t you make a mistake , 
my dear . Enj oy yourself . ' .And s udde nl y she turned 
t urtle , disappea red, and svmm away g_uickl y, q_uickl y 
like a rat . • ••• Beryl felt tha t she was being poison ed 
by this cold woman , ~ut she longed t o hear . But oh , 
how strange , how horrible t As Mrs . Harry Kember car e 
up close , she looked , in her black waterproof bathing 
c ap , like a horrible caricature of her husband. 11 (1) 
Here is Beryl's danger in "che f orm of a c r eat ure vrho recognises 
n o barriers and uses her mari ta l s ·tatus to c loak any libert.y 
she may fee l like enjoying . She is of t he famil y of Raoul 
Duquett e, entirely out o f Beryl 's world, v i cious , insidious, 
deadly , and ••• dominating . 
uy o u see, it ' s so frightfully diffi cult vJhen y-ou're 
nobody . You ' re so a t t h e mercy of thi ngs. You can 't 
just be rude . And you' ve a lways ·the horror of se em-
ing inexperien c ed and s tuffy , like the ot .he r ninnies 
at t h e Bay . And-- -and. it's fascinating to know you. 've 
p ower over peop le . Yes, it's fas c inating . ( 2) 
So Bery l tries to rational ize her position. Close up on this: 
"Oh , why , oh why c1oesn' t ' he ' come SJ on ~ n ( 3) 
Beryl's danger emerges clearly to her . 'l'hrough progressively 
develop ed thought sequen c e her fear i s brought i nto cons cio us 
utterance: 
tt i f I go on liv i ng here , thought Bel"yl, an2rtl1.ing ma' 
ha~Toen to _le . tt ( 4 ) 
7 e l~ow t ha t Bery l is i n a state of r eac tion; because she 
is a young •Jo :m.arl and because the se::::: L'.rge is the most direct 
and pri mitive of a ll the assoc iated emotion s and a c tivities 
-----:- -------- --
1 . 
. " 
:Lbid , p • 23 
2 . I b id , p . 54 
3 . Loc . cit 
4 . Ib i d . }) . 55 
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contributing to the love s i tuation, we almost foresee what is 
coming. Harry Kember, walking alone through the swnrner night 
appears outside her window. He asks her to go for a walk v1i t h 
him. 
'tBeryl shook her head. But already something stir-red i n 
her , something reared its llead.n (l} 
She persuades herself tl1at she . is not frightened. 
"That weak thing within her seemed to uncoil,. t o grow 
suddenly tremendously strong . She longed to go ~" (2) 
In the most brutish and indecent way Kember tries to force her 
into a sexual act. She breaks away from him. His attit ude is 
clear . 
ttt Then why in God's name did ~rou come?' stammered Henry 
Kember.n (3) 
This psycho-realistic treatment of the Be ryl-Kembe r-
Mrs . Kember re l a tionship is as unusual and p rofound as t h e 
an2.lysis of Duq_uette . Hansfield i s disclosing t he roo-ts of 
appearan ces and interpreting them wi tl1 power , clis cerill.u ent and 
artistic integrity . 
We pointed out t ha t Prelude follows a musical form in 
its structure. .At The Bay may be likened to a tone poem.. The 
pages o:f description that chart the coming of dawn and morni.ng 
in a sea-girt summer world are among the most beautiful of 
lvlansfield's writing. rThe story closes in the smne. manner . 
1 . Ibid, p 56 
2 . Loc.cit 
3. l..bid, J? · 5? 
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"A cloud, small serence, floated over t h e moon. In 
that moment of' darkness t h e sea sounded deep, troubled. 
Then the cloud sailed away, and the sound of the sea 
was a vague murmur as though it· wa ked out of a dark 
dream . All was still~ •• n (1) 
Perhap s we fear f.'or limda and for Beryl because we know the 
dangerous possibilities that could change into menacing realities 
f or t h em. Yet i n the closing tone of the story we feel a subtle 
reconciliation that is a promise of peace and joy. 
!vlansfield seems t.o be in a sta·t;e of indecision concerning 
this story. On the one hand she writes in her nournal :: 
nrt took me nearly a month to t recover' from At The Bay ••• 
. But now I ' m not at all sure about that story. It seems 
to me a little 'wispy'---not what. it might l~ave been." ( e) 
Yet she wr i tes to Dorothy Brett: 
"It's as good as I can do now and all my heart a n d soul 
is in it ••• every singl.e bit." (3) 
While she felt that she could do no better at t hat time, she 
did not believe ·t:;hat the story was good enough. She did re-
. gard it as pa~ of t .he debt she owed her brother and her grand-
mother . 
f'It's so strange to bring the dead back to life again .•• 
I feel as I write , 'Youare not dead, my darlings. 
All is remembered. I bow down to you .• · I efface myself 
so. that you may. live again through· me i n your richness 
and beauty." (4) 
In November of that year she i s in a h ypercritical mood: 
tt.A.s I reread At The Bay i n pro0f l ""G seemed to me flat, 
dull, a nd not a success at all. I was very much ' ashamed 
o f it. I am.. 11 (5) 
1. Ibid, pp . 57-58 
2 . Mansfie-ld, Iatherine; 
3 . Ivlansfield, Katherine; 
Li 1,n r. r. it 
Journal, p . 196 
Letters , p . 400 
5. lviaris f i eld. K. Journal , l) • 200 
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The present v;riter believes firmly in the ma i ntenance of respec 
toward the criticism or his own work by a creative artist; f'or 
many r easons t he creator is in a bett;er position to evaluate it 
than any other person. Yet we feel that whereas Mansfield 
greatly gver-estimated Mr. and lVIrs. Dove, she greatly under-
estimated At Tl1e Bay. We suggest. ·!iha t while readi.ng a story 
in p roof is not exactly the time when the author has an app roac 
fresh enough and keen enough properly to evaluate her wnrk. 
Many critics who,. carelessly enough, have neglected to 
read Mansfield adequately , have made the frequent accusation 
that sh e writes success f ully, if smugly, of he r own s ocial 
class alone, that she is a failure when she attempts to depict 
indi viuals on a lower social level. The following three storie , 
and they are among her finest, ·are eloq uent r efutation of · this 
unfounded criticism.. 
Ma Parker cleans t h e lodging s of a "literary gentleman", 
wh o is well satisfied wit.h the arrangement. 
"You simply dirty everything you've got, get a hag in 
once a week to clean up , and th e thiggts done. n (l) 
She has recently lost her grandson and as she goes about her 
cleaning , thoughts of him run through her mind. She proceeds 
to review h.er life rapidly; it is a sordid and joyless one. 
Ma l>ark e r knows it • 
"Yes, she thought, as the broom kn.ocke d , what with one 
t hing and another I tve had my share. I 've had a hard 
life. n ( 2) 
1. Li.f'e of Ma Parke r; p . 142 
2 . ~bid, p . 143. 
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She takes no pleasure in this knowledge; she has no martyr com-
plex. 
nAnd it was so true she wasn't in the least proud of it. 
It was just as if you. "~Nere to s ay she lived in the 
basement-bacl( at Number 27. i i. Hard lif e t ( 1 ) 
She begins to think about her little grandson , of how she loved 
him dearly, of how he was a c omsumptive invalid not quite 
knowing why life had so dealt with him. 
nno , she simply couldn't think about it. It was too much ~ 
she'd had too much in her life to bear. She' d borne it 
up till nov/ . She'd kept herself to hersel f , and never 
once had s he been seen to c ry . Never by a living so.ul. 
Not even her ovm children had seen Ma break down. She'd 
kept a proud face always . But now! Lennie gon e---
~ha t had she? She had nothing . He was all she'd got 
from life, and now he was to.ok too. " (2) 
She begins to question the justice behind these events: 
" 'lihat have I done, said ol d Ivla 1~arker. What have l done?" ( 
It is unfortunate for h~r that she opened this door of her mind . 
For now, questioning the significance and the justice of a whole 
lifetime, now that a strong coloring of emotion has entered 
into it: 
ttHer misery was so terrible that she pinned on her hat ,. 
put on her jacket, and walked out of the flat like a 
person in a dream. She did not know what she· was doing. 
She was like a p erson so dazed by the horror of what 
has happened that he wal ks away---anyvvhere, as though 
by walking away he could escape." (4) 
The atmosphere in the street is indifferent , even hostile. 
ttThere was a wind like ice. People went flitting by, 
1. Ibid , p . 143 
2. TDTQ, p. 148 
3 . Ibid , p . 149 
4 . Loc . cit 
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very fast, the men walked like scissors, the women trod 
like cats. And nobody knew---nobody cared. Even if' 
she brolce dovm, even if after all these years sh e vmre 
to cry, she 'd find herself in the lock-up like as not . " (1 
.As the thought of crying crosses her mind she knovvs t hat t hi s 
is p recisely what s he wa.'1t s t o do . 
r' I f s he could only cry now, cry for a. long time, over 
everything , beginning with he r first place and t he 
cruel cook, going on to the doctor's a..11d t h en to 
seven litt le ones, deat h of her husband, the chi ldren 's 
leaving her , and all t he years of misery t ha t led up 
to Lennie. But to have a proper cry over all t hese 
things would take a long time. All t he same the time 
for it. had come. She must do it. She cuuldn' t put 
it off any longer ; she c ouldn' t wait anj· more. Where 
could she go? rt ( 2 ) 
She has a whole lifeti.rr.J.e of repressed emotion which must find 
a mode of expression. iL thoroughly normal person, she i n -
stinctively feels t hat she needs this release as a s a feguard 
to emotional balance. Where can she go to weep? She can't 
go home because her daughter is the r e. 
"She couldn't s i t on a park bench any"'.r!There; people vo uld 
come a rsking her questions.. She couldn't possibly . She 
couldn't possibly go ba ck to the gentleman's flat; sh e 
had no right to cry in strangers' houses. If she sat 
on some steps a policeman would speak to her. tt ( 3) 
She is . faced with a bitter realization. 
nwasn' t there anywhere in the world vvhere sh e could have 
her cry out---at last? 
:Ma Parker stood looking up and down. The icy wi nd 
blew out her a pron into a balloon. imd now it began 
to rain. There was nowhere." (4) 
Ma Parker is not a sentimental person; neither is she 
1. Ibid , p. 149 
2. IDTU, pp. 149-150 
3 • T5TQ' p • 150 
4 • il::iC5Cr c it • 
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pathet i c. Deeply self-resp ecting, her intense p ride renders 
us incapable of :pityirlg her. On reading t h e story we are left 
as tearless, and objecti ve as she was . We r ecognize t hat s he 
is so i'ar outside l i fe, so much a stranger to its emot ions that 
when s h e does want to give vent to h er dee1) pent - up sorrow, she 
finds s he has no place in t he worl d . She is dea d as surely 
as .Lennie is dead. He was the only lie that bound her to 
life . Now t hat he is gone she is unable to claim. the rights 
of a human being. This story is beyond pat hos; it is tragedy. 
It examines a trut h akin to that of An Ideal Frunily ; whenever 
the t hreads whi ch bind a person to vi tal huruan relationships 
are severed , that person dies. He may live physica lly f'o r 
many uears but they wi ll be bitter years for while he fe els 
t he need to claim the rights of a living being ne is barred 
from making t hat claim. The sto ry is developed entirel y by 
the psycho-rea lis t i c me thod; Mansfield has deserted plot and 
as a result her method is clear and effective. In Ma Parke r , 
Mansfield has a sure, competent touch; s he knows exactly where , 
to stop , at the point where l'Jla Parker is utter.ly _be ref't of' al l 
human associations---even of a place to weep . 
Of Miss Bri 11 Mansfield wrote in January of' 1921 : 
-nr chose not only the length of every sentence. I 
chose the rise and fall of every paragraph to fi t he r, 
and fit her on that day at that very moment. • •• I f a 
thing has really come off it seems t o me t hat there 
musn' t be one si ngle word out of place, or one word 
1 . Ibid , p . 150 
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that can be taken out. Th~ tls how I . AD.1 at writing. 
It will take some time to ~et anywhere · near t here. " (1 ) 
This citation is interesting for two reasons. First, 
it confirms our belief that Mansfield was a rre ticulous artist . 
Secondly it i nd ica tes t hat i n he r ov.rn opinion she was mere ly 
beginni ng to reach her art i s tic r equiremen ts.. Mis s DrJ.ll has 
the finished perfection of form that comes only after hours 
of working ove r phrases and paragraphs . The seg_uence of phrases 
and the tempo of the observations are fitted to the bird-like, 
breathless, eager awareness of an old lady in love with life. 
Miss Brill goes to a band concert on this day when there is 
rta faint chill in the air" . and "now and then a leaf alighting 
2 
from the sky . 11 She is wearing her fur-piece which she has 
taken out of its box that very day . It is obviously old, like 
Miss Brill; it is precious to her. 
nshe could have t aken it off and laid it on her lap and 
stroked it. • •• .Jl.nd when she breathed, something ligh t 
and sad---no, not sad exactly, something gentle seemed 
to move in her bosom." ( 3) 
She takes a keen delight in watching the crowd at t he ro ncert. 
She has noticed a difference between t he group that circulates 
a nd the peopl e who sit on the ben ches and chairs. 
"Miss Bri 11 had often noticed---there was something 
funny about nearly all of them. 'l'hey were odd, silent, 
nearly all old and from t he way t he y stared---they 
looked as though they'd just come from li t tle dark 
r ooms---even cupboards." (4 ) 
1. Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, pp . 360-361 
2. Ibid , p. 182 
3. Ibid , pp . 182-183 
4 . Ibid, pp. 184-185 
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That she herself is one of them, she actually does not realize . 
She feels as if she were watching a play---as though she were 
acting i n it. 
"They were all on the stag~~· They weren't only .the 
audience, not only looking on; they were acting . l!:ven 
she had a part and came every Sw1day . No doubt some-
body would have noticed if slle hadn't been there; she 
was :part of the performa nce after all.n (1) 
She begins to feel a close rapport ·with the whole group: 
n'l1h e tune lifted, lifted, the light shone; and it seemed 
. to },iiss Brill t hat in another moment all of the m, all 
the whole company, would begin singing. The young men , 
The laughing ones, who were moving togeth er, t hey 
would begin, a nd the men ' s voi ces , ver y r esol ute and 
brave , woul d j oin theru . ..i nCl. then s he , t oo, ancL t h e 
ot hers on t h e benches---th ey \ >JJ c.:.l cl come in Hi t h a kind 
of a cc om1)an i men t- --s ometh ing l ow , t ha t sca rc e l y ro s e or 
fell, sometll ing so beautiful- - - moving- - - " (2) 
She experiences a surge of affect ion tovmrd t hi s unity t hat she 
feels in the group . Just as when she walked along thinking a bo 
her dear little nec k- piece, so now she feels ''a somethi ng , what 
was it '? --not sadness , no, not s adness---a something t ha t ma de 
3 
you wan t to sing . " While she is feeling this vital relation -
ship to t h e life aroLmd her, she hea rs the c onversa tion of a 
boy and girl nearby. The girl re fuses to let; t he boy kiss her. 
" 'But why? Beca use of . that st upid old thing a t t he e.ri.d 
"Ghe r e? ••• Why does she come here at all'? Vlho wants 
h er'? Why doesn 't sh e leep her silly old l.JlUg a t home? ' 
'It ' s her f u- u.r nhi ch is so f'wmy--- I t ' s e:L;:e,c t l y· like 
fr i ed \J' it i ng .' tt ( '±) 
Tile t \ JO raed i a t h r o ugh which .i ·dss 13rill h a s c on e a live have been 
1. 
2 . 
o . 
4. 
I bi cl , ) · 187 
I bid , p . 188 
IOC:" cit 
I bid , pp . 18 8 -189 
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destroyed . The boy had ruptured her bond of unity wi t h the 
group . The girl has dese crat ed the neck-piece that was a liv-
ing realit y to Miss Brill . Miss Brill is so shaken t hat s he 
hasn't the heart to buy her Sunday treat - --a slice of honey 
cake . 
tt ••• s l:te pas sed t he baker ' s by , climbed the stairs , we nt 
into the little dark room---her room like a cupboard---
a nd s at dovm on the little r ed eide rdovm . She s a t t here 
a long t ime . 'rhe box t hat t he fur piece c arn.e out of was 
on t he bed . She unclasped the necklet quickly, quickl y , 
v1i thout looking , laid it inside . But \'!hen she put t he 
l id on s he thought she hearcl SOIJ.et hing cryi:ng . u ( 1) 
So ends this tender and delicate study o f how stray v10rds , 
spoken care lessly by insensitive :person s , can tear away t he 
fragile t hread by which t he old cling to life . Both t he 
illusion t .ilat allovJed Mis s Br ill to interpenetra te into life 
(her feeling of unity wi t h t he group} and t h e object t hat 
awakened t hat illusion (the fur) have been ridiculed to nothing-
ness . There is skill in Mansfield 's use of t he themes of the 
vague sadness and the cupboard-like r oom; the r e i s a ni ce 
bal ance between chill and warmt h where the former s ubsides 
during t h e ris .. ng action and the latter becomes an emotion . 
'rhe chill is always ther e, hov,rever , and it is the chill . of death 
The Ladyts Mcid is a record of the p r og ressive condition-
ing a ·dynamic individual so that t he person ' s reactions a r e ren-
dered ne gative in a ll a re as of li f e s ave in·her of fi c i al 
pos i tion a s maid . It is an exarn) l c of t he sc~bt le st ri:./~j ing 
1 . I bid , :p . 189 
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from t h e i ndividual of her rights to c lail.!l the lJl' ivile ,e of' 
being an i lldi vidual . r o s ome c riti c s it mi ,: ) rt see1.1 that t h e 
Hl<:.dd he rein <levelop eo. is in the exact n iche i n societ y where 
s h e beloHg s , t hat s 11e is inevitabl y of the "slav en class . This 
is mis inter pretation . '.i'he vvolllan knows t hat s l1e has missed 
l i fe but h er deep loyal ty to h er e mployer and h er sound c om.mon 
sen se comb i n e to jJ revent her thinki ng about herself. She tells 
her story in an hour to a s ilent listen er. When s h e was a 
child , her g r andfather rejected her be cause s h e h ad cut off 
her beautiful hair . 
" ' Vlell, you. see, madam , he' d t aken such p ride i n my hair' 
r ••• Oh , dear , I must have looked a sight, VJi th my hand 
rolled up in my p inny and my hair st i cking o ut .•• 
I'eo}Jle must have laugh ed wh e n t he savJ me . , n ( 1) 
She c annot remember having been a child: 
11
' i md I dontt e v er remember e ven fee ling---well-- - a child , 
as you might say . You see t he re v1e re my uniform~ , and 
one thing and another . lJiy lady put me into coll a rs and 
c uffs from the first . " ( 2} 
h e fits very YJell i..t"J.t o t he role of 1)e rsonal servant . She i s 
sincere alld 1Ni lli ng; h er employ er makes t he mo s-t of it . Ye t 
· h e child in he r t h at l1as not lived er11erges in a sL1gul r r ··;ay . 
'
1 Beautiful those donkeys 1vere~ They were t he first I'd 
ever seen out of a cart---for l; lea s ure a s you might suy . 
':L'lley ~1ere a lovel y s ilver grey with little red saddles 
and blue bridles a n d bells jing - a-jingling on their ears. 
ii.nd quite big gi rls---older. than me, even---were riding 
them, e.ver so gay---.P..nd I don't know what is was, but 
the way the little feet wen t, and the e yes -- -so gentle 
- - -and the soft ears---made me want to go on a donkey 
more t h an anything in the world . n (3) 
• The Lady's Maid pp. 250-251 
• Ibid,. p . 251 
3 .nrrct "D . 252 
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The vision of the donkeys comes to h er at night . Even then 
s he is afraid to adlnit that s J1e wants to ride on them. 
n ••• as soon as t he light s was out , there t hey we r e, my 
donkeys, kingling along with their neat l ittle fe et 
and such ~yes.. . Well, madam, would you believe i t, 
I waited f or a long time, and pretended to be asleep , 
ru1d then suddenly I sat up and called out as loud as I 
co uld, "I do want to go on a donkey ! I do want a donke ;r-
ridet You see, .L had to say it, and I t .hought they 
vvouldn' t laugh at me if t he y knew I vJas only dreaming . 
ll.rtful, wasn't it? Just what a siily child would think. "( 
She has been in love. He was a florist and they made all their 
plans together. 
nrt was all going to be Just · s o and I was t o have the 
window to arrange ••• Oh, how I 've done that window 
of a Sunday ... Not really, of course, madam , just 
dreaming as y·ou might say. I've done it for Christma s 
---motto in holly, and all---and I've had my Easter 
lillies wit h a gorgeo us sta r all daffodils in the 
middle. I 've hung---well, that's enough of thattt (2) 
The transition from past fact to present dreaming is very 
signifi cant here for the light it thr ows on Ellen. So is her 
breaking off whe n her instinct tells her not to allow those 
thoughts to go through her mind.. Like Ma Parker she kno'fNS 
that if you think about things that yo u can't remedy, they grow 
in you to such gigantic proport-ions and bear suc h anguish as 
they grow , that they are dangero us to sani tyl Neither v.roman 
could analyse this point of view; it is a principle by which 
they both live. Ellen goes on to tell of the day when she 
and her lover vvere to choose their furnishings. \fate her 
interpretation of tl:le a ctions of her employer . 
1 . Ibid . pp . 252- 253 
2 . Ibid, Jl . 253 
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"Iiy l ady vmsn ' t q_ui te herse l f t hat afternoon ••• Not t hat 
she'd said anything of cours e, she never does or ,Hill . 
But l knew by t h e way she kept wrapping hei'self up and 
·asking me i f it was cold ••• I didn't l ike leaving her, 
I knew I" d be worry.iD:g a ll the time. i t last I aslmd he r 
if she'd rather I put if off. " 011, no Ellen~ she said, 
'you. musn' t mind about me ••• ' And so cheerful, you 
know, madrun, n~ver thinking about herself . It made 
me feel worse than ever.n (1) 
Realizing t hat s he is about to lose a docile and efficient 
maid, the employer l1as begun to do something about it in a way 
too subtle for t he honest trus t ing Ellen. 
"I began to vn rider... Then she dropped her handkerchief 
and began to stoop down to pick it up herself--a thing 
she_ never did. 
' Vfuatever are you_ doingt' I cried, running to stop her. 
' Well" she said, smiling, ':you know, madam, I shall have 
to begin to practise . " (2} 
She ask s her lady if shetd rather she didn't get married. 
7
"l'Jo Ellen, not for ·the wide world . ' 
But while she said it , madam, ..L 1;vas looking in her glass; 
Of course , s h e didn't know I could see her---she put her 
little hand on her heart just like her dear mother used 
to, and lifted her eyes." (3) 
That gesture decides Ellen. She returns all his letters and 
gifts to Harry and slanLs the door in his face. She mu.sn't 
allow him to say anything for then she vv:i..ll realize how much 
she loves him.. Then, overcome by the finality Pf what she has 
done, hoping wildly that her act can be undone, she rushes into 
the street. 
"When I 01Jened the door , believe me or not, madam. , that 
man~ genet I ran out into the road, just as I was, 
in my apron and my house shoes, and there I stayed in 
l. Ibid, pp. 253-254 
2. Ibid, p. 254 
3. Loc-cit 
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the middle of the road staring ••• ! " ( 1) 
Now comes her familiar theme: "People ;must have laughed if they 
s aw me." (2) 
She is completelydependent on her employer for, forced 
by subtle domination, s he has g iven up everything for ·her . 
" Oh, dear , I sometimes t hink ••• what eve r should I do if 
anything were to •.• " ( 3) 
This woman is her- ovm psychiatrist.. It is not t hat s h e is un-
willing to face her problem but that if she does face it s h e 
s uspe cts t hat flaws will be found in the patterning of it 
whi ch will result in merital chaos. 
"Thinking won't help. Not that I do it often. And if' 
ever I do, I pull myself up sharp , 'Nov>T then; Ellen. 
_.:;,_t it again---you silly girl~ If you can't find any-
thing better to do than to start thinking ••• It (4 ) 
The psycho-realistic method acts directl:l upon the reader in 
this story. Step by step as we realize the implications in 
her senten ces, we come to rea lize her total life, the sadness 
of it, the injustice of it; VJ'ith that realization comes the 
knowledge that Ellen suspects something but since she can't reme~y 
it now she prefers, like t he healthy person that s he is, to 
close certain corridors of her mind with the sign "Enter at 
your Periltt. Thus she keeps herself sane and fairly happy as 
a submerged IB rsonality. 
'l'he techniq_ue of' this sto ry is one of the mos -G interest-
ing features of it. · 'rhe riegati vism of her personality is 
l. E.bid , p . 255 
2 . Loc, cit. 
3. Ibid, p . 255 
4 . Loc. cit 
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carried out in her conversation; she consistently replies to 
the listener in the negative: "Not at all madam " "No ' , ) 
madam, never now." She does not intend to give the questions 
the slightest consideration . This would be the first step 
toward those clos ed corridors and sh e does not p i'opose to 
take ths_t step for it woul d be both dangerous and futile. · 'fh is 
is not a cheap "sob" story. 'rhere is dignity in Elle..'l, self -
respect, keen intelligence, and a •'lis e a cceptance of her lot. 
She expects no sympathy; to her sympathy would be an insult. 
To Richard Murry__.11ansfi eld clarifies her method i n The 
Daughters of the Late Colonel. 
"It's the outcor.1e of the Prelude method ••• it just unfolds 
and grrmws. But I hope t hat it's an advance on Prelude. 
In fact r know it is because the technique is stronger . !':(1 
A year later she feels t ha t thi s stoi'y alon e approaches the 
quality of the writing she wa~t s to produce. 
"To do anything, to be anything one must gather oneself 
togethe r and 'one's faith make strongert • 1'-Jothing of 
any worth can come from a disunited being . It is only 
by accident that I wrilte anything wori;h a rush, and 
then it's only skimming the top---no more. But remember, 
The Daughters was written at Mentone in November when I 
was not so bad as usual. I was trying with all my soul 
to be good." (2 ) 
Two weeks later she writes to Gerhardi: 
"Don't imagine for one moment, though, that I think 
myself wonderful! That's far, far from the truth. I 
take writing too seriously to be able to flatter my-
self, I have only begun. The only story that satisfies 
me is the one you understand so 'I!Yell, The Daughters o:r 
1. Mansfield, 
Mansfield, 
-lr 
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the ·:Late Colonel, and parts of Je Ne Parle Das Francais. 
But, Heavens, what a journey there is before me." (l) 
l\i[ansfi eld h as indeed learned huru.ility . She believes she i s 
only beginni ng to realize her own standards. 
Th e weel{: after the Colonel's death was a busy one tor his 
two aging daughters. 
"Even when they vv-en t to bed it was only their bodies 
-'Ghat lay dovm and rested ; their minds went on thi nk-
ing thi ngs and talking things over, wondering, deciding, 
trying to remember ••• (2) 
Into this story is diffused (as we noted in At The Bay) a 
warm hwuor . Critics, farl'l:i,liam with Mansfield's satirical work, 
would not allow her this glowing humor and set it down as 
sub-Gle ridicule. The story is developed in such a way that in 
its progress several qualities of experience are felt by the 
sisters; therefore in various parts app ropriate tones prevail . 
It is only right that bumor be there for they are both a trifle 
odd, these two who have been held down under the iron-clad rule 
of a domineering invalid father; bu.t they call forth our smile 
and our love not our laughter. They cannot accept the f'act 
that he is a ctually dead. 
"Josephine had a moment of absolute terror at the ceme-
t e ry, while t he coffin vias lowered, to think that she 
and Constantia had done this thing ·without asking his 
permission. W11at would father say when he fm.lnd o ut? 
For he was bound to find out sooner or later. He 
always did--- ----Perhaps they should have kept him 
unburied for a time 'to make perfectly sure'" (3) 
1. Mansfield, Katherine: Letters, p. 444 
21 The Daughters of the Late Colonel, pp. 92-93 
3 . J.bid, p . 27 
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This humor covers a deep tragedy---again the submerged p erson-
alities, blotted out by circumstances beyond their will or 
c on troili. 
The essential individuality of each sister comes out 
clear: 
"Josephine got very red when this happened and s h e f astene 
her small, bead-like eyes on the tablecloth as if s he 
saw a minute strange i nsect creeping through t he v.reb of 
it. But Constantia's long pale face lengthened and set, 
and she gazed away---away---far over the desert to where 
that line of camels unw::»und like a thread of wool" (1) 
The wo uld never admit it but they are relieved at the going 
of their f ather. Josephine makes funeral plans. 
"'I should like it to be q_uite simple,' said Josephine 
f irmly, 'and not too expensive. At the same time I 
should like' ••• 
' A good one that will last, 1 thought dreamy Constantia 
as if Josephine vrere buying a nightgovm." (2) 
They go to their father's room to arrange his effects. Haunted 
by the thought that he will never forgive them for bu.rying him. , 
they rea ch the room and a re i nc a;pable of continuing :bheir 
project. They both. feel the awf ul p r es ence of t he old man . 
nJosephine oound only glare ••• But how could she ex-
plain to Constantia that fath er was in the chest of 
drawers? He was in the top drawer with his handke r -
chiefs and neckties, or i n the next with his shirts 
and py jamas, or in the lovvest of all with is suits. 
He was watch i ng there, hidden away, just behind the 
door-handle--- ready to spring . n (3) 
Finally they postpone their project. 
The death of" their father is bourne in upon them when the 
1. Ibid, p. 27 
2. I bid, p. 92 
3. Ibid, p. 96 
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organ-grinder comes dovr..o. the street. Automatically they think 
about giving him mon ey to sto.p p laying . They don 't have to 
do that any more. Father is dead. The organ seems to be p lay-
ing this tune: 
!~A week since fat her died, 
.A week since father died:" 
"On the India carpet t he re fell squares of sunlight, 
pale red; it came and went and c ame---and stayed, deepened -
until it shone almost golden • 
• • • a perfect fa untain of bubbling notes shook from t h e 
barrel organ, round bright notes, carelessly scattered. n 
Both vvomen are thinldng a long the same lines. They a r e wonder-
ing about their past ••• whether it could have been different ••• 
should have been di fferent ••• Josephine s ees t h e birds outside. 
"But Jos~phine felt that t hey were not sparrows, not on 
the window-ledge. It was inside her, t ha t queer little 
crying noise. yeep --yeep --yeep-- Ah , what was c rying 
so we ale and forlorn? u ( 2) 
~onstant ia considers her lif e: 
"But it all seemed to have ha ppened in a kind of tunnel. 
I t vms n 't r eal. I.t was only vlfhen she came ou t of t he 
t unnel into the mooilligh·t or by the sea or int o a 
thunderstorm that sh e really felt herself . 1ilhat did it 
me an? What did it all lead to'? Now'? Now? " ( 3 } 
osephine i.s dravm slowl y into the sunli E)lt: --
" The thi eving stm touch ed Josephine gent l y . She lifted 
her face. She 'Nds drawn over to the r1L1dov1 by gelltle 
beam.s. rf ( 4i 
~ Ol."lstantia i s dro.wn to J osephine . 
11 he v~an t ed to say someth i ng to Josephine , sor.1eth .:.. ng 
frigh t fully important , about---about the future and wh'"""t .. " 
( 5) 
--------------
Ibid , p . 111 4 . Ibid, .., 113 • .JJ • 
. Ibid . p • 112 5 . Ibid , p . 114 
. Ibid , p • 114 
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She begins t o speak . Josephine interrupts . 'I'hey both pause . 
Then they a rgue as to who shBl l speak f irst . 
"A pause . Then Constantia s aid fa intly ---'I can 't say 
what I was going t o s a y , -Jug , because I've forgotte n 
what it was that I wa s go ing to say .' 
Josephine vms silent for a momen t. She stared at a 
big cloud 'itlhere t he sun had been. '.Chen she replied 
short ly, 'I've forgott e n too . ' " ( 1) 
These ·i;wo had almost broken through to life . Now the y are 
dead as s urely as Fat her is dead . They will never SULl1.l11on t he 
c ourage to make a n ot:1e 2..' at tenpt to re a ch a hei sht ened res:,)on-
sive a':r~·re:1ess of life . Ens l a v ed t o a c;host , tlley a:L' e sub -
merged verson~_ities . 
In this sto ry Llansfi e id reaches a high point in her us e 
of the psycho-rea listic method. The distinctness of each o f 
t h e t wo sisters , their t error of their f a t her , t heir progressivelv 
r ising av1areness of p ossi bilities of experience, their tre bl-
i ng on t h e verge of their mutual r ealization , and the pause 
tha t is the decisive facto r in breaking down a ll possibili t r of 
t~1is---all t hese developmen ts are handled a nd fused i n to a 
unity vJi th consLunrnate art . Mans f ield has a l ways be en able to 
make e asy transition s from what a :txerson is doing to what he 
is thinking or feelin g , the r eby shm~ring ps ~-cho-realist ic ally 
vrha t is happening i n the cons ciousness of' the person . In 
this story the technique of :psycho-realism is carried out v.r.ith 
remarkable skill. The p resent writer believes that this story 
is not only the fin est in the vo l ume but the finest of a ll her 
1 . Ibid , p . ll5 
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work ; it is an original , vit a l , and nearly· perfect vrork of a rt . 
Crl tics had a way of misw1derstan ding hlansfield : 
"I p ut my all into that story and hardly anyone s an what 
I vvas getting at . Even dear old liardy told ne to vn· ite 
mor·e ab out those si s ters . As if t h ere was any mo .:·e 
to say . " ( 1) 
r o Ger-hardi she mentions the smne p roblem: 
ur con.fess I h OIJed very much that my readers wo uld 
understand what I was trying to express . But very few 
did . They thought I was ' sneering' at Jug and Constantia ; 
or they thought it wc. s ' drab' • .l\.nd in the l ast para-
graph I was ' p oking fun at t"le p oor old things . ' 
It is a lmost terrifying t o be misunderst ood . There was 
a moment wh en I first had 'the idea ' wh en I saw t h e 
t wo sisters a s amusing ; but t h e moment I look ed de eper 
( let me be quite frank) I bor.Jed dor-m to t he beau~t y t ha t 
r~s h i dden i n t he ir live s an d to d i s c ove r t hat ~2s ~ll 
u y de s ire . - 11 u as r.1e ant, of c o urse , to l ee.d up to 
t hat l ast p~ragraph ~here my t~o flo~e rless ones t ~rned 
':Ji t _ t .hat til"Ji cl 5esture , to tl:e SL"c...7l . ' Pe r haps now' . 
. .tnd a fter thut it seemed to me t h ey died as surel:' a s 
]'ather was dead . " ( 2 } 
In SUtllfiB..rizing our findings in The Garden Party it is a t 
once evident that I:.Iansfie l d' s art isti c a nd phi losophical per-
s p e ctives, enl a rging their scope in 1~19 and 1920 , are bear-
ing fruit . It is a lso clear frou her own st8.tement that she is 
is only beginning to interpret life as profoundly and artistical ..... y 
as she would inter1)ret it . 
The Garden :Party· is not a duplication of Bliss And Other 
Stories . I n the first .Jl ace there is not one :psychopatic 
individual among t he ma jor characters in The Garden :t=-arty_ 
3 . 
whereas in Bliss .imd Other Sto ries we netted several . Beryl 
1 • . Mansfield, Ka t herin e: Le tters , p . 4 14 
2 . Ibid , p . 388 - 389 . 
3 . Supra: Chap . VI . 
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is t h e only ne urot i c pers on a lity receiving c onsiderable develop-
ment 3.l1d her neuroticism may be tempoTe. r y i f life deals f<::drly 
with her . E rs . Harry rember and he r husband , to be sure , are 
o f the f amily of Duquette bu t they are in a radial a nd no t a 
f oca l p osit ion i n t h e st or y . Mans f ield. has ·tu rned awa y f r om 
the trea t ment of co nfirmed egocen tricity and neuroticism to 
write of idiosyncracies in normal people • . The daughters of 
t he Colonel and Miss Brill are not neurotic; they exhibit t he . 
odditie s of age an d lonel i!l~e ss •. This choice of ch aracte r p re-
sents the opportunity for a freer play of the creative faculty 
t han does t he range of :psychopathic t trp es where t h ere is a l most 
the necessity. for a pplying psychiatric technique and the danger 
of running into the case-study method . This is not the fwl c-
tion of the creative artist . We are not implying that Mansfield 
took th.is false step; yet if The Ga:uden Party were a furt her 
development in a direct line from Bliss lmd Other Stories she 
would inevitably have lost the a rt i st's a pproach in assuming 
tha.t of tre ps7chia trist . The satirist---especially the young 
s a tirist is in danger of selecting obvious deviations from 
the norm as the object of his sadre; these characters lend 
themselves eas il~r to his technique. In The Garden. Party :Mans -
fie l d has ceased to be a s a tirist; i nstead Vie fi n d i 1 its · 
various stories a vi tal vmrmth , a g lowing humor, a f'ine irony, 
and a rare beauty • 
. S..econdly we fi nd a tender and p ro f ound Wlderstanding and 
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1. 
treatment of the psychology of t h e old . i:•Iansfield has dis-
c6v e red t hat the lives of old people are rich and intricate; 
thEW provide a fertile source for art i stic interpreta tion. 
\ie believe ·t:;llat lv:lan s f ield' s stories involving charact e rs 
on a social plane other than h er ovm are often more pen e t r a t-
i ng an d competen t t han those which g row out of her :D'amiliarit.y 
vd th h er ov1n class. For example, Life of hla :Parker, The Ladyt s 
Maid a n d Miss Brill are more signifi cant t h an The Young Gi r l 
a nd IV~r. and Mrs. Dove. 
Our fo ~.lrth con clusio n is that Man sfie ld, perpetually con-
cel~ned with t he inte r play of. persona lities, man ifests con tinual 
interest in t he subtle and disastrous wa y s in vvhich t he sensi-
tive and fo rlorn are hurt by their less sensi t ive obt us e 
2 . 
fellO\'~linen . ~le do not s peak of t he sli gh t prick s and jolts 
t hat a re t he cormnon~ lo t of peo ~l e in t heir dai l y c omi ngs a nd 
go ings. We refe r to the wound t hat . ch anges t he ton e of a 
whole f uture or casts a: threatening shadow ove.r t h e total 
3 
mean i ng of an individual. In several instances she h a s dealt 
with the progress i ve s.obmergence of individuality, a crime 
not p unishable by law, yet a crime involving the destruction 
of t he roots from. vvhich the indi vi.d ual Jl ersonali ty springs. 
another element which makes The Garden Pa:rr\f.y W1Usual and 
and rare is the mannifestations of beauty that Ma nsfield has 
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c·aught in her writing; beauty of sea a nd earth as in At The Bay 
and The Voyage and beaut y and i n tegrity of the human being as 
in the grandmother in At The Bay a nd the daughters of t he 
Colonel. 
Fr om t h e viewpoint of technig_ue an.d form many signi f icant 
changes have come about. Mansfield has become inten sely con-
scious of t he making of a phrase, the r hythm of a sentence, 
the tone of a para graph in relation. to the person s abo ut whom 
whe is writing. One lwrrnecessary word is intolerable to her. 
She has shown a marked tenden cy to desert plot entirely and 
apply the psycho-rea listic method unl1ampered by any reg_ui remen t 
of struct ure. 
~·nth J.1he Garden Party in the bookstal ls to please or 
:provoke reade.rs, lvlansfield was yet unsatisfied. She looked 
f orwa rd to better work i n the immedi ate f uture. 
nHo·wever, I am certain my new book Vfill be a failure • 
.rhere will be reaction against it.. I count on that, 
so I mean to make the next one really as good as I c an. " (l 
1. lilansfield, Kathe r ine: Letters, p . 414 
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Chapter IX 
"CRYSTAL CLEAH FOR THY LIGHT TO SHI NE THROUGH 11 
Katherine Mansfield believed that in 1921 she was only 
begirm.ing t o produce the quality of art she wished to create. 
Upon reading the critical reviews of The Garden Party she 
was hurt and terrified at the misunderstanding therein dis-
played. All this , however , she t ook with good grace . It 
was only when t he critics proceeded to judge her as an artist 
who ha s reached her zenith that she took except ion to them .. 
To Dorothy Brett she wrote in November: 
"I wish people would not write that kind of criticism 
for another five years at least .. 11 ( 1.) 
· In the same l etter sh e establishes her ow:.r1 deadline: 
"I want t o have another two vears' work done at least 
before I am worth talking about .rr (1 .. ) 
Only one more year of creative activity was to be hers . I n 
the period from the publicat ion of The Garden Party to Oct-
ober of 1922 when she gave up writing of her own accord , six 
stories 'Here compl eted.. Fifteen incomplete stories , some 
almost finished and others on l y fragrnenta.ry , also remain. 
At this po i nt we f eel that we should j ustify our attitude to-
2v 
ward the volume entit l ed The Little Girl and Other St ories 
and the unfinished pieces in The Doves' Nest and Other Storie 
The stories appearing i n The Little Gir l and Other 
l. Mansfi eld , Katherine : Letters , pP • 414-415 
2. English title: Some_thinP~ Childish and Other Stories 
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Storie s were collected and published by Murry in 1924. Hi s 
introductory note includes this illuminating statement: 
11 I have no doubt that Katherine Mansfield , were she still 
alive , would not have suffered some of these storie s to 
appear,.rt (1.) 
Wl1.y, thr:m , did he publish them? It is not our function to 
accuse . ~e point out in passing , however , that the posthu-
mous publication of Mansfield 's Journal, Nove~~ and Novelists, 
and Letters in both one volume and two volLmle editions, The 
Little Girl and Other Stories, The Doves' Nest and Other 
Stories , the Poems, and more recently the Scrapbook, and a 
biography , to say nothing of the two volumes undertaken in 
collaborati on with Ruth Mant z, made Katherine Mansfield a 
profitable memory . Vvhi l e we can see just ific ation for the 
publication of several of these volumes , we beli e--e i t a 
h i g_h. breach of f aith to publish a book .feeling that the auth-
or, had she been liv i ng , would not have done so . Mans.field 
could have include d all these stori es in Bliss and Other 
Stories or The Garden Party . Of the twenty-six stories i n -
eluded , four were vvritten before the publication of In A 
German Pension and only two were wri tten after the publica-
tion of Bliss and Other ~tories; therefore a ll the stories 
preceeded the publication of The Garden Party and could have 
been included in that volume had Mansfield so des i red .. 
1. Murry, John Middleton, in his ~!Intr:oductory Note 11 to The 
Little Girl and Other Stories 
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That she did not include them i s significant • They wer~e n ot 
wh at she meant. She f e lt that they were far below even an 
average success, that in 1918 and 1921 she had ou t grovm them . 
I n other wor ds she did not recognize them as an integral 
and significant part of her per-.rnanent body of writ ing . The 
present wr i ter has examined these st ori es caref ully and 
concludes with Mansfield that they are n ot a part of the 
direct line of her evolv ing art. There fore they have been 
omitted from this consideration. 
We have also chosen to omit tr•eatment of t he fifteen 
f ragments included i n The Doves' Nest and Other St ories , 
collected and pu b lished by 1Vlurry i n 1930. While there i s 
p e rhaps less j ustification for the exclusion of t he se , it 
appears to us unfair in the highest degree to attempt t o 
derive f rom stories vvhich the artist has abondoned in mid-
channel any accurate i dea of their signif'icance and the light 
t hey throw upon a f urther pl?-ase of h er art i st i c evo lut ion . 
Vle have examined these carefully also and we find that though 
some of them are closely a llied to the quality of previous 
work, there is indication of continued evolution therein. 
We hesitate, not with standing , t o take the respons ibility 
of judg i ng such f ragments, h owever n early c omp lete Murry .fe e l s 
them t o be . We are i mpressed with the sae;red relation be-
tween the creative artist and the manifestation of his geni us . 
We f ee l that i t would be a crime against both Mans.field and 
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her art to diagnose such fragments and draw even tentative 
conclusions . If Mansfield was hurt by what she considered a 
premature judgment of her work, she would be highly indignant 
to discover that her unfi nished stories were being examined 
and evaluated . For the reasons outlined above , and we feel 
that we are holding t he only honorable point of view, the 
analysis in this chapter will be confined to the six complete 
stories a ppearing i n The Doves' Nest and Othe r Stories. 
I n November of 1921 Mansfield wrote The Doll's House, 
another of her New Zealand stories fe aturing the Burnells. 
The children have been given a wonderful doll's house. They 
had never seen any~hing like it b efore; they regard it as a 
veritable miracle. Everyth i n g about it is almost incredible. 
"But what Kezia liked more than anything , what she liked 
frigbtfully was the Ja mp . It stood in the middle of 
the dining-room table , an exquisite little amber lamp 
with a white globe . It was even filled , all ready for 
lighting, thoug.._h. , of course ,. vou couldn't light it. 
But there was something inside that looked like oil , 
and that moved when y ou shook it .n (1 .. ) 
Kezia i s deeply discriminating: 
"The fat h er and mother dolls ••• were reall-:-:r too big for 
the doll's hou.se . They d idn't look as though they 
belonged . But the lamp was perfect . It seemed to 
1. The Doll's House, p. 27. I n order to avoid a conrusing 
multipticity of references and because all subsequent ref-
erences i n this chapter (unless otherwise indicated ) are 
to The Dave s ' Nest and Ot her Stories, only the title of 
the story and the page reference are given. 
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smi l e at Kez i a , to say 1 I live b.ere 1 • The lamp was 
real . 11 (1.) 
The doll s hou se becomes t h e tal k o -2' the school as the 
children ,joy ie telling about it and 11 choosing who 1 s t o come 
and see it. " 
"For it had been arranged that while the doll's house 
stood in the courtyard they mig_ t ask the g i r l s at 
school., two at a time , to come and look. Not to stay 
fo r tea , of course , or come trai ps i ng through the 
house. But j ust to stand quietly in the courtyardn ...... 
(2.) 
The same qualit-y· of class consciousness emerges in this stor7 
as in The Garden Part y . The a dvent of the doll's house 
brings out a ll the s~nugness ' half hidden in most of the chi l -
ren .. I t call s forch the dep orable __ ypocrisy of the little 
. 1 ' . . J... t . -'-1 • 1 i g1r s wno, 1m1~a 1ns ~~elr e ce~s , court the attention of 
those who have somet:.1.ing they want to share in . . t :9laytime 
the Burnells are the center of i nterest .. 
11 nd the onl~; two who s t a ye d outsic.J.e the ring were the 
two w~lO w·ere a l vra-;;s outside , the little Kelvey s. They 
knev1 better than to come anywhere nea.r t_J.e Burne lls . 11 
3 .) 
I t is difficul t enough for t,~~.: Durnells and their socia 
group to suffer their ch ildren to ningle wi tl:.. the unse lect e 
pupils at the school. They have to draiiii a line somewhere . 
They drav1 i t at the Kelveys . Their narrow intolerant att i t. -
ude comes out clearly: 
l. Loc. cit 
2 .. The Doll's House , p ~ 28 
3 . Ibid., p ~ 30 
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11The7 were the daughters of a spry , hard-worki ng itt l ~ 
Wf.:.'tsher voman , ·who 'Hent about from house to house b7 the 
day . 'rhis was awful enough . But where vms Hr • 
. .\.elve-y? Nobody knew fo r certain. But ever:: body said 
he was i n prison." ( 1 .. ) 
The Kelveys' clothes a r e com9ounr e d of the cast - off draperies 
curtains , and other I'ags fron the -~-10·:,1es of the f amil ie s w _o 
c o:.:'n t __ em. Their costmnes are I'idiculous; it is real_y 
impossible not t l au.g1 .. 
" ut whatever our Else wore she w::)ul d have l oo ed strange 
S~1.e r12.s a tiny wi shbone of a c~'lild, vit cro:_Jp e hai r 
and enormous s olenm e yes--- a litt l e w_1.ite owl. ifo ody 
h ad ever seen her s2 ile; she scarcel y ever s p o e . She 
went through life ho l d i nu on to Lil v1i -'c~'1. a p iece of 
Lil' s ski rt scr wed up ~n __ er hand .. V• .. 1.ere Li l -.rent 
om." El se followed . . I n the playground , on the road goin()" 
to an ' from chool , ther e '\'las Lil marchinrr i n front aL d 
our Else _1.ol .ing on behind . Only when she wanted an ·;-
·uhing , or VJhen she ;,:as out of breath , our Else gave 
Lil a tU[S , a twitch , and Lil stopped and turned around . 
The Kelveys never fa iled t o understa:hc. each other ." ( 2 . ) 
The;,r hear' I sabel 's proud haugh:;y vo i ce telling of t 1.e won ers 
of the doll ' s house . They hear Kezia reminc i ng her of the 
little l anq . Two gir l s are chos en to v i evv the doll's house . 
" On_y the little Kelveys moved away for ;~:otten; there 
·was nothing more for ther.1 to hear .. 11 3 . ) 
Like Laura in The Garden Part y , Kezia goes t o her mother 
wi th .. e r problem ,. 
n 'l:Iother,' said Kez i a , 1 c an ' t · I asl{ the Ke l veys j ust 
or1ce? 1 
---------------
1. I bid., P • 30 
2 . I b i d .. , P • 31 
3 . Ibid., p . 32 
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'Certaimly not , Kezia. ' 
'But why not: ?' 
'Run away ; Ke z ia .. You lmow quite well why not.' 11 (1.) 
Kezia 1 s r.a.othe r does not give the ch ild an adequate answer 
wherea s Laura 's mother atter;1pted some sort of explanat ion. 
Kezia does not i).nderst and just why she cannot ask the Kelveys 
She is the only one in the group who does not understand; 
this i s the beauty of the ch ild. The reactions of b oth 
mothers , however, are the same essent ially . 
After the doll's house has been exh austed as a top ic 
of conversation for the reason tha t everyone has seen i t 
except the Kelveys , a new sourc e of amus ement is sought p r 
t he children . They pounce on the Kelveys . The attack is 
in part retaliation for not being ab l e to st op the Ke l vey s 
from list.en i ng to the conversation about the doll's house; 
in part it is the unconsc ious necessity for expressing the 
class consciousness which has been aroused in all of them 
by t h is incident. I n t !iS way they r i d themselves of their 
feelings of aggression and j ustif-:r t o the world their 
attitude, The Kelveys never say a word. 
11 
• •• Lil only gave her silly s ~J.ame-faced smile . She did 
not seem to mind the quest ior at a l l. VVhat a sell for 
Lenal The girls began to tj.tter . 
Lena cou ldn't stand that. She put her hands on her 
hips ; she shot forward---' Yah , yer father' s in prisonl' 
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she h issed s p itefully." (1.) 
Note the rea ction to this: 
"This was such a marve lous t ~ .ing to have sai d that the 
little girls rushed a wa y i n a body , deepiy , deep l y 
excited , wild with joy . Someone .found a long rope, 
and they began skipp i ng . And never did they ski p s o 
high, run i n a nd out so f a st , or do such daring things 
. as on that morning e rr ( 2.) · 
This i s a remarkable study of group savage ry i n children. 
I t is an examp le of the unreas on-2'': c:::>u e lty that children 
exhibit t ovmrd other children who for s ome reason are re-
garded as out of their domi nant group. 
Kez ia is a little different . \IV:t1en s he is swingi ng on 
the gate that afternoon and the Kelveys come a long the r o a d , 
she i nvit es t h em to see the doll's house. Lil tells Ke z i a 
tha~ Ke zia's mother informed .Lil's mother that the Burnells 
were not t o s p eak to the Kelveys . Dismissing thi s lightly, 
Kez i a has j us t begun to show the doll's house when Aunt 
Beryl appears and sends the children fly i ng . 
"They did not need telling t wice. Burning wi t h · shame , 
shrink i ng together , Lil huddling along lik e he r mother , 
our Else dazed , somehow t hey crossed the big courtyard 
and squeezed through the white gate ." (3 . ) 
Vb.at caused Beryl t o exll.ibit suc h .fury? 
11The aftex•noon had been a wful. A l etter h a d come fr0~ t 
Willie Brett , a territ:y ::..n g thre aten i ng letter.. .. But 
nmv that she had frightened thos e little rats of Ke l veys 
and givenKezia a good scolding, her heart fel t light er . 
l. I b id .. , P • 34 
2. Ibid., PP• 34-35 
3 . I b id., P • 37 
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That gl1.astly pre s sure wa s gone. She went back' to t h e 
·house humming 11 . ( 1. ) 
Beryl s frightened s o sh e bullie s and fri gh t ens others . 
She rids hers~lf of her fe e ling of emotional frustration 
and pani c and fe els much bett e r. She contribut es to the 
cru elty which :r. s ·the theme of the story. The Kelvey s s i t 
down b y the s ide of the road .. 
nPresently our Else nudg ed u p close to her s l s·cer . But 
no·w she had forgot ten the c ross l ady ,. She put out a 
f i nger and s t roked her sister's quill; she smile d h Er 
rare s~t'.ile .. 
'I s een the lit t le l amp , ' she said softly . 
They wer e b oth silent once more . 11 ( 2.) 
The litt le l amp , s :;r.mbol of lig_iLt, life , warmth , and 
the unity o f hw.nan i t y , was the onl y 11real 11 t h ing in the 
_louse for Kez i a . I t is s i ngul ar that our Else, an idiot 
child , shoul d have caught the significance of the lam~; , 
should have sha red ·wi th Kezia that rare feeling for the 
living hear t of the little hous e . Our El se will always see 
little lamps; they wi l l never belong to her . She and Kez i a 
are more sensitive and discriminating than any of the other 
children. In the sharing o f the experience of this symbolic 
lamp , t wo social group s me et for a moment and arefused i nto 
one . 
The reali zat ion of t his i s broug_ht to the reader at the 
very close of tb.e story b y Mansfield's comp etent use of the 
l. Ibid., PP• 37-38 
2. Ibid ., P • 38 
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p s y ch o- r ealistic method . The method acts not only u p on our 
Else but forcefully u pon the reader. The subt l e irony 
vrhich is Mansfield's instrument for Ja y i n g bare all t he 
snobbery and p ettiness of t he group is mor e h i gl1.l y developed 
t han ' in The Ga r d en Part y . Kez ia is an unusual por t ray al of 
a chi l d who is too independent as a t h inker to be t he v ict i m 
of t he f amily 's social patterns . The story is t here fore 
more c onvinc ing a n d p owerful t han 1'he Garden Par tY . The 
- -----------" . 
sequenc e of inc ident is more unusual and inevitab:e • The 
s ymbol of t he l amp a ct s as a we l d ing forc e and brings t he 
story to a more meani n gful totalit -y t h an '. is !he Garden Party. 
Of t he six stories 1.mder c onsideration Hone ymoon is the 
li g.i--J.t est in me aning and treatment . It is s at ire subdu ed to 
a p oint where a warm hu.rnor diffuses i t self through the pages. 
George and Fanny a:r•e on t heir h oneymoon . They are carefree, 
youn g , inexperienc ed and timi d . George i ntend s t o a ct as 
a w..an of t he vvorl d . He con v inces no on e except Famq ; ani 
t h is is enough. 
"But George refused to sit down i mmedi a tely . He s aw 
. t h rough t h ose fellows; h e vmsn 1 t going to be d on e. 
These chap s were alway s out to rus h y ou . So he put h is 
h ands in h i s pockets , and said to Fann:r very c a l mly, 
' This all ri~~t for y ou? Anywhere els e yo u ' d p refer? 
How about over there?' And he n odded to a t able right 
over the other side . VVhat i t was to b e a man of the 
world! Fam1.y a dmired. hiln deep l y , but a ll she wanted 
to do wa s to sit d ovm and look lik e everybody else. 
'I---I like this,' s aid sh e. 
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' li. i ght ,' said George heart ily , and he s at down almost 
before Fanny," (1.) 
Geo:Pg e is healthy , vigorous , childish , and rather obtuse • . 
Fanny is none of t h ese; s h e is dreamy and sensitive and fo r 
this very difference be~ween them she adores George. To her 
h is gaucheries are the epitome of charm. They listen to an 
old man who sings a passionate lov e son g i n a reedy voice. 
A nev; realizat i on comes t .o each o f t hem. 
11Is life like t h is too? thought Fanny . There are p eon le 
like t h is. Th ere is suffering . • •• Had she and Georg e 
the rig_h.t to be so happy? iNasn't it cruel? There 
must be somet h ing else in life which made a ll t hes e 
t h ings possible . YJhat vvas it? 11 ( 2.) 
Lil{e Laura in The Garden PartY. s h e becomes aware of the 
diversity of life. She goes beneath a ppearances to try to 
dis cover what t h is vague sadness is i~hat wa s s o clear in t he 
old man 's singing. Somehmv it se ems to her that the s a diless 
must be accepted as p art of t he v ery pattern of life t h oug..l-l 
it is so out o i' harmony l!'fith her happiness . In her p resent 
state of emotional maturity this is as far as sh e c an g o for 
instead of t h inldng about life, s h e needs f. to experience life. 
George 's reaction is s ligb.tly different. 
11Th e poor old bo] wa s funny . in a way , but God , how it 
made y ou realize what a terrible t h ing it wa s to be at 
t h e beginniag of everyt hin g a s they were , he and Fanny t 11 
( 3.) 
1. Honeymoon , p p . 43 - 44 
2 . Ibid . , p . 48 
3. 'LOG':" cit. 
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They leave before t he man h a s a cl:1an ee to sing again. Thus 
t h ey preserv e their joy not in a s mug wa y but in a natural 
way from the inroads o f t h is s adness t h at is bey ond analy s is . 
The story is an attempt to s h ow hovv love grows bet \'!een t wo 
pers ons of vvidely different temp eraments; t h ey understand 
ver 7 lit t l e about each oth e r in s ome areas , y et, h aving 
fait ~'l in t h eir cert a int y that t hey d o understand ~11, their 
love will grow deeper and that s a dne ss which Fann~y d oe s not 
quite understand will bec on1e a c omprehens ible part of i t . 
A Cu p of Tea b elong s with T:i1.e Garden Part-y and 'rhe 
- ·- · t.. - -
Doll's House b e c ause i t e:>np loy s a sure shar p irony a s its 
inst r ument of interpretation . It also de sc ends in a direct 
line from A Blaze , Revelation.E_ and M~r._£_iage a La l\iode for 
it is another portray a l of t h e s p oiled a rt y , self -centered 
woman . Rosema r y glorie s in receiving s p ecial ·attention 
from s h opmen who tack on t he cost of this to the s p ecial 
p rices s h e p a y s for her obj ects of art . She is i nterested 
in a small enamel box w.nich costs twent y -eight guinea s. The 
s h opman p romises to keep it f or her . As she 16 a v es t he s h op 
a g irl a pproaches her asking for the p~1c~ o f a cu p o f tea. 
11And suddenly it seemed to Rosemary s u c h an a dv eni:;ure. 
I t wa s like s ometh ing out of a :::1ovel b y Dostoevsk y , t h is 
meet ing in the du sk . Sup p os i n g she t ook t h e girl home? 
Supposing she did one of t h ose t ~ings that she wa s a l wa y s 
reading about or seeing on the st age, vrh at would happ en? 
It would b e t h rilling . And s h e heard herself say ing 
afterwards to t he amaz ement of t r1er friends: 1 I simply 
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' ' 
took h e r home with me l f "(l.) 
TheJ get into Rosema r y 's l uxurious car. 
"She c ould hav e s a id , t Now I t ve got y ou , 1 as s h e ga ze d 
a t t h e litt le captive she had nett ed . But o f c ours e 
s h e meant it kindly . Oh , mor e t han kindl y . She vva s 
g oing t o l)rov e to this girl t h a t ••• wonderful t JJ.i ngs 
did happ en in life , that ••• fair godmothers were real , 
t hat ••• rich Deon le had hearts , a nd t h a t women were sist-
ers . 11 (2.) - -
Ros emary takes the girl home but altruism is fart h est from 
her r ea l mot ive .. She i s justifying b y t h is a c t her own 
se l f -cEn tered existence; i n doing so she is experi encin g a 
rare lift t hat t he e go gets from such a d e ed . Her motive 
in s h ort is de s p icable a nd t l}.e g irl is not t he r ecip i ent of 
a k indn ess but a v ictim. 
nshe v1a s like the litt l e rich g irl i n h e r nursery with 
all t h e cupboards to open , all t h e boxes to unp a ck . 11 ( 3 . 
She trie s to con1fort t h.e girl \'lho a ppears to be on t he v erg e 
of suicide. 
" 'I' 11 look a:ft er y cu • ·Don ' t worr·y an~' more . Don ' t y ou 
see what a good t idng it vm s t :.1.at y ou met me? · \ ie ' 11 
h av e some tea and y ou'll t el l me e v e r y t h ing . And I s h al 
arra n ge someth iBg . I }.lromise. Do stop crying . It's 
so exhausting .'" (4.) 
He r husband comes h01:1e , meet s t he girl, a nd c a lls h is wife 
aside . 
11 1 Go od God 1' Philip stru c k a mat ch . 'She 's absolutely 
lovely . Lobk a gain , my ch ild . I wa s bowl ed over when 
1. A Cup o f Tea , p . 55 
2 . Ibi~i); 56 . 
3 . Ibid., p . 57 
4 . Ibid., pp . 59- so 
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I came int o y our room just nov1 . Howev er---I t h ink 
.•ou're ma k ing a ghastly mist ake .' 11 (1.) 
Rosema r y begins to t h inl{ so too . 
"Pretty l Absolutely love l y l Bowled over l 
beat like a heav ey bell . ~retty l Lov ely l 
her cheque b ook toward her . 11 (2.) 
Sh e tells Phili ~J t h e girl has gone . 
Her hea rt 
Sh e drew 
111 She insisted on going,• s a id s h e, 1 so I gav e the p oor 
little t h ing a present of mone y . I c ou ldn 't keep her 
a ga inst her will , c ould I?' 11 ( 3 .) 
That , obviously , is not t he p oint . Rosemary was aware of 
the g i rl as a means of jp.st ifying her ovm wa ;.r of life . Now 
s:t ·e is a ware of the girl as a ver y a ttractive youn g woman 
wh o may menace her ovm securit y vii th Ph ilip . There are two 
things whicb. c onc e rn Ros emary . 
11Then Rosemary a o. i rl dreamily, 1 I saw a fascinating 
lit t le b ox today . It cos t t went y - ei g...11.t e;n inea s. Ma y 
I hav e it? 1 11 (4.) 
Of cours e sh e mav hav e it. With t h is vital problem solved : 
u . 
"But tha t was not r eally what Rosemar y wanted to s ay . 
' Philip , r she wl1.ispered and s h e p re ssed her head against 
his bos om, ' am I ;pretty? ' 11 (5.) 
The girl wh o wa s in such dire need of hu.111an understanding is 
a dup e of this world l y and e goc entric woman . This is anoth er 
of t he crimes wh i c h , along wi •·, h submergenc e of personalfty , 
is unDunishable b y law. Rosemary c annot i nt erpenetrate with 
1. Ibid., p . 62 
2 . Ibid., P . 63 
3. Loc-: cit 
4. Ibid:.--;--1?.64 
5. toe:· cit. 
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life; she is only cap able of toy ing with it. All her 
viciousne ss st; ands exp osed in this story where t h e irony is 
so well sustained and so subtle that is is a p erfect medium 
of interpretation. The p s y cho-realistic treatment turns 
u p on incident. It is directly felt b y the reader to whom 
a ll comes clea r at the very end when he reali zes t h e actual 
meaning of Rose:m.ary . 
In A~~ 6f ·Tea and The Doll,1._s._I1:ouse we found a s harp · 
irony refined to t h e mos t subt l e instru;·nent for disclosin g 
smugness and h)~)ocrisy in persons representing a c ertain 
social group . In Honeymoon the ironic tone was extremely 
light; a warm lig..l-:Lt humor p lay ed over Ge orge and Fanny and 
there was a deep ening of realiz~tion at the end . Ta1cing 
the Veil is another story where light humor and irony prevail 
side by side. Edna is in love with an actor she saw v-1hen 
J immy tool{ her to a p l ay the p receeding night. Of course 
her whole future is changed. ShB has been engaged to Jinnny . 
11But now it was all over. It wa s so c onrl)letel"! over 
that Edna found it difficult to believe that _-· Jirmny did 
not reali z e it too •••••••••••• it was p ossible that 
Jimmy ·would get ov e r it. No , it was no use deceiving 
herself ; ~e would never get over itl His life was 
wrecked, was ru.i n ed; t h at vva s inevitabJe ••••••• Time, 
p eople said, Time mi~~t make a little, just a little 
difference. In fort y y ears, when he was an old man , 
he mi ght be able to t h ink of her calml y •• n ( 1.) 
She is considering the whole terrible problem as s he walks 
through t h e gardens o f the Convent. 
1. 'raking the.Veil._, PP • 68 - 69 
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11 If she did n ot marr:v Jimmy, of- course she wou l d marr y 
nobody . The ma n s h e wa s i n love wit h , the famous actor 
---Edna had f ar t .oo r,mch common-sens e not t o reali z e 
tha t could n ever be . I t wa s very odd . Sh e d idn't even 
want it to be , Her la.re was too int ens e for tha t. 
It had to be endured , silently ; it had to torment her . 
I t vm s she supJJ osedJ simp l y tha t ldnd of love. 11 ( 1.) 
She must go into the Convent; there is no other \vay . Her 
sorrowing friends c annot dissuade her . As a parting tok e n 
she sends roses with no c ar•d to t h e actor ; under t h e roses 
i s her photograph and t h e mess a ge, aThe world f or getting , 
b y t he world forgo t . n 
Her h a ir is cut o f f . She goes from Conv ent to ch apel , 
chapel to Convent : 
11 \fv'i th s ometh ing unearthly i n her look , in her sorPowful 
e y es and in t h e gentle smile wi t h vvh ich sh e greets the 
little ch ildren who run to her ." ( 2 .) 
Every one whisp ers o f her tragic love; i n d e ed , they re gaPd 
her as a saint . She go e s out on a bit ter cold night to 
rescue a cry ing ani:ITl..al , High feYer---delirium---
"In three day s , all i s over.. The service has been s a id 
i n t h e chap e l, and s h e. is buried in the c orner of t he 
cemetery reserv ed for t h e nu ns, where t h ere are p lain 
little crosses of wood, Rest in Pea ce, Sister Ang e'la 11 (3. 
Edna i s enjoy ing t h is i mmensely . She is deligh ting in the 
p ictur e of h erself which sh e is creating , i n h er self-willed 
mart yrdom, in all the r omantic trapping s of such a story . 
Now her brok en-hearted p a rents co me t o her grave. Jinnny 
1 . I bid ., P • 69 
2 . !bJd., p . '71 
3 . _±bid ., p~.'72 
--~ 
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inc onsolable , weeps over it . Alas ••• too late ••• t oo lat e ••• 
11 Edna 1 s bla c l{ bool;;: fell with a thud to the garden p ath. 
She jumped up , her heart be a ting. f·!Iy d~I'l ing l No , it ' s 
not too l at e ••• Oh , what happ iness l She is free , y oung 
and nobody lmows her secr et . Every t hing is st i ll 
p ossible for her and Jimmy... She reali z ed that nmv 
for the first t i me in her life---she had n ev er i magined 
any feeling like j_t befoi'e--- she knew what i t wa s t o 
be in love t 11 (l. ) 
Her long ing for the dramatic , the unusual , t he sacrificia l 
is gone. She Hant s J immy , just as he is , musc11l ar , 'J'larrn, 
protective , c onventional , uni1~aginat ive . '11h is is a comp e tent 
treatment by the psycho- realistic method of the emer genc e 
of a •;-o ung girl ' s realization tha t s lle is in love . The l ast 
paragraph, quoted above , makes this v e r ;r c l e ar . In fact 
the criti c i s m we make of thi s s tory is that i t i s a trifl 3 
t oo obvious . Mansfi e l d se ems to have deserted the s ubt l ety 
t hat is one of the d i stinguish ing qualit i es of her vvork . 
The Canar v has the sublety vh ich Taking the Veil l acks . 
' - • • . •• lij; ' • ' • 
It never makes a dire c t statement of t he t heme but t h rough 
te cb.nique and mode of develo:"ment that t h eme is v ery c lea r . 
The Cana~.;y: i s more strict l y a monologue than is The Lady ' s 
Ivlaid . The character is t h inking of the time when h er c a nary 
•Nas alive . 
11It really seemed to me that he s a n r.r, l'!~l.ole song s with a 
beginni ng and a n end to them. n ( 2.) 
1. Ibid ., p p . '7 2- 7 3 
2 . 'TheCanar;r , p . 8 5 
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He vr:.1 s t ]'le onl·y cr eature rvho r elated hep to life . Lik e Jl!Ia 
Parke:c a n d Lennie , t h is woman l ived i n and throu.f:(~l her c a nary 
11 I loved h i m. How I loved him t Pe rhaps i t d o e s not 
w.at ter so v ery auch what it is one love s in t h e worl d. . 
But love somethin3; one must . 11 ( 1 .) 
Before sh e had t~e c anary s h e used to love t he evening s tar . 
11And just in that fi rst moment it se e:med to be s hining 
for me alone . It seemed to UIJ.ders t ancl t h is-- - something 
wll.i ch is lik e l on g ing and y et i t is not l ong i n g . Or 
regret--- it is more lik e r egret . And yet r e gret? I 
have much to b e t h a nkful for . 11 (2 .) 
Then love bec~ue more tangible . 
"But a fter h e c ame into my life I forgot t he eve nin8 
star . I d id not need it any more . 11 ( 3 .) 
Sh e is able to a nalyz e t b.e part the c anary p l a ye d in h er life 
11 Compan:r , y ou . s e e---that wa s w~1at he wa s . Perfect com-
p any . If you have lived alon e y ou will realize h ow 
precious that is . " (4 .) 
One n i gh.t s h e avval{e s from a bad d ream. She goes dovm to t h e 
k itchen f er a glass o f vvater . 
"And suddenly I felt it was unbearab le that I h a d no one 
to wi1.om I c ould say , ' I 1 ve had such a dT'eadf ul dream,' 
or---or---' Ride me from the darkl' I even cove red 
my f a ce f o r a minute . And then c ame a lit t l e ' Sweet l 
Sweet 1' His ca g e wa s on t he table and t h e cloth had 
s l i pp ed so that a C•1ink of ligh t s h one t ln"'ough . ' Svveet 1 
Sweet 1' said t he darling l ittle fellow a - a in so f tly a s 
muc h as to s a v , 1 I 1 m here , Missu st I ' m here l' This 
wa s so b eautifully mov ine; that I nearl y cried . rr ( 5 . ) 
No one else accepts her . Her boarders c a ll her 11 t he S care-
l. Jbid .' p . 8 6 
2 . Lo c . cit. 
3 . Loc. c it- . 
4 . Thid . ;--p. 88 
5 . Ib:id., P• 90 
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c r ow" . She overhears them and underst ands . That the canar-y 
loves h er is enough . 
nvv:b.en I f ound him lyin,~ on h is back , with his ey es dim 
and h is claws wru.ng , vvhen I r ealized that never aga i n 
shoul d I hear my darling , someth i ng seemed to d ie in 
me . lv'iy hea:tt felt ho]dow, as · if it wa s his c age . I 
shall ~et ov e r it . Of cour s e . I must . One can get 
over everyt h ing in time . 11 (l~ ) 
Th is womat1 , also, is h e r own p s ;rch iatrist . She reali zes 
tha t sanity mus t be preserved. 
"All the sam.e , without being morbid and g l Vlng way t o 
memories and so on , I must confess t hat t J.1.ere d o es s eem 
t o me s ometh ing sad in life . I t is hard to say what l it 
i s. I don ' t mea:r1 t h e sorr ow that we all know , like 
illness and p overty and deat h . No , it is somethi ng dif-
ferent . It i s there , deep dovrn , deep do·wn , part of n:me , 
l i ke one ' s breathi ng . However hard I work and tir e 
myself, I have only to stop to know that it is there , 
waiting . 11 ( 2 .) 
The t 1leme of the eternal sadness of lif e a nd transien ce that 
is the c ost of love is universal ized • 
. • 
11I often wonder if everybody feels the s ame . One can 
n e v er lmow . But isn 1 t it extraordina r y that under h is 
s vv"eet joy ful lit tle singing , it was just t his sadne s s ---
oh, vvhat is it?---that I hea rd. t t (3.) 
Mansfield chose two basic truths of life and set them 
f o rth in The Canary . On the one hand s h e is c onc erned with 
the transience which , underly ing all that is human , l ends 
i ts tone to all our joy s. On the othe:;:' hand s h e is concenned 
with the n e ed o f the individual for loving and experiencing 
l . Loc. cit 
2 . Ib id7;-pp . 90- Gl 
3 . Ibid., p . 91 
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love. These two themes are balanced and insep arable in the 
story a s · they are in life. Vlithout her c anary t h is woman 
would have been a dead s oul; he wa s her life. Yet she lost 
him as one loses all b eautiful and p recious t h ings; it cannot 
be otherwise. This is far frorri s entimentality ; it is a 
searching interpretation o f the dee pest need of the indi vidua 
and of the beaut ·y and tragedy of that need. In essence it 
is i dentical with Life of' M.a Parker but it goes a step 
further f or this w~man sees her experience in relation to 
others; the feeling is universalized and the story t h erefore 
is a more perfect unit y . 
The last of t he six stories under c onsideration is 
The F l y , h i &hl y signif.'icant not only f or technique and mean-
ing but also in r e l a tion to Mansf.'ield herself. Ol d Mr . 
iVoodfield , retired an d slightly seedy , come s to visit h is 
f.'ormer employer, the Bank Manager. The boss n ot i c e s that 
the old man is weak and aging ; this realization gives h i m 
the feeling o f vi gor a nd domination. Here is old Woodfield 
on h is last l egs but he---he is goin g strong . The boss 
p oint s out the new luxurious furnis h ing o f the office. 
"But he did not draw old Woodfield's ·attention to the 
phot ograph over the t ab le of a g r ave-look ing bo~y- in 
uni form---It was not new. It had b e en there for over 
six y ears. 11 (l.) 
1. The Fly, p . 75 
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Over a glass of viniskey , a trea t to Woodfield , the l atter 
tells the boss t hat h is daughters , whi le in Belgium, found 
h is son ' s grave . 
"Old Woodfield paus ed , but the bos s made no rep l y . Only 
a quiver in h is eyelids shovved that ~"le h eard. 11 ( 1 . ) 
Woodfi e l d proce eds to tell how nicely t he cemetery is k ept . 
He ask s the boss if he h as visited it as y et . 
11 1 No , nol ' For van i ous reas ons the boss had not b e e n 
across . 11 (2 . ) 
After old Woodfield ' s departure the boss shuts himself up 
in h is office to try to feel t he loss of his s on . 
"He wanted , he intende d , he had arranged to weep" ••• ( 3 .) 
He trie s i n vain . 
"Alth ough over s1x yea rs had passed away , the b o ss ne:ver 
thought o f the boy excep t as l y ing unchanged , unblem-
ished in his u n iform, asleep forever . t My s on l t 
groan ed t he boss~ But no tears c arne y et . 11 ( 4 . ) 
He t h ink s of how t he boy had b een learning t he busine ss , 
how everyone loved h is s unny winning ways, h ow h e had re -
ceived daily c ongratulations as tpe father of a p romi s ing 
son . On h earing of the bo y ' s death , his o"vn life c rashe d 
in r u ins . V;Jhy t hen c a n 1 t he feel h i s loss emotionally ? 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
"Six y ears , six years ... How quick l y t ime passed1 It 
mi ght have · h a ppened y esterday. The boss took h is hands 
from his face ; he was puzzled. Something se emed t o be 
v!Jrong with h im. He wa sn 1 t fe e ling as h e wanted t o feel . 
Ibid . , p . 77 
I b i d ., P • 78 
I b id., p . 79 
Loc. c it . 
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He decided to g~~P and have a look at the boy 's photo-
gr?;ph . But i t wasn 't a favorite photograph of his; 
the expression wa s unnatural. It was cold , even stern-
looking. The boy had never looked like that ." (1.) 
At this p oint the boss notices a fly wb.ich has fallen into 
the ink}Jot. He p icks it out and wa tches it cleaning it vling s . 
11No w one could imagine t h at the lit t le front legs rubbed 
a gainst each other li ghtly, joy fully . The horrible 
danger w~s over; it had escaped; it was ready for life 
a gain. 11 ( 2 .) 
The boss has the idea o f dropp ing ink u p on t h e fly to \Vat ch 
~ · 
its reaction. 
nThe lit t le beggar seemed absolutely cowed, stunned, and 
-afraid to mov e because of what wc·uld happen next. But 
then, as if painf'ully , it dragged it self forwa rd. The 
front leg s waved, c aught hold , and now slo·wl y t h is time, 
the task be gan from the begj_nning . 11 ( 3 .) 
The boss ac1uires the fly 's p luck and courage. Is tb.ere no 
end to t h i s blind p ersistent instinct for survival? He 
intend s to find out . Anot h er drop of ink des cends upon ··the 
fly . 
11
.lmd he actually had the brilliant notion of breathing on 
it to help t he dry ing p roces s . All the s ame, t h ere was 
somet h i n.g timid and weak about its efforts now, and . the 
boss d e cided t h at this time should be its last, as he 
dipp ed the p en into the inkp ot. 11 (4.) 
Th e boss b1.ows t h at this third blot of ink will d r o vm the 
creature whose gallantry ~1azes and fascinates him. Yet he 
drops it. 
l. Ibid., p . 81 
2. Ibid., p . 82 
3 . 1i6"c~ c i t . 
4. :ro:rd~ P• s 3 
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'~he last blot on the soa k ed blotting paper , and the 
draggled fl y lay on it and did not stir. The back 
leg s were s tuc k to the body; t he f ront l egs were not 
t o be s ean . " · (1.) 
The boss flings the cor p s e into t h e was t . basket. 
"But such a grinding feel i ng of wret ch e dness s e ized him 
that he fel t p ositively fright ened. 11 ( 2 .) 
He c a lls for f r esh blotting paper , tries to remember what 
he had b een t h inking of befor e a n d f or t he life of him he 
can not remember. 
The bos s is s trange and i n..t-mman. He never loved h is 
s on . His former sorrow was n ot sincere sorrow ove r the 
pas sing of a beloved chi l d but born of ange r and resentment 
over t he loss of a p romising member of his business. He 
had bent a ll h is efi'ort s to building it u p for t hat eventu-
ality . His plans had been frustrate d ; he wh o dominated 
other s had been forced to accept -this death a s som.eth ing 
bey ond his control . Why does he not weep nov:r ? He cannot 
call forth an emotion that was the fruit o f anger and 
res e n t ment; a t the time of h is son 's death ---ye s---but after 
six years it is imp ossibJe to fei gn emotion wh ich was 
originally neither pure nor sincere. The boy means noth ing 
to him. Indeed in h is photograph he is a stranger to his 
fathe r . 
The da r k ina rticulate res entment which resulted in the 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. Loc. cit. 
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a ppear ance o f d e ep sorr ow now v ents its force in h is treat -
ment of' t h e :fly . He tor tures i t a s hi s prid e and h is 1:'1 ill 
have been tortured. Now he is God and commits t h e destruc-
tion which has been committed a gainst him. His sadism is 
cold , reasoned , terrible . if~nen t h e f l y is dead he fee ls 
the wret chedne ss that a ll ht..unans feel who try t o p lay God 
and also wh en they discover t hat the i r sadi s m l eads not to 
re l ease but to fur t h er f rustration. He d i s misses the f l y 
into the wast ebasket as he f or merly d i smiss e d h is son---brief 
l y , object ively . He c annot even remember that h e h ad b e en 
t h inking about h i s son. This stor~r is a remar kable trea t-
ment o f t he vind ictive force in a human being , of the i nrr_anse 
s adi sm which choose s a n y live creature on which t o wreak 
its veng eance and of t h e i ronic, i n evitable a nd i gnominious 
de f eat of the human being wh o t ries to p lay at be ing God. 
Vve pause h e1•e t o determine h ow these six stories relate 
i n t reatment , qualit y , and depth of int e r pretation t o those 
of The Garden ~~r!x• The first notable qual i t y is the 
hi g..."ll y develop ed, subtle, lr.e en i ron y . Many of the p revious 
stori e s have i ron ic ove r tones ; several, including Marriage 
- -~- --- .. ,:;< ~ 
~~~ .Mode and T~e _GardeE Party di s p lay a dominant ironic 
tone . But in A Cup of Tea, The Doll's House, and The F l y 
- -~----..,. ~- - --··-..: . . 
irony is given fr ee p lay a nd the p s y ch o-realistic realization 
emer ges t h r ough this medi um. 
During our examinat :i on of Mansfield's stories never 
hav e we discovered one t hat p o ssessed a s ymbol so dominant 
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and functional that it fuses all the constituent parts of 
the stor~r into a meaningful unity. In ~.::r:e.l~1de the symbo~ 
of the alo e a cts as the interpretative agent of Linda; y e:t 
she is only one major character in the story . In The Doll's 
House the lrunp is the welding a gent and the whole meaning 
of t h e story emerges throu gh the s ignificance ci: this symbol. 
We believe tha t :rh~ _g_~~,aE.Y and singu.larl~r enough it is 
the l a st com>_) lete story Mansfi eld ev er wrote, goes further 
into an inter:pretation of basic life truths t han do either 
A Lady's Mai~ or .,Life of Ma·~: Parker, . to which T~e Ca~ary is 
closely allied in form, .further, indeed , t han any of Mans-
field's other stories with the possible exceptions of The 
_Fly and The D~~l~te_r?~ o f The Late _Q.c:lo~el, . _ Our op inion is 
based u p on t he universalizat i on of theme which emerges at 
the end . The story has answered no questions for it deaJs 
with a funda.ment a l dual t h.eme to which there i s no answer; 
a reali ~ation alone has emer ge d and it is ·a realization 
basic and fUndamental to all humanity . 
Mansfield a pproaches p sy ch o-realism in several way s. 
She develops it by a process of clear. slow emergence as in 
· Je ne Parle pas Francaj.s, _Prelude, At The _)?ay, and The 
Daughters of The _Late_ 9ol_oEe l where she treats of more than 
one chara cter; at times she clarifi es and reinforces this 
emergence by t he use of functional s ymbols as in Prelude and 
TJ:le Dau@.~t~rs of The Lat~ . Colone~l· Secondly she a pproches 
psycho-realism through the development of the realization 
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of the sole chara cter in t he story as in The_Q,an a r y , The 
~dy ' s Maid, and L~f~~f.__Ma Parker:. · Th-3:.rdly she a pproaches 
it through irony as in ~LaE.E.:b_a ge, ·_~a ·". Li:1:.:_.__1VIo_~e , 'fh~ _,~tranger, 
A Cup of Tea and T,he ·}v..rden Party. We feel that The Doll's 
Hou,s~_ , A Cup o f..J~.~~' _Tp.e Canary, and The F~l_:y stand with 
At The Bay, parts of Prelude and Je n e .Parle-:· pa s Francai~, 
Miss Br~~l and The Daugh~~~~_£f_The Lat e Colonel as t he 
fines t , deep est and most ai·tistic interpret at ions of lif e 
t hat Mansfie l d offered. 
In view of these cons i derations we are c ompelle d to 
re c o gnize that when J.IIansfield d iscontinued writing she hai 
r e cently p roduced four of her mos t s ignificant storie s both 
in p oint· of , form and in qu a lity and depth of experien ce 
interpreted. Does t h is indicate a creative genius t hat has 
become steril e a t its s ource? Has her c reat ive faculty 
lit t le b y little r un the r a n ge of i ts total p ossibilities? 
No; her a rt wa s ev en then evolving into a more significant 
phase . It remains for u s t o d i scover t he cons tellated 
pattern o f cnnditions vhich caused her to abandon writing 
i n Oct ob er of 1 922 
I t has not been the purpose if t h is t hesis to linl-c 
Ma n s field ' s writing to her p ers onal l ife· to the extent of 
mainta ini n g t _h a t under the cove r· of the short stol'•y s h e was 
writing' au t ob iogx·aphy . Such a v iew of· 'ch e 1~elation of t h e 
artist to his art we f eel to be both und.ignif i ed, distorted, 
and untrue . Only once have we d one s o, in rel ation t o the 
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1. 
sto ry:'e:i:ltitled The- Child- Who- vVas-:-J:i:r,:ed and there we attemp-
to make it clear th~ t t he symbolism was quite probe.r)ly un-
:c.onsli.ious on r:~ansfield 1 s part . Again vve wish tcfp rop ose 
that the symbolism of The Fly may be interpreted as bearing 
a close relations hip we her ovm life . An examination of the 
caus e s which led her to discontinue creative a c tivity will 
cl arify our p ro position. 
The f i rst of these cus.ses was the at titud e of the cni tic 
and·the public. We have f ound that she l amented what she 
felt to be prematu~e jud icial criticism. It is clear tha t 
in J·s.nuary of 1922, vicious inroads have been made into the 
secux• l ty anc~ clarity of h e r relation with her own art . 
11 I have been i n a hor r ible black mood l ately with fee l-
ings of something l ike hatred towal"d everybody . I 
think one reason was I wrote a story---I pro jec ted my 
l ittle people a gainst the bright screen of time--- and 
not only nobody saw , nobody cared . It was bitter t o 
b e refused . Heaven lmows one does not de sil~e praise . 
But s ilence is hard t o bear. 11 ( 2) 
She felt that t h e read ing public was not responc.ing . When 
the critics d id speak it was to tr·eat her as a writer whose 
body of work cou l d be c onclusively judged . Of Sydney Schiff 
she Wl'i tes : 
11He does se e wha t r -·mean. He does not see it 
of trivial happeni!'l..gs just throvm toge ther . 
enou gh to be deeply g l"ateful for---mo re than 
will see. But I have this continual longing 
something with all my power, all my force . " 
1 . Supra . Chap . IV 
2 . Mansfield, -Katherine : Letters , ;p . 434 
3 . Mansfield, Katherine: Journal, p . 21 6 
as a set 
This is 
others 
t o write 
(3) 
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She believes that t h e Cl'itic s misunderstand and mis interpret 
her work . Ye t f r om the above quotation we c an perceive 
trend he r thought is taking . Pe rhaps the fault is within 
herself. She neve r conceived of herself as a popular or 
famous artist. She knew that h 2r art would appeal on l y to 
the minority . Yet somehow she was not reaching even these 
people; at least she felt t~at she was not . She be gi ns to 
examine herse l f for t his f. l l;l.w tha t hinde rs her from this 
achiev ement . She decicles tha i: sh e has not put all her power 
into her work. This problem cons tantly ancl subtly under-
mined her security i n her conception of he rself as an l:!rt.::..st . 
Long before 192 2 Mansfield recognizet:3. the a l Eos t sacred 
a tti t1.1de between the artist and his creative aaJ>t . She a cknow-
l edge r' herself a s a me d ium t hro"tlgh whi ch a r·are powe r mani-
feste J itself . She had fo ught a bitter ba t t le with her pride; 
humili ty ·was won at the cost of great me ntal anguish. Yet 
she f e lt even in Oc tober of 1921 that she was not a fit medium 
f'o:r· the perfect manifestation of her genius. 
11 0h GodJ I am divided s till . I am bad. 
perso nal life . I lapse i nto i mpa:bience , 
ancl_ so I fail as t hy priest." (1) 
I fai l in my 
temper , vanity, 
In November she i s beginning the writing of A Weak Heart, a 
story which remains unfinished : 
11May · I be found worth~ to do i t J Lo rd f m!Jike me crystal 
clear for Thy ligh t tJO shine through. r ~ 2 ) 
To Richard Murry she explains the problc""'m obj ec ti vely : 
1 . Ibid, P • 198 . 
2 . Ibid, P• 201 
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!!The mi nd is only the fine instx·mnent, it ' s only the slave 
of the soul . I do agree that with a g l"eat many artists on 
never sees the master , we only know the slave a nd the slav 
is so bri],liant that he can almost make y ou forg et the ab-
sence of t he other. But one is only x•eally living when 
one acknowledges both---or so it seems to r!le .... --anc1 great 
art is achieved when the rela tion between these t wo is 
perfecte d. u ( 1) 
In this brill iant distinction between cleverness and crea-
tive genius, she outlines the integrated balance between tech-
nique and insight she deems necessary to produce a true work 
of art . In April of 1922, one month later, she enlai•ges upon 
this: 
11 It seems to me that what one a ims at is to wox•k vii th one 1 
mind and one 1 s soul really t~eethex· . By sou_l I mean tha t 
thing t hat makes the mind real ly important. I a l ways p ic-
t ·ure it like this. My mind is a very complicated c apable 
instrument. But the interioi' is dark. It can work in the 
dark and thro-vv 6.ff all kinds of things . But behind that 
instrument, like a very steady, g entle light, is the soul . 
And it 1 s only when the soul ir:r•adiates the mind that what 
one does mE'.t te rs •••• What I aim -at is that s tate of mind 
whe n I feel my soul and my mind are one ••• Only soli tude 
will do it for me •••• One aims at p erfection---knows one 
vrill never a chieve it and goes on aiming as t h ough one 
knew the exact contra ry. 11 ( 2 ) 
The point of view developed in the last two quotations 
sho~:v that Mansfield has penetrated deep into the mysterious 
processes of the functioning cre a tive mind . Vfuy has she done 
so? 
Baffled by the silence and misunderstanding of critics an 
public, spurred b y her O il"i/Il dissatisfaction with her 'IYork, she 
is seeking to discover wherein she fails . . In February of 
1. Mansfield, Katherine : Letter~, p . 459 · 
2 . Ibid, PP• 459- 460 
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Thes e thre e major curr ents of Mansfield 's life, the attitu e 
of t he cr·i tics ancl th~ public , her f e eling that becau se of her 
sp iritual d isun:i.ty she was incapable of p roducing g re a t vrork, 
and her g r ave physical concli tion coup les with the loss of con-
f:td ence in all medica l trea trnent, combined to crush her with th 
force of their impact i n Octobe r of 1922. She was the fly c au g 
in the thir d blot of ink dropped by an unkno~m h a nd bent on her 
destru.ction. Wi thin the past six years she had manag e d to pro-
duce desp ite illnes s and me ntal anguish two volumes of short 
stories, but in 1922 she was doomed i n all areas of life. .::ih e 
was making hel~ last f rantic effort to cure her·self sp iritually 
and physical ly. 
Ba ck in 1 918 she had p el"Ceived t h e irony of the fly f allen 
into the jug of mi l k. In a carefully dated and tir:11e d entry in 
her journal: 
11 December 31 , 4:45 p . m. Oh the times when she had wal ked u 
side dovm on the c eiling, run up glittering panes, f loated 
on a lal{e of light, fl a shed thr·ou gh a shin ing bearn! And 
Gocl. look ed upon the fly fallen i nto the jug of milk and sav 
t hat it was good. And the smallest Cherubin and Seraphin 
of' all, who delight ed in :ni sfortune , str'Llck thei r silver 
harp s and shrilled: 1 How is the fly f allen, fal lenl 11 (1) 
Thi s symbol emerge s four years later in her story. In the 
autmnn of 1922 she is no longer t h e artist consid ering the iron 
ic tragedy of the fly . She is, p itifully enough, . the fly that 
is tortured b ;:, the bass, the creature who has made cont·inued ef 
forts to strllggle against illness, emotional frustration, ine r -
---------------1 . Iviansfield, Katherine: J"ournal, p . 103 
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vre find this entry in her• Journal: 
11 Tl:l.e weakness was not only physic al . I must heal my 'e lf 
before I will be whole . 
11-Iy mind is not controlled . I idle, I give way. I sink in 
to desuair. 11 ( 1) 
She conclude s t hat her failure lies in he x· inability to 
·ao rk vri th her mind and her soul together, that hers is a snir-
i tual disharmony which must be l"emedied before she can vvri te 
,:d th all her power and all her skill. 
A third f a ctor which was de cisive in causing hel'' to abando! 
writing temp oral"ily was physical. With hex· p rolonged an d se~-
ious physic al weaknes s s he was i mpatient. Yet she felt tha t 
this must be reme d ied likewise. In the _spring of 1922 she de-
cide d to g o to Paris for a fifteen vveeks 1 trea tment g ive n by th 
Hus s ian, Dr . Mamukhine . To Kotel iansl{y she vn"i tes: 
nDo you knov,r I have not wal x e d since November 1920? Not 
more t han to a c ar1• iage and b ack. Both my l ung s a re af-
fected; there is a cavity in one and the other is affected 
t hrough . My h eart is ·weak , too . Can all this be cured'S 1 
In the autumn of that year she is ~gain in Paris for tre a t 
ment . Suddenly she gav e it up and chan ged her manner· of livin g 
entirely. To Dorothy Br ett she writes in October : 
11 I mn f a r more desperate about my illness and about Life 
than I eve r sho·w you •••• I have no belief wh a tever in any 
k ind of medical treatment . 
M:anouk.h:i.ne isn 1 t a magician. He has cured some peop le---
a ~·reat many-- -and some he hasn 1 t cured. He mad e me fatte 
---th e.t is auite tl"ue. But otherwise? I'm exactl·,sr where· 
was before :t started . 11 (3) 
1 . Mansfield, Kat herine: Journal, p . 2~52 
2. Mansfiel d, Katherine : Le t~ers, p .. 424 
3 . Ibid : - pp . 507- 508 
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tia, hostility, p ride, in orde r to be co me a vital creat i ve ar-
tis t. She ha.s succeede d only to be forced t=1. t the end to y ield 
to p hys ica l weakness, sp iritual d istr ess e.nd a x•esulting uncer-
ts..inity of her significance as an artist . 
Convinced that the rwaling of her spiritual self wa s of 
more vita l and i mme diate impoptance than her physical condi tion 
Katherine Mansfield ente red the Institute founded at Fonta ine-
1. 
bleu i n 1 922 by Geo1•ge Gurdj ieff. She was s.mong the gl~oup which 
launched t he exp e riment the r-e . 
Gurdjieff had been introduced to this group by Ouspensky . 
whose Tertium 0r,Q' aE-2d!l was mak:J_n g a substantial impres s ion u pon 
the intellect-uals and pseudo-intellectuals at that tiine. For a 
year before t h e eXJ>erim.ent began the latter· exp ounded his doc-
trine of s elf control thr·ough conq1..ws t of the will and conquest 
of the will through ceaseless application to 11 workn . Gurdjieff 
orga nized a!"ln di rected the Institute which grevr out of Ouspesky s 
phi l osophy . 
The Institute was to p rovide an enviromnent prop er f ox• the 
intens e and effective practice of self-observation in an eff ort 
to develop the will . Four states of consciousness were postula e d 
by t he s y stem. The first vms the sleep state or subjective 
dream state . TJ1e i mplication is that in his ordinsr·y waking 
hours man i s not controlled by his will but is r ather subject t 
1. For t he foll owing f a ct s concerning lif e at the Institute we 
ar·e indebte d to a n authoritative article by Dr . James Young in 
The New AdelJ?hi . Dr Young was one of t he leader·s of the exp e.l~­
iment . 
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the whims of chance. Consequently he must develop t he thir•d 
state, that of self-consciousnes s whel"ein b.e vvil l not only be 
able to direct his vvill but also to pred..ict the efforts of his 
actions; thus h e ·will be an entirely self-controlled creHture. 
Then he must tr·w to reach the fourth state of be _i ng h. b · th .; w_ J_ c __ J.. s -~ e 
highe i· consciousness; this state implies a deepened spiritual 
p ower a nd vision. 
All t h is was to be accomplished through the three tech-
niques known as self-remembering, non-identifying , e.nd non-con-
sidering . The way of lj_fe that must be foll owed in order to use 
these three techniques was a combin.ation of asceticism, monasti-
cism and Yoga. Lilm ascetics these pe op l e a t tempted to control 
a.nd subdue the mechanisms of t he body by methods which, accordi:D-( 
to Dr . Young, vre i•e often unspeakably drastic and re vol ti.ng . Lil£ 
mone,s tics the~y- tried to control theil' emotions anc1 their phan-
tasy life . 'lney a imed, thirdly, at the control of the intellect 
and in this t h ey approached Yoga. 
Great emphasis was placed on manual labor. Thel"e were two 
hundred acres of land ·which must be cultivat ed (:JTid kept up. 
Buildings had to be erected and cattle must be cared for. Group 
recreational activity consisted in rhytlnnical exercises involvin 
foui· movements at a time, rapid calculation, interpretation of 
I•lor·se code as it vvas p layed on a piano, repeti t:l.on of twenty 
words after one reading , and other challenging f eats. Gurdjieff 
himself n composer of ballets, introduced this activity and the 
g l"OUp made its_ ovm costmnes and presented its programs unde r his 
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direction. No one was all owed to continue long in the same worl; 
no sooner· had he started on one tas1s:: than he was shifted to an-
other a.nd the multiplicity of a person's occupations was con-
stantly increased. 
Dr. Young offers this enlightening information: 
11For a week at a t:Lme we would not have more than .:lour hou_ s 
sleep a night and sometime even only one •••• Every night in 
the study house people would fall aslee}) doinf the menta l 
exercise. 11 (1) 
GLu.,dji~ft' was hostile to sleep because he believed that ro 
tine was the worst enemy of his system and that the vJ'ill could 
be :so developed tbB.t it vvould act upon a pe:r·son to b;t"'eak dovm 
these useless and time - wasting habits. 
Dr . Young makes no open condemnation of this experiment; 
yet it is ver·y clear that he ca.rne to think of both Ouspensky and 
Gurdjieff as charlatans profiting from t he emotional, spiri tual, 
ar,_d socia l frustrations of wel l-to-do gullible clients. He be-
lieved that Gurdjieff, a skilled hypnotist, used this instx•umenJ-
constantly; the members of the Institu.te, striving to contr•ol 
themselves, were in reality controlled b'y Gul"'djieff to the ad-
vantage of his ovm self-interest . 
In a letter to Koteliansky Mansfield's situ tion comes o{lt 
clearly: 
11 I am a divided being y'lith a bias looki.ng toward what I w t 
to be, but no more ••••• :::>o _ _I am always conscious of this se-
cret cUsru.p tion ;,\,n me . • ·I mean to work in every possible 
w8.y with my 1jl.ends, looking after animals and doing al l ki· s 
--------------- ~ 
1. Young, J arae:s: An E~J?~_!iment .. ?.-t Fon:!;aineQ.+._e'b. in The Hew Adel-
phi; September, 1927, .i:' ;:; ge 36 
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of ma"..3.Ua l labor . I do not want to write any sto ries u n til 
I am a less terr ibly poor human being . 
The world e.s I kno~:v it is no :joy to me and I am usele ss in 
i t . Peop le :=u•e almost non- existent . The worl s to me is a 
dream and the p eop le in it are sleepers. I have knovm j us~ 
instances of wald.ng b u t that i s all . I want to find a 
world in which these instances ax•e united. Shall I succee ~? 
I do not know. I scarcely care ••• 11 ( 1) 
To Murry who had not been consul ted by Vi: ansf ield she is 
more explicit: 
11 
••• All I am doing now is trying to put into pract:lce the 
i deas I have had for s o long, of ano t hel" and far· more t r·ut tl-
f'u l existenc e . I want to learn something that no book s 
c e.n teach me , a nd I want to try and escape from my terribl ~ 
illness. As for writing stories and ' being true to one .1 s 
gift ', I couldn't wri t e t hem if I were not here, even. I 
am at the encl of my source for the time . Life has br·ought 
me no f low.· I W8.nt to write, but d i fferently---far more 
s teadily. 11 ( 2 ) 
F:Pom the abov e quotation it is apparent t h at t1iansfield 
look s forvvard to writing i n the future . He r ce s s a t i on is tem-
p orary, not p ermanant. She does not seem entirel y s atisfic~d 
with her p rogress . In November· she v1rites : 
11And yet, I realise , as I writ e this , that it rs no use . 
An old personality is trying to get back to the outside 
a nd observe, and it's not being true to the p resent f a cts 
e.t a.ll. I f ee l I cannot expr·ess myself in writ i ng just 
now. 'l1he old mechanism isn 1 t mine any longer, and I c a n r t 
control the new. n ( 3) 
In December of 1922 she is still looking forward to future 
viriting . 
11 I haven ' t writ t en a wor·d since October and I don 't mean 
to until the s p ring . I want much more material ; I am t i r·e ~ 
1. Mansfield , I~ather·ine : Le tters , p . 309 
2. Ibi d: p . 511 
3 . Ib i d : PP~ 511- 512 
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of my little sto ries lilce birds bred in c ages . 11 ( l) 
Wh..at furtb_er p ossibil i ties fo r creative art 1v1s.nsfield 
might hav E:: realized through her experiment at Fontainebl eu we 
caru1ot suggest. For she vvas the vict·im of this exper·iment . We 
believe that the deplorably dr·as tic w-ay of life fol lowed at the 
Institute brought about Mansfield ' s death in J a nuar-y of 1923. 
Her re ar·t was danger•ously weak. Her· consump tion was active in 
both lungs . She had suffered from terrific strain j_n all areas 
of consciousness over a period of at least six y ears. She was 
i n no fit condition to unde rtake the way of life to which she 
voluntarily comrrri tted herself . 
She kept this change in her manner of life a secret f:r•om 
a ll but her closest friends; no one, not even Murry vvas given 
full details . In a last f utile effort to a chieve the spirit-ua l 
clari ty v1hich she f elt she lacked , she disreg arded the g ravity 
of her physical c ondi tion; she tried valiantly to beoome crysta 
clear but the effort cost her her life. 
------------- --
1 . I bid: P • 516 
Conclusion 
"LEAVING ALL AS FAIR 11 
It has been the dual purpose of this thesis to chart the 
evolution of Ka therine Mansfield's art by tracing clearl y 
and carefully its development from youthf u l s atire to psyc ho-
real ism. In our opening chapter we s t a ted that in 1 922 M:ans -
field had p rodu ce d a body of work . that represented incom-
plete evolution in tha t there were grea t potentialities in 
her cre a tive genius fo r further d evelopment into a more 
mature a nd penetrating phase of psycho~realism . The exrun.ina-
tion of her last six com-·- lete stories anci. their evaluation 
in relation to 'I'he Garde n Party servecl_ to r einforce our state-
ment; four of these exhibited as fine a qu ality of a rt a nd as 
profound an j_nterpre t a t ion of life as any of her earlier 
stories had a ch i e ved . 
Conse quently, vre maintain that her ce ssation of creative 
activity v1as no t caused either b y inability to formulate a 
clear concep tion of what she wished her art to accomplish or 
a weakening in he r mastery of the tools of her a rt . ·we have 
traced her artistic and philosophical persp ectives as they 
eme r g ed a nd enlarged both in scope and in d epth from adoles -
cence t o maturity; we found that in themselves they were 
sound , - h igh ly clarified, a nd in keep ing with t he finest 
ideals a nd the most urgent resp onsibilities of creative 
genius . We fo llowe d the development ofher te c hniques and 
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her increasing use of psycho-realism and vve d iscovered that, 
t hough some of her stories shO"I!Yed evidences of regress ion 
and a tend ency to superficial treatment, there is a direct 
sequence of stories from Pre lud e throug..h to The Fl::z:. t h at 
evince an increasing mastery of t he use of irony, a deep-
ening interpretation of basic life truths, a nd p rogressive 
perfe cting . of the psycho-real is tic me t h od :freqv_ently re -
ini'orced and clarified through t he use of funct ional sym-
bolism. 
We refuse to admit, therefore, desDite the claims of 
critics, tha t when 1\!Iansf ie ld abandoned writing her c1•eative 
ability had r u n the :full range of its limited possibilities . 
We believe tha t the causes for the c h anc e in her way of life 
in 19 22 h a ve their roots :Ln her physical condition B.nd her 
re sulting emotional frustration . She felt tbat her problem vre 
one of s p iritual disunity. 1J'Je s ubmi t that her gi'a ve physical 
c on c!.ition, c1ue to the ravages of four years of pulmonary tu-
berculosis, ancl. the strain which n1edi cal tr·ea tment put u p on 
an' alread.y weak he~:~.rt c ombined to destroy· a ll her stren g th 
and energy; by 19 22 these forces had succeeded. She '.Vho 
believed in life and loved it was hindered from meeting its 
normal demands . First she [a ttempted to cure her body ; 
then, losing f aith i n all medical tre a t me nt, she cJ eter-
mine ct to igno re her illness, to escape from it by means 
of an o r ganized program decUcated to self-control t hrou gh 
dev e lopment of the will. She could not cure her physical 
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self; srhe would , therefOl"e, make strong her will; through 
the domi nation of mind, a unity betYfeen sou l and mind. would 
be obtained Vlhereby t he t wo, acting toge ther, would subdue the 
Ul"gencies of illness and overcome t h em . 
':'l e have seen that she cons iderec'i h e r cessation of c r ea-
tive activi ty temporary thouglJ i mperative . We a g ree tha t it 
was necessary for in 1922 her state of illness prevented her 
from looking at life in t h e 'Nay wb.ich is vi tally compu l s ory 
for the arti .st who ·\'iould create a dynamic l ife- enriching al"t . 
The fac t that she lost conta ct with life does not in the least 
imply a creative genius vrhic h has ey..haus ted its possibili t ies; 
rather it ind icates one whic h h a s come to a temporary p eriod 
of rest because its phys ical factor 1 s ·weakness rend_ers i mpos-
sible a concerte ~-~ unified u s e of the artist 's c reative pow-
ers . 
In c onsideration of the facts suw.mari zed above, thew fol"e 
t h e p resent ;,,rr i ter believes t hat she has p roved in t h e light 
of evidence available to he r t ha t )',;ansfie l d 1 s ar t exhib i ts 
incomplete evolution a nd wa s , when she abandoned r;ri ting , 
pus tiin g forward to a more mature phase . 
In 1919 fuansfield wrote: 
''I really only ask for time to v,rrite it all--- time to 
vrri te my books . Then I don 1 t m:i.nd dying. I live to 
vr.ci te. r;_,he love l y world ( God , h ow lovely the externol 
·worl d is) is t here and I ba the in it ancl am refreshed. 
But I feel as tho u.gh I had a DUTY, s omeone h as set me a 
t a sk vrhich I am bound to finish . Let me finish i t: 
let me finish without lTtJrrying---leavinr a ll as fair 
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as I can 1i . • • • ( 1) 
At this ver-:1 time her illness necessitated part i a l i nve:--..l i d ism 
ancl.. a consequent withe~ ro.vral from a ctive l ife . Yet in the 
folloviin,s three years s h e };:J Y'Oducecl_ her most significant WOl"k; 
this fact a lone is proof of her rare quality as a n ar·tist . 
Accepting pain a nd anguish, she came to regard it a s the most 
exacting and necessary discipiliine . Enough t ime to write her 
sto ries, enough time to ttfinish vdthout hurr·ying 11 was not 
granted her . Yet at hel.1 dee. th she left !bo t he m.odern "l:vorld 
a sms ll body of vvork that has an honor·able p lace in au t hen-
tic mode rn a rt . 'l'h i s is the corollary which t hi s thesis has 
attem:oted to prove . ',je realize that the evaluation of the 
quality of Lansfield ' s art is l:lmited by our ovm intelle c tual 
a cu:m.en a nd sensitivity to v. rt . For t his reason we recognize 
tha.t YJe may have f a llen short of a convincing interpretation. 
~e have sincerely tried to indicate that parts of Prelude 
a.ncl Je ne __ far· le DO.S Pranca~~' At . The Bay, ~ Brill , Life 
of L-a Par ker, The T.~ s. d;:,r's l:1a id, 'The Dau;:::h!_~f t he Late Col-
one_]: _ _z_ ~CU1J o.f 'l'e~, '.i'he J~oll 1 ~folJ.se, ~rhe F'l:s_:, __ ~~-d 1'he Ca-
nar_x_ represent achievement of the firs t qu ality. These 
s tOl1 ies cmn!,)ris e t l' e smal l body of 1vo j:'k vvhich 1-ve regard a s 
··Jrof'ound in intel~pretation, unuslJ.a l in treatment, vi tal in 
meaning ancl. :fla-vorless in for·m . 
1.~Je he.ve defined . p sych o- realism a nd have c iv-,:;n abnnd:=..nt 
illus trations of its manifestat ions in the VJork of Kathe rine 
JL . i:fansfield~ Esthel"ine : J oul1 na l , p . p . 104-105 
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L•ansf ield. Ae have. repre sente J the ]JSych o-realis t as con-
cei'ned with t he significant chang es in any OI' a ll of t he c on-
s tituent parts of the hu man ro nscious ness, wi t h t h e res u l ting 
re &l:l zo. t i ibns t ha t t h ese cl1~::mges bring a bout) and with t he 
emergenc e of t he end - results of these realizations i n overt 
a.ct ion and at titude . There is no concer'n tha t goes dee p er 
into t he meaning of the individual than this . Yet the a.rtist 
who cieals v1ith t h ffis most vitB.l p roblem lmovm tha t the l i fe 
~1r·oce ss es a re slow o.nc1 subtle, that these cban E es vrhi c h a re 
t h e materials of his a rt a re often s o slight a nd sec r et ove r 
a l ong ~oer•iod of time a c o 
"' 
to be entirely i mpe rce ptible to the 
ord inary individ ual. Because Lans fie l d dev eloned into a 
psyc ho - r e -li s t she laid hers e l f' op en to t he char·ge s t hat s he 
treated of u n i mporta.n t f a cts about unimp ortant p eo p le . The 
dau ghters of t h e co1onel were me rely t vm o l ofaaids whom t he c ol 
one l had r u led with an :tron hand . To wh om c auld they matter? 
Ma F8.:rker vm. s a scrub- woman .. Is it conceivable t hE .. t :::he 
cou l d be intere s ting in t he l eas t ? Obtuse critics a n d a l a r g e 
section of the~eading ~Jublic reqt.-~ ire a d iet of adventure, bull 
fights ) rapes , l ynchings, a nd mu:eders to keep them. conten t 
vYi th \"!ha t t h e :;r t e rm litera ture . It is certs.inly not the f aill.lt 
of the psycho- re ali s t if these p eo ple fail to ~;erceive the 
meaningful a nd sig n if icant qu a lities of his a rt . 
··:..a t he r:tne L:.an.sf ie l d vn-. :L t es of r obberies -- - the subme r -
gence of pGrsona1ity , a crime c onurri tted lia ily a ga ins t sensi-
ti ve e.n6 t:bu s ting ind iviciu a l s . .She vi:ei t es of victories---
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when a youthful dynamic pel"sonali t y conqu e rs the hostile 
forces s e ekinr to destroy it . ,':.he i s concerned viith adv en-
tures vrhen she record s the changes in t h e hurnan psyche from 
one ~)o int of t iY.le to anothe r . Her p el"p etua l preocctlpa t ion is 
with the reac tion of the individ.u a l c m;ght between the life -
destroyine: force and t l e life-creating force a.s t hese t vro 
p o v1ers emerge t h rongh the interpl ay of personality a nd cir-
cumstance . 
This c onc ern of the p s ;:rc ho - re a list embx'a c es the de e -cJes t 
problems of life. Fo r thiB reason v1e be l ieve th ·, t Ka t herine 
l'·t-t nsfie1 c1 proo:u.ced 8. smt::>. l l body of s tor·ies whi ch of fer a 
v a lid , penetra ting, t::<.nd i :r·refuts b l e in ter·preta.t i on of bE1s ic 
life tru t hs . She transmitted t:bis inter~=·re t a t i on through 
the medium of a hie;bJ.y developed a rt; .she broadened its 
lim.itations and :r·ealized many of its possibili·~ ies . On 
t h is evidenc e we conclu C:: e that she 5.s a significant and 
competent artist in the field of the modern sho rt s tory. 
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ABSTRACT 
Jud icial critici sm :ls an e a s y solu.tion for c r:lti c s ·who 
e:l ther are unable to understand t h e creative genius vvhose 
work they do not hes itate to judge or do not wish to take 
the troubl e t o unde rstand_ it . Creative cr i tic :lsm , which 
evaluates t h rough experiential inqu iry, is a more d ifficult 
and a more jus t mode of d i s criminat ion • . That t h i s latter t ype 
of c riticism do es not satisfy the n!a j Ol"ity of critics a n cl.. 
the public a t large is understandable . rrhey :r. refe r t h e as -
St~ rance of the pe r iod to the e l ement of' uncerta :lnty i mplied 
i n t he ques t ion mark. Creative criticism, h6wever, is the 
onl~r method by whic h a f air estimate of creative genius can 
be obta ined . It i s the method applied to t he investigation 
of the work of Katherine .l·'-ansfield in an attempt to p rove 
that he r art manifests a progressive evolu tion from satire 
to p sych o- realism. 
Jobn Dewey has sup:9lied for cr itics who wish to t ake 
advantag e of it a most s a tisfactory exegesis of p sych o.-
realism. I n Cl. iff e rentiat ing between the flow of exp erience 
B.nd a n experience, he inc3.i c ates t h e are8. rich in possibili-
t ies for t he a rt ist . It is the experience s which a re p ro-
found enough to p roduce a decisive chan'. e in a ny or a l l 
of the cons tituent parts of the human psyc h e that Rre of 
high s i gnific a nce to t he a rtist who woul d offer an enligh t -
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ened and meaningful interpretation of life. Such change s may 
be subtl e and s low in evolution but t ney ne cessitate a total 
readjustment of the individual . Such experience s may either 
be life-embracing or life-destroying; in either case they 
clarify the u l timate meaning of the inr'li vidual in his re l ation 
to life. 'rhe wri te r vrho is c onfined t o a t reatment of objec t s 
and aFnearances , punctuated by t h e rigid d ominat ion of the 
clock, is in no posi tion t o deal wj_th the signific anc e of humaP 
exp erience . He deals only wi th surfaces, rich and attractive 
though they may be. Psych o- realism is li:rni ted neither in 
time nor in SJ!ace since it is con cerned with the only reality 
whi ch is the evolution and ch a ng e of the human p syche . Any 
artis t who vr rites of these units of experience in whi ch t he 
individual undergoes psychic change is a psycho- realist . 
Katherine !'"ansf:i_eld is one example of an ar tist who dev eloped 
into a p sycho- realist . 
Katherine "'·•ansfie l d, bo rn of pioneering sto ck, v1as a 
t hird generation colonial and a second generation Ne w Zeal and -
er . He r family wa s a prospel''ous one united in its pioneer 
heritage . Circums tance s combined to isol ate l'-atherine 1',s.nsfiel D_ 
in the family group . Her childhood was normal and heal thy ; -she 
we.s hypersensitive to experience . ,'3he attended r::.)_ueen 1 s Col-
lege in Lo ndon "~:'!here fami l iari ty with the d.ecadents, especial-
ly Os c ar iNilde, formed the bas i s of her phi losophy as a ym. ng 
write r . Upon an enforced return t o New Zealand she began to 
publish.. Her earliest stories incHca ted that she was inter-
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ested i n t he interplay of hmnan pe rs onalities. She f ound the 
C\.J. l t u r a l clima te of Ne w Zealand hostile t o art and , rebellin g 
against the constriction of b.er life t here, she retur•ned t o 
London vvhi cll. was for her a spiritual homeland . 
Her first volume of slw rt stories, In A Germr: n Pension , 
re112~esents sa t :lre ~vhich is often u.nbal aY,lced , crude , and unfair 
though it is colored by the pre cocious brilliance of the 
autho r 1 s personal i ty . The second t r end i n the book is a devel 
oping in i:. e r e s t in the manife stations of the neurotic personali ; 
the sto~C'ies in t b.i s e;roup shovv amazing p sychological insight . 
1'he third e l ement i n the volume is a crude re a lism. 'l'he many 
gr ave flaws in t hes e s torie s are caused f undamenta lly by the 
intrusion of t he au tho r into her work . Her i ntens e e gocentri-
city p revented t he book from a c hieving t he :C'eal m of auth entic 
art. The stories s how a maste r y of the traditional story 
str1; ctL:.re and techniques . Katherine i'.1s.nsfielc1 repud iated I n 
A. Gei•ma n Pen~i o_I'::._ twice in later years. Sbe had come to real-
i ze that, t hough SUperfic ially brilliant, it 'NVlS an: a d c) ,., .. 
le scent offering of CJ.llest i onable authentic:l.ty . The youthful 
disdain whic h runs t hrough the stories marks a deep ve i n of 
desp air ; j_t betrays the ideal ist hidden under the pose of t he 
cynic. 
Th e emotional fru s tration of her p e r·sonG.l life and t h e 
unexpe c ted de ~ th of her dearly beloved bro t he r brought Kn t h er-
ine kansfiel d to s. spirituo.l crisis in 1916 . The resu l ts of 
t ll i s crisis bec ame manifest in a n abrup t change in he r phil -
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osophical and artistic pe rspectives . She exp ressed indi.ffer-
ence to nll her p r·eceeding ·work. She deter-mined to recl"eate 
New Zealand in writ:tng for she felt that it was a sacred duty 
to her brother . An ensv_ing period of great happ iness with 
Myr ry made it p oss ibl e for her to p roduce Prelude, a story 
i n which she crysta lized her chan ged persp ectives . Pre lude 
is b u ilt upon a sonata f ramework and· is a recreation of her 
own chilo_hood in Ne w Zeal and . It indicates a remarkable un-
d.erstanding of human psychology , a deep sensitivity to beauty, 
and an unusual advance in style a nd poeti c expression. It 
rep resents also her .first attempt to unify a p ortion of the 
story through the use of a functional sy£nbol. Iriarking the 
entry of kansfield into her second phase of writing, Pre l ude 
is e.. clear attempt to interpret life psych o- realistically. 
Physical illnes s ancl. emotional distress combined to 
=q roouce a cond.i tion not in t he leas t favorsble to the best 
creat ive e..ctivity . Nevertheless I•.'1a nsfield proceeded to write 
and D1J.blish Bliss ancl. 0 ther Sto r ies . The book shows on the 
- . ~---
one hand a more matu1"e treatment of previously handled theme s 
a nd on the other h a nd tendencies to f ull psycho-re alism~ , ·. Of-
ten there is disharmony betvJeen the requirements of s light 
p lot a n d the c'l.emands of p sycho- realistic tre~ttment . In 
Blis~ t h e stor•y does not develop into a meaningful unity 
t hrough a failure to fuse symbolism and p sychology . J e ne 
Parle ·oa._~___l'ra.p.c ail.s_, a p rofound study o.f tb.e p sychopath i c 
pe rsonality, i s the one story in the book which rep re sents 
cerned with the examination of certain ps;y-cho log ical dev:'La t ions 
from the norm. Ego centricity, narc ti ssism, infantilism, and 
other phas es of neurot icism are interpreted in a way whi ch 
i ndicates clearly their destruc tive influences on the vitality 
of the human p ersonality. At the v e r y time nhen ii ansfield 
was w~riting these stories, t h e ar t istic and phil osophical 
pers:9e c t ives which vrere to f urnish t he founcla t:lon for he r 
t hird phase of 1ni· i ting had begun to emerge. 11hus , B.s soon 
as Blis s and Othe~ Storie~ was published Iv1ansfieldrecognized 
its element of t rivial ity; she had outgrown it even before it 
was released to t he public . 
Mansfield 1 s book reviewing for the Athana eum serv ed r:1any 
purpose ,s in relation to her own ar·t. :3he was forced to make 
a public sta tement of her creed; this clarified he r ovm per-
spe c tives to her. She becarne conscious of herself .._ s one of 
a g r oup of s erious modern writers.. She became aware of the 
grB.ve f l B.ws i h nost of the current nove l s which passed for 
liter ture . I n the course of he r book revie ws i .. a.ns f ie l d is 
revealed s.s an a rtist f amiliar wit h the creative :!]roce sses and 
v:ri th t h e f unction of art. 'I'he principles whi ch she applied to 
current novels a i•e a rJplicable t o the whole field of litex·a ry 
a r:b. This wor k r edou ncl.ed to the enrihment o:f.:' her own per-
spe c tives ; I t vras an a l.ded r·e e..son why T".ne Ga:C"den Party is a 
great a dvance ovel'' Bl is s and 9the r ~--~ori_~s • 
Dur::tne; the wri t:j_ng of ~'he Garc1en .FarJ~ thei'e c ame an in-
tensification of Lansfie l d 1 s concern with t he ne cessity for 
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absolr1.te truth as t.he guiding princi!.Jle of art. The defeat 
of the personal becrune her philosophical objective through 
v.rhich she wo uld be able tr·uthfully to interpret he r vision of 
life. The Garde_n Party_ was an attemp t to realize in art the 
full and mature flo "vvering of her artistic and philoso:r,Jhical 
p®rspective s . The tendency to1,vard p reocc-lll:,ati on vli t h the 
manifestations of neu:ro tic ism, a charac ter:i..s tic vvhich dominate( 
Bl:ls s and Uthel' Storie~, · is no t carr·ied thr-ough to its l O[i -
cal conclusion in 'l1he Gs.rden Part~; Iv,ansfield preferred rath er 
to treat of tbe richly comp licated patterning of the elderly 
personality s.nd t his changed ap:9roach a llowed fre e r l)l ay for 
her ar t and a wider r a nge of possibillties for inter:nretation. 
In her :~r e f.': entation of t he old and the lonely we find t ende r 
and Drofo ~_: nd r· nrl.el'stand ing . No longer is then? any conflict 
b e t ween y)lot ancl_ p s y c h o - r- alism; the best stories in the book 
are t ho se in whi ch psycho- reali sm i s d ominant and directive. 
Ye t l."ansfield wr·s not satisflecJ with the book as a vihole; she 
felt that she was only beginn ing to realize in her writing 
t h e que.l i ty of a rt she WOlJ. l d actieve • 
.t<'our of the l a.st six complete stories vtr·it t en by i."ansfield" 
The li1ly , The Canary, A Cup of Tea , and The Doll ' s House , are 
s :Line ::.:~ any s t ories she h e c' wr itten previously. They indi-
cate t h at he r ar t Wf). S rapidly evolving; vi(iorous _, ,_;_nrJ. expanding 
She ceased all creative a ctivity in 1922; she believed that she 
.hnd to solve 8. fund<lmental problem of spiritual discord. Sh e 
must purify and unify her mind and s oul in order to be a fi t 
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med:.tmn fo1~ the nan::Le st a tion of her· seniu_s .. Ac tually she wa.s 
a dying woman ; tbe physical :factor, weal~ened by d ise as e over- a 
lo ng p eriod of time.~ rendered full creative activity i lfi]:JOS-
sible . Kansfield prefer red to \ignore the physical aspect; she 
went i nto retirement E'-t the Institute at Fonta ineble~n-'- to gain 
I 
t be i:lp iritua l strength she deemed necessar•y in order to win 
t:r)rovgh to dynamic living . This expe:~:· i1nent "' p :r•epa r·ed b- Au-
syensky, 1 a-t.mched and directed by Gurd jieff, was not the means 
t ll rough whieh a vrorn.a n in Lansfield 1 s physical condition could 
ever hope to a rrive at a creative and vital way of life. The 
severe strain which th:l.s way of l ife imposed u:9on a f r·ail 
phys j_ca.l ore;anism p roduced dis as tro1.1s results. Katherine I'itans 
field, a veritable victim of the exp er·j_rnen:b, d ied befor-e 
achieving the spiritual p eace wbich wa s t he se lf-r.hmposed pre-
l ude to further creative a ctivity. 
l1 t her~ d.eEtth Katl"ler~ine .~.~~anf~fi elc1 left to au_thentie rnocle r·n 
Brt a s mall body of stor·ies which f-J.!•e profound in i nterpreta.,-
tion ,; 1.1..nusual in treatwent.~ vital in meaning, and fl a1.'1!less in 
form. 1'hey ar·e pshyco- realistic interpr-etations of life . 
They vrere written durinr; he r- l as t thr-ee <./rear-s wherein Vin:·iting 
wa s a O.s.:Uy ulctory over• grave physical v1eakness . In spite 
of aD ..gc.ish en o un:r·est Ivian.sf ield succe eded in tra-nsmitting 
t b roue;l a·· highly developed art form a ser·ies of valid and 
. irrefutable interpretations of b a sic life truth.s . Hers ·was 
an incomplete l y evolved. a r-t ; it showed a t her· death substan-
tial evide nce of g r-ea t po tentialities . Yet because she p ro-
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d u ced The Canary, Th e F]1[.J _ _ JQ._Ee Parl.§_.I?.§-_~ Francai~, Mis s 
~riJ;!-_ , L:!-f~ _ _S'f_l[§_P?-~_g:er_.._ Tb~~2:Y 1 s_~aid, The _ _!?ml vJ?-ters_ of 
t he La ·~e Colonel, A Cup of __ 'l1ea,_ The Doll 1 s Hou.s e, Frelu~ 
anc1 At Tl~e B~x_.;_ Ka therine •·J.ansfleld y,-,us t be re c ognized a s 
a s ignifican~ a nd co mpetent p sych o- r•ealist in the fie1 o. of' 
t he moder·n sho .·t sto ry . 
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